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Netanyahu
suspends Shahor
as negotiator

Decision a scandal and embarrassment - Peres

Some 100,000 people gather at Tel Aviv’s Kikar Yitzhak Rabin last night to mark the first anniversary of his assassination there.

Don’t give up on peace,
Leah Rabin tells rallygoers

(Reuter i

*- v.
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“DON’T give up on peace, for that is his lega-
cy,’ urged Leah Rabin at the memorial rally in
Kikar Rabin last night marking the anniversary
of prime minister Yitzhak Rabin's assassina-
tion there last November 4.

More than 100,000 thronged to the square to
honor Rabin's memory. The crowd overflowed
onto the surrounding streets, which were
closed to traffic, and posters saying “Shalom,
haver” were hung from balconies. Police esti-

mated that more people attended the rally last
night than had ever assembled therebefore.
Above the stage hung large portraits of

Rabin, and the words “Yitzhak Rabin - 1922-
1995," lined with hundreds of memorial can-
dles. People in the crowded up'pEcartis'and
banners saying “Peace will avenge him,”
“Nationalist fascism leads to mass murder,”
“Peace is his legacy,” and “We shall not for-

get"
Many shed a tear when Tel Aviv Mayor

Ronni Milo declared a minute’s silence at9:45,
the exact time when the three shots rang out,

two of which killed Rabin.

. At the opening of the rally, Rabin’s voice
*

#
rang out eerily, in a recording from the peace

- rally at which he was murdered, saying “I must

'

admit I’m moved.” Itwas the prelude to a song
against violence by Shlomo Gronich.

"Yitzhak, we are all here again, bn Saturday

night," Leah Rabin said. “Here in this square

were your last, great moments of happiness.

Moments in which you saw and heard the great

, support and love from all the people who filled
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this square. You stood here a little embar-
rassed, incredulous, and at last you knew: there
is support for peace:”

'

“1 thought in those dark days of all die can-
dles and all the tears, that from this square will

rise one great cry, one giant torch which will

.light for all of us the way to peace. The way
you walked on almost alone, in the face of
incitement, hostility, and horror They called
you. a traitor Whom did you betray? They
called you a murderer. Whom did you murder?

. But the candles faded away, the flowers wilted.

And only
.
the pain and emptiness and loss

remained,* she said.
'

“You, ifttzbak, did not think, that evening
here, that you may not see Ae light and not
reach the promised land - peace. You believed
in your way, and that you would reach its end.
Let the sun rise, you sang, and the next day,

when die sun rose, we awoke without you.”
“But we wiD anive at the light and die

promised land of peace which you dreamed
of."

Leah Rabin called on the huge audience to
“raise the torch Yitzhak carried and continue
onwards to the light Move the wheels of peace,
forwards, until we are once again the state of
Jews who want to five in peace and security in

our region. Don’t give up on peace, for that is

his legacy.”

. Milo called Rabin “a hero of war and a hero
of peace.” He said the memorial unveiled

Friday on the spot where Rabin was murdered
symbolizes the rift in the nation and will

remain an eternal reminder “of his testament of
peace, which is the legacy we must keep and
carry out the way which will lead to peace."
The monument to Rabin was unveiled in Tel

Aviv on Friday, on the spot where he was mur-
dered by religious nationalist Yigal Amir

It consists ofmassive basalt stones represent-

ing an earthquake, with an inscription “Peace
is his legacy-"

MQo said afterwards that it is unthinkable
that the present government should not keep
the agreements signed by the previous govern-
ment
A youth choir sang the-“Song to Peace," die

last song which Rabin sang before he was shot
The many singers who appeared included
David Daor, Yardena Arazi. Nurit Gallon, Gidi
Gov, Arkadi Duchin, Danny Robas, and final-

ly, Aviv Gefen, who sang ‘To Cry For You,”
the song which came to symbolize more than
anything else the mourning of the young gen-
eration for Rabin.

.

The Rahin family, former Tel Aviv mayor
Shlomo Labat, and one of fee organizers of the
peace rally at which Rabin was assassinated, US
Ambassador Martin Indyk. and manypublic fig-

ures and dignitaries attended fee gathering.

Sarah Hordg adds:
Likudyouth will tins afternoon bold a Spe-

cial memorial session at Metzudat Ze'ev in

memory of Yitzhak Rabin. They will be
addressed by Knesset Speaker Dan Trcbon.

Ross likely to return
after US vote

. HJLLEL KUTTLER and news agencies

ISRAEL and the Palestinian

! Authority are “very close to an

agreement on Hebron” and the US
would like to see it done before

the Cairo economic conference

starts next week, a senior adminis-

tration official said.

The US's peace process team is

likely to return to fee region soon

after Tuesday’s elections to help

in the final push to a deal, he said.

Last night Chief of Staff Lx.-.

Gen. Aranon Lipkin-Shahak and'

Israeli wins
under-16

world chess

title

ALIK Gcrshon on Friday won fee

world chess championship for

under-16 year olds,, bearing 69

national champions who vied for

the crown. His victory is consid-

ered especially notable, after he

won fee world championship for

under-14 year olds two years ago.

Gcrshon won fee championship .

by a store of eight points out of a

possible IL without suffering a

single loss. He maintained a place

among fee tap three contenders

throughout fee competition.

A week ago Gershon played

world champion Gary Kasparov m
a round of simultaneous matches

and fought him to a draw, when

he is not competing, he plays in

fee national adult chess league for

Maj.-Gen. ShauTMofaz met with

Palestinian negotiator Mahmoud
Abbas, Channel 2 reported. The
report said officials in Jerusalem

expressed hope the sides could

wrap. up. an agreement within

three days, before the American

elections.

State Department spokesman
Nicholas Bums told reporters

Friday that US. special Middle

East coordinator Dennis Ross

would visit fee region “probably

late [this] week ... to take up

again, in person, his conversation

wife the Israelis and Palestinians

to try to bring to closure the

Hebron redeployment discus-

sions,"

(Continued on Page 2)

Security alert in

response to Jihad threat
BILL HUTMAN

POLICE went era alert last night and roadblocks were set up around fee
country, after fee security establishment received what was character-
ized as concrete information on plans by fee Islamic Jihad to carry out
a terror attack."

In a joint statement; fee police and Internal Security Ministry spokes-
men said that. “AH fee operational units of the Israel Police as of tonight
are on emergency status, making fee maximum amount of manpower
available to foil possible terror attacks.”

Inspector-General Assaf Hefetz met wife senior officers, including the
commanders of all police districts, to review fee stepped-up security

'

measures. It was not announced how long fee measures would remain in
effect -

.

In addition to fee roadblocfcs^police presence is to be beefed up. in
public places feat might be likely targets for attack, fee spokesmen said.
‘The police want to make clear that these measures are likely to make

things difficult for commuters, and there wifi no doubt be tie-ups on fee
highways and in the cities,” they said in the statement
Internal Security Minister Avigdor Kahalani said, “We .wifi do every-

thing we can to minimize the possible discomfort to drivers, but we hope
the public will view the measures we are taking wife understanding."

OPPOSITION leader Shimon
Peres yesterday called Prime
Minister Binyamin Netanyahu's
decision to suspend Maj.-Gen.
Oren Shahor as top negotiator for
civilian affairs wife the
Palestinians, because he met with
Peres and Yossi Beilin, “an
unprecedented scandal and
embarrassment."
Blaming fee government for

creating “divisions and hatred"
among the people, Peres said his

meetings with Shahor were infor-

mal and did not require govern-
ment approval.

“This is an unprecedented scan-
dal and shame," Peres said on
Israel Radio. “This government
breaks all fee norms of a democra-
tic country ... Genera] Shahor is an
honest man. He did not meet me to
give me information. I do not need
information.”

Netanyahu spokesman David
Bar-IHan said yesterday feat

Shahor 's suspension would not
harm the negotiations since
“Shahor was anyway dealing with
the civilian package and feat is not
on fee agenda, because it has
already been resolved."

Defense Minister Yitzhak
Mordechai indefinitely suspended
Shahor after consultations with
Netanyahu and following a meet-
ing with Shahor late Thursday to

hear his version of events.
Mordechai said Shahor would be
able to continue in his role as gov-
ernment coordinator of activities

in fee territories.

The suspension is to remain in

effect until an inquiry into
Shahor’s meetings with Peres and
Beilin is completed.
Shahor, who was appointed by

foe late Yitzhak Rabin, is report-
edly considering contesting his
suspension in the High Court of
Justice. He said his meetings with
the Labor Party leaders were on a
friendly basis, and denied he was
passing on classified information
to the opposition.

Those close to Shahor said the
general was disheartened by the
whole affairi because he feels he
did no wrong and still did not get
foe backing he expected from foe

government Shahor told
Mordechai he did not agree with
the decision, since it left him in an
ambiguous position, sources close
to Shahor said.

“He said either they dust him and
keep him on as a major-general and
let him remain in his negotiating
role, or relieve him of .his duties

completely," said one source.

“He told the minister that taking
him out of the negotiations at this

stage was suicidal and a mistake.

ARIEH O’SULLIVAN,

UAT COLLINS,

and SARAH HON1G

He doesn't believe he has done
anything wrong. Of course, he has
a something to say about all this,

but he is so far not being given
permission to speak.” another
source said.

“He feels die whole affair is

completely hypocritical. He
expected backing from the gov-
ernment and instead they suspend-

ed him."
As a member of the IDF General

Staff. Shahor is subordinate to the

minister of defense. In fact, in the

past, his position has been filled

by civilians. His term isolated to

end in February and he does not

intend on resigning beforehand,
those close to Shahor said.

Meanwhile, the National

Sarid: I met
Mordechai
when he

was in DDF
ARIEH O’SULLIVAN

MERET2 Party leader Yossi
Sarid said yesterday that he
met with Defense Minister
Yitzhak Mordechai when fee
latter was OC Northern
Command. Sarid said their

two-hour meeting, held when
Sarid was in fee opposition,

was at Mordechai’5 initiative

and they, spoke of security-

related issues.

“I think that Mordechai, being
a reasonable man, felt perfect-
ly fine when he met wife me.
However, Mordechai appar-
ently thought it was not okay
since he decided to suspend
Maj.-Gen. Oren Shahor over
something that he himself
did," Sarid said.

But Mordechai ’s spokesman,
Avi Benyahu, said fee minister
said he had never met with
Sarid as OC Northern
Command. Mordechai said die
only meeting he ever had with
Sarid' was held at Sarid 's

request following the 1984 bus
No. 300 episode when he was
a brigadier. The meeting took
place at Sand's house,
Benyahu said

Religious Party praised the prime
minister's decision to suspend
Shahor from the negotiating team.

“We’re talking about a reasonable
decision, which could not have
been avoided,” said MK Hanan
Porat
Labor faction chairman Ra’anan

Cohen blasted the decision, say-

ing; “Netanyahu is acting like a

suspicious, paranoid dictator who
aims at gradually destroying
democracy and placing fee oppo-
sition beyond the consensus."
Cohen said the faction would

meet to discuss “ways of respond-
ing to this miserable decision. The
whole faction denounces it as

scandalous."

Likud MK Yehoshua Matza,
chairman of fee party’s secretariat,

said fee meetings were aimed at

sabotaging fee diplomatic negoti-
ations and efforts to reach a better

agreement than fee Oslo Accords.
“These meetings are the continua-
tion to Peres's other meetings wife
fee heads of Arab states and
Palestinians aimed at thwarting

the success of the negotiations.

Hypocrisy and undermining have
characterized Peres’s political

career. He finds it convenient to

forget feat under a government he
belonged to, scores of officers

were forced to undergo poly-
to prevent information

im reaching the opposition of
the time.”

Coalition chairman MK Michael
Eitan argued yesterday that the
Labor Party leadership is engaged
in a covenip of its own in getting
Shahor into trouble.

As Eitan sees it, “Labor's hys-
terical reactions only underscore
fee impression that fee party lead-
ers’ frequent get-togethers wife
Shahor were not innocuous meet-
ings devoid of subversion."

The very fact, according to Eitan,

feat “Laborhad unleashed an all-out

acerbic campaign against the prime
ministeron this matter is intended to
cover up the parly’s own part in trip-

ping up the general."

Former prime minister Yitzhak
Shamir opined yesterday that die

“trouble began with the very fact .

that Oren Shahor was allowed to

stay in fee sensitive position of a
highly placed negotiator. He was
far too closely associated wife
Labor and identified wife its polit-

ical outlook for him to have
remained in one of fee most deli-

cate. key positions of a new
administration wife a different

ideology and outlook."

Communications Minister
Limor Livnat doubted that repeat-

ed visits late at night to the homes
(Confirmed on Page 2)

No legal or ethical grounds
for suspension, experts say

10 million US voters still undecided
WASHINGTON (AP) - Here it is,

fee weekend before the US elec-

tion between President -Bill

Clinton and Bob Dole and they

still can’t make up their minds.

“One day I think I'm going to

vote for this one, and the next day

I think ra vote for feat one," says

Arlene Wormell of Petoskey,

Michigan. Til go into the voting

booth and then I’ll decide."

All told, voters who still haven t

made a choice in foe presidential

election on Tuesday number

between 10 million and 12 mil-

lion, maybe even more, pollsters

say.

The undecided voters tend to be

women who are middle aged and

living on a right budget. They lead

busy lives and don’t lave much

dme to focus on politics. Their

political views are moderate. If

they do vote, theyare most likely

not to vote for Clinton.

In disproportionate numbers, the

undecided are
.
“Llforon

Republicans" - voters who left the

Republican Party in 199^2 to sup-

port Clinton but aren't all feat

pleased with what they got.

A lot of them simply won’t vote

at all, the experts say. and a larger

percentage titan .in the public at

large may be willing to give Ross

Perot a tty.

“Between 70 and 100 percent of

them are going to end up voting

for the challenger;” Democratic

pollster Mark Mellman said,

explaining feat in this .case, the

challenger is either Dole or Perot.

He explains: Usually when peo-

ple say they really can’t chose,

“they’re pretty sure they don't

want to vote for .fee meumwau,
but they’re not sure they want to

vote for the challenger.

“In the end, though, that’s what

they usually do."

If
.
people are undecided this

close to fee election, Mellman

said, little things can rip -them

toward one candidate or another.

“They don’t have time ro do fee

work of sifting through all foe

information out there in fee politi-

cal environment.” he said, and so

they are influenced by a late piece

of information - a newspaper
endorsement or a TV commercial

. or something said by an interest

group.

Although most presidential polls

report an undecided core of 5 per-

cent to 8% of voters, Mellman
believes they more likely consti-

tute 10% to 12%. To make" their

polls look meaningful pollsters

push respondents into a choice

they may not stick with.

In 1992, when voters were inter-

viewed as they left die polls, as

many as 20% or 25% said they

hadn't reached a derision until fee

week before the election.

Polls show Clinton lead

between 3-8% and 18%* Page 4

WHILE the IDF formally forbids

generals 'from meeting wife politi-

cians withoip prior approval, legal
experts said the suspension of Maj.-
Gen. Oren Shahor is undemocratic,
unethical, and would likely be
rejected if contested in the High
Court of Justice.

Shahor is reportedly considering

appealing his indefinite suspension

to the High Court Renowned legal

expertMoshe Negbi said Shahor has
grounds to contest the decision to

remove him from his task as head of
the team negotiating civilian affairs

wife foe Palestinian Authority.

“ft is true there are General -Staff

regulations which say any meeting

between an officer or soldier wife a

politician requires the approval of

his superiors. But I am not sure that

these regulations meant for a total

ban of every meeting, including

those outside working hours and on
all issues," Negbi said.

“Even if the regulations intended

ARIEH O’SULUVAN

in an encompassing way to bon even
the drinking of a cup of tea between
a soldier and a politician, I am not

sure that this could stand op to a test

in the High Court of Justice," Negbi
said

“A ban of meeting freely between
people is a blow to their freedom of
expression and their personal

rights," Negbi added
He noted that according to the law,

meeting wife a foreign agent is only

illegal if it can be proven that it was
done with the intention of harming

state security.

Negbi said the basic law of the

army defines the IDF as the army of

foe state, not the army of the govern-

ment or the defense minister.

“It is true that Oren Shahor carmen

receive instructions from Shimon
Petes or Yossi Beilin, but it has not
been proven that be was given

instructions from them. The infor-

mation feat [Shahor] holds, and u is

important that this be stressed, is not

the private property of fee govern-

ment, but information that the public

has fee right to know, as long as h
does not include military secrets or

information feat could harm foe

security of the state,” Negbi said
Prof. Assa Rasher, who helped

draft the IDF’s ethical code, said

military figures in positions like

Shahor’s are not strictly bound by
IDF regulations regarding whom
they can speak to since tfaty need
feedback from those holding a vari-

ety of opinions.

“There are unwritten norms feat

say a man in this kind of position of
civil administration, who deals wife

political issues in the framework of
negotiations, may want ideas or
want to run notions by a variety of
people in order to do his work better.

1 believe this norm is acceptable and
that there is no ethical problem with

it," Kasher told Israel Radio.

‘Jane’s’: Israel developing advanced anti-armor weapon
ISRAELhas developed an advanced,
new generation anti-armor weapon,

believed to be oode-named Spike,

which is able to penetrate tanks and

APCs fitted wife top-of-the-line pro-

tection, Jane's Defence Weekly

reports in its latest issue.

ARIEH O’SULLIVAN

According to the London-based
magazine, the Spike has a fire-

and-forget capability and can also

be fired at a target even ifit cannot

be seen by the launch position by

using a fiber optic daia link. It is

said to have pinpoint accuracy.

It also has a tandem, or double,

high-explosive anti-tank warhead,

so it can penetrate tanks and other

armored vehicles equipped wife
explosive reactive aimor (ERA).
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IDF kills infiltrator

trying to cross

border from Jordan
IDF soldiers shot dead an

unidentified man trying to

.

cross the Jordan-Israel border

near the settlement of Kfar
Ruppin early yesterday, the

army said.

The man, whose body was

found during searches later in

the day, was reportedly
unarmed and wearing civilian

clothes. The army said it had
detected the man near the bor-

der fence east of Kfar Ruppin.

An IDF patrol sent to tbe area

saw a suspicions figure moving
along the border and opened

ARIEH O'SULLIVAN

fire, the army said.

Israeli forces rushed to near-
by settlements fearing it was an
attempted terrorist attack and
launched searches for more
infiltrators. Jordanian forces

cooperated with the IDF during
the incident and are jointly

investigating the infiltration,

the army said.
Channel 2 TV said the man

only had a packet of Jordanian
cigarettes on him, indicating

that he was a Jordanian citizen.

Israel Radio, however, said the

man was apparently headed
toward Jordan when he was
detected and killed.

Last June, infiltrators

ambushed an IDF patrol along
the border, killing three sol-

diers and stealing their heavy
weapons before fleeing. The
Israeli brigade commander was
removed from his post after it

was found his forces were slow
to react to the attack. Since the
ambush, better combat-trained

troops" have been deployed
along the border.

Flurry of diplomatic activity

centers on Hebron talks People gather around the monument to prime minister Yitzhak Rabin after its unveiling Friday. The basalt stone memorial, on the

spot where Rabin was murdered at tbe foot of Tel Aviv City Hall, bears tbe inscription ‘Peace is his legacy.’ cap;

Primakov meets with Arafat, Hussein
RUSSIAN Foreign Minister Yevgeny Primakov met
Palestinian Authority Chairman Yasser Arafat in

Gaza on Friday, after assuring Israel that Syria does

not seek war.

Arafat returned to Gaza, via Egypt, after visiting

several European capitals last week to seek help and

support for the Palestinian stance in negotiations with

Israel on IDF redeployment in Hebron.

“I explained to [the Europeans] the situation con-

cerning the peace process and the obstacles ... which

are preventing, the implementation of tbe signed

agreement,” Arafat said, referring to the 1995 Hebron
deal with the Labor government.

Asked before beginning talks with Primakov if the

Russian foreign minister's visit would help the

Middle East peace process, Arafat replied: “No
doubt"
In Jerusalem, US Ambassador to Israel Martin

Indyk held an unscheduled meeting with Netanyahu

after the cabinet's weekly session, during which it

discussed Hebron.

Before returning to Gaza, Arafat had briefed

Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak on his trip to

Europe and the latest developments in Israeli-

Palestinian negotiations, official sources said in

Cairo.

Later on Friday, Primakov arrived in Amman and

said he would discuss new proposals with King
Hussein for breaking die logjam in Israefi-Palestinian

peace talks.

‘There are certain ideas, but I do not want to speak

about them before I meet King Hussein,” Primakov

told reporters upon his arrival at Marka airport

Primakov said his talks in Jordan were significant

because of Jordan's important role in the peace

process.

“My talks will cover the situation in the region,” he

said. (Reuter)

Decision postponed on extending
Amir admirer’s remand

THE Jerusalem Magistrate's Conn on Friday
decided to postpone ruling for a week on the

district attorney's request To remand Arye Bar-

Yoseph till the end of his trial on charges of
incitement and sedition. Bar-Yoseph remains in

detention at least until then.

Bar-Yoseph was indicted last week following

an interview he gave to TTV Channel 1, when
he said-among other remarks that. “Yigal Amir
is a national hero” and revealed how he had
rejoiced at prime minister Yitzhak Rabin's

murder. According to the television station,

many parts of the Bar-Yoseph interview were
too unsuitable to be broadcast.

At Friday's hearing the prosecution said it

would present the uncut interview tape as evi-

dence. The full interview reportedly includes

threats by Bar-Yoseph on Prime Minister

Binyamin Netanyahu, pn judges, on members
of the General Security Service, and on jour-

nalists. The prosecutor told the court that Bar-

Yoseph’s remarks were made “to arouse hatred,

contempt, and mistrust for the state and its

authorities on the part of the viewer.”

Bar-Yoseph and two other Kiryat Arba resi-

dents were convicted of incitement, given

four-month suspended sentenced and fined

NIS 1,000 each by Jerusalem Magistrate's

Court last year for making statements to tbe

media praising Baruch Goldstein, immediately

after he committed the Machpela Cave mas-
sacre in 1994. Bar-Yoseph, Shmuel Ben-
Yishai, and Amnon Tadmor called Goldstein “a

hero,” and “a righteous man.”
Defense attorney Naftali Wertzberger

opposed extending his client’s remand. He
argued that the television reporter had initiated

the interview with Bar-Yoseph and had delibeT-

ately asked him provocative questions. He also

pointed out that many people have expressed

satisfaction with Rabin’s murder without being

arrested. (Itim)

Histadrut fires Hapoel Tel Aviv manager
THE Histadrut decided over the weekend to dis-

band Hapoel Tel Aviv's management, fire die

soccer team’s manager, Yuval Ron, and appoint

an overseer to investigate its financial activities.

Ron reportedly requested thathe be dismissed.
Histadrut Chairman MK Amir Peretz appointed

Itcbe Menahem as the team's acting manger
until a replacement is selected.

Peretz is expected to appoint a financial over-

seer today. Until one is appointed, only
Histadrut Treasurer Shmuel Avital can approve

Four killed on roads
FOUR people were killed and 11 injured in road accidents over the

weekend.
An 11-year-old girl was killed and 11 people were injured in a two-

car crash last night near tbe GolanI Junction. One of the cars entered

the road from a gas station and was hit by an oncoming car. The
injured were brought to Ha'emek Hospital in Afula. Police are inves-

tigating the accident.

Menashe Basar, 28, of Dimona, was killed yesterday when he lost

control of his motorcycle on a curve while on a descent to the Dead
Sea and hit tbe guard rail.. By the time a Magen David Adorn team
arrived he was already dead. Police on their way to the scene of the

accident caught a 24-year-old Jerusalem man riding at 193 kph on a

motorcycle.

Another motorcyclist was killed on the Rosh Ha'ayin-Ben Shemen
road yesterday afternoon. The man, SO, was bit by a tow truck when
be apparently veered out of his lane.

A 17-year-old boy was hit by a car and killed near the Nahariya
Government Hospital while running away from the hospital, where be
was to receive psychiatric treatment His parents had brought him
there from Haifa’s Rambara Hospital. (Itim)

SHAHOR

After the meeting, Peretz said be had lost faith

in Ron and Goldnen
Four months ago, Goldner had told the

Histadrut that tbe team's deficit was NIS lm.
Peretz-then asked tbe Histadrut Parliament to

cover this. However. Goldnerrecently requested

Avital give die team an additional NIS 600.000.

Avital denied therequest andprepared adetailed

report on the team’s finances.

Attempts to sell Hapoel Tel Aviv to private

investors are .to continue, said Peretz._
.

(Itim)

NEWS IIJ BRIEF ’
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Hundreds protest on Rehov Bar-Uan
Hundreds of baredim gathered on Jerusalem's Rehov Bar-Uan
yesterday to call for the street to be dosed to traffic on Shabbat
Police prevented them from blocking traffic, but there were several

stone throwing incidents. Two haiednn who tried to block tbe street

were detained for questioning.

. The Zameret Committee is to deliver its recommendations on tire

issue to Transportation Minister Yitzhak Levy on Monday. Itim

Rifkind arrives this morning
.

British Foreign Secretary Malcolm Rifkind arrives in Israel this

morning, where he will meet with Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu and Foreign Minister David Levy before traveling to

Gaza to meet with Palestinian Authority Chairman Yasser Arafat.

Rifkind reportedly plans to express his country's support for the

peace process and investigate ways for it to become more involved

in it, especially ways to help advance the PA's economy.
On Tuesday Rifkind is to fly to Yemen. Itim

ROSS

the team’s expenditures.

Over the weekend, Peretz called an urgent

meeting of the team's management to discuss a

report from Avital that the team bad accumulat-

ed a debt of more than NIS 5 million. This con-

tradicted a previous report-from Haim Goldner;

who approves tbe team’s expenditures, stating

that tbe deficit totaled NIS lm.

According to Avital’s report, the 1995-6 debt

totals NIS 2.4m. and tire 1996-7 debt wiD run

NIS 3.2m.

(Continued from Page J)
of Labor higher-ups were purely
social calls. Saying that Shahor
did not drop by “to play backgam-
mon or watch videos,” she argued
that “classified dealings should
remain classified for a reason.”

Likud MK Uzi Landau, chair-

man of the Knesset Foreign
Affairs and Defense Committee,
sees the incident as “yet another
manifestation of the fact that there

is not enough of a demarcation
between the military and politics.

Too many of our top military
brass harbor continued loyalties

to Labor. In any democracy and -
in order to safeguard the future of
our own democracy - there

should be no blurring of the dis-

tinctions between the military and
the political. Our officers should
stop dabbling in politics while in

uniform."

(Continued from Page 1)
The US official said Ross and

his team “may have to get track

into it” because the deal is “not

going to happen on its own.”
Asked how close the sides are

to concluding the negotiations,

tbe official said, “It depends on
whether [PA president Yasser]

Arafat is prepared to make a deci-

sion."

But the official said he was
optimistic about Israel qnd tbe PA
successfully concluding the talks.

“It was extraordinary over the

last three weeks to see the cama-
raderie between the Israelis and
Palestinians in the wake of
whar happened in September. It

really impressed me.”
He said “it would certainly be

best to do it” by November 12,

when the third annual regional

economic conference meets in

Cairo.

AP reported that an agreement
on Hebron would be celebrated

there, with Secretary of State

Warren Christopher heading tbe

US delegation.

Ross had been in touch with the

two sides and planned to speak to

Arafat on the telephone this

weekend. Bums said Friday.

Palestinian negotiator Saeb
Erekat said yesterday the

Palestinians were disappointed
that Ross had failed to blame
Israel for obstructing progress

toward IDF redeployment in

Hebron.

At the Palestinian Authority's

weekly cabinet session yesterday,

Arafat blamed tbe Netanyahu
government for the stalemate in

Hebron negotiations and for try-

ing to torpedo them. “Israel is still

maintaining its hard-line posi-

tions and is trying to dissemble
the [Hebron] agreement - and is

continuing with die occupation.”

Arafat told the cabinet that he

obtained “most favorable” results

for tbe Palestinians during his

tour of Europe last week.

The Palestinians are committed
to the peace process. Arafat said,

and hope that Israel will fulfill the

agreements faithfully.

“The Palestinians had hoped
from the United States, by virtue

of tbe fact that it took pact in the

negotiations, that Dennis Ross
would at least announce which
was tbe party responsible for

obstructing implementation of the

agreement and which was the

party trying to change the agree-

ment signed.” Erekat said.

Erekat was speaking at the

Egyptian Foreign Ministry after

talks with Nabil Fahmi. a senior

political adviser to Foreign
Minister Amr Moussa.
Erekat said be and his delega-

tion also met Egyptian President
Hosni Mubarak yesterday to give

him a message from Arafat
Arafat saw Mubarak in Cairo on
Friday.

This Israeli govemment,..is
acting, to be quite frank, against

everything that was agreed and
against the whole peace process,

not only on the Palestinian track

but also on the Syrian and
Lebanese tracks,” Erekat said.

Tt has been carrying out cam-,
paigns of widespread deception

since the moment tbe talks start-

ed, either by making accusations

against the Palestinian side or by
inventing problems with Egypt
and tbe states of the region gener-

ally,” he added.

DRIVE
CAREFULLY

With deep regret we announce the death of

Dr. HEINZ CHAIM BERENDT
The funeral will leave from the entrance of

Har Hamenuchot, Sunday, November 3, 1 996, at 11:00

The Adiel family

Shiva at Migdal Nofim

With deep sadness we announce the death of

MOSHE MORRIS PANTANOWITZ

The frmeral will take place today at 14:30
at Har Hamenuhot Cemetery in Jerusalem

.

Shiva^at 3 Cremieux, Jerusalem.

. The family: -

Zvi and Dorothy, Phillip and Phyllis,

Desmond and Beverly

grandchildren and great grandchildren

Alleged Israeli-recruited group
uncovered in Lebanon

BEIRUT (AP) - Lebanese agents have arrested tbe officials said. He is also alleged to have gathered

leader of a five-man group allegedly recruited by information on Hizbullah. The four other men are at

Israel to destabilize. Lebanon through assassinations large and believed to have taken refuge in die securi-

and car bombings, court officials said yesterday. . ty zone, the officials said.

Security fonres stormed the house of Reess Joseph A military magistrate will decide whether to press

Maradian, 44, in Beirut’s suburban Bmj Hammoud die charges. Conviction could cany die death penal-

district and confiscated documents allegedly showing ty.

his collaboration witb the Mossad, the officials said. Ahmed Hailaq^ a “43-year-old Lebanese Shi’ite

The officials 'reused to, say-~,wfieb -die raid took . Moslem; was executed by firing squad in September

place or exactly whatihe documents contained. after he was 'accused -of being 'a- Mossad agent and
Maradian faces charges of signing up four other convicted of masterminding a 1994 car-bombing in

Lebanese men for training in subversion in Israel, the Beirut thatkilled three people.

UN: Palestinian income
down 23% since ’92

Islamic Jihad

splinter group
‘paralyzed’

by lack of
PLO funds

Palestinian faction claimed yester-

day it has no money to cany out

attacks against IsraeL

The leader of the splinter

opened the way for Palestinian

self-rule.

“Our activities are paralyzed and
our cadres are idle, because Arafat

stepped giving us money since he
signed the Oslo Accord,” said

Assad Bayyoud Tamimi, leader of

Islamic Jlbad-Beit al-Maqdes.

The group is a splinter faction

that Tamimi founded following

the 1982 Israeli invasion of south

Lebanon.
The group has claimed responsi-

bility for several anti-Israeli

attacks, including the 1990 armed
assault on an Israeli tourist bus in

Egypt But it was not involved in

the deadly suicide bombings car-

ried out by Moslem militants in

February and March in Israel.
.

A UN body, said on Friday that

real national income in the

Palestinian areas fell nearly 23
percent between 1992 and 1996.

23 percent” the UN Special

Coordinator in the Occupied
Territories said in a statement

about 30%. it said.

It said real wages for the average

employed Palestinian had fallen

about 20% since late 1995.
“Higher rates of unemployment

and lower wages have led to an
average household consumption
declineofabout 10% since the end
of 1995,” the statement said.

“Households are compensating
for this decline with greater labor

market effort reductions in sav-

ings and by borrowing.”

The statement said closures on
the West Bank and Gaza Strip that

have barred Palestinians from
their jobs in Israel played a large

part in the deteriorating economic
situation.

“Closures have been a particular-

ly important factor determining
labor and commodity mobility,

economic growth rates, labor mar-
ket conditions and therefore family

living conditions,'’'^ said (Renter)
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“The real' national income
[GNP] ofdie West Bank and Gaza

AMMAN (AP) - A militant Strip between 1992 and 1996 is

estimated to have declined nearly

Islamic group complained that

Yasser Arafat had stopped giving

funds once, he reached an agree-

ment with Israel in 1993 that

from Gaza.

Average unemployment rates in

the same period rose from under

10 percent to a current rate of

THE ISRAEL
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ORCHESTRA
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Iliescu with thin

WORLD NEWS

lead ofon eve _
Romanian poll

ago, Romanians seem SdTS ?*?»»«* »bo heads the ruling
vote for a power shift inwL of S*? Democracy Party, has tried
a better life and closer ties^the

pain of mbuSc
West. reform by moving slowly.

President Ion Iliescu, a former ^-
ThaI *** put off Weslera

gm^st who hisfa ”5
Europe s poorest coun-

55T* ?
icolae Ceaasescu was

ousted and executed in 1989
nows a thin tad in opinion polk
al«ad of national elections today
But voters fed up with rampant

corruption, stifling bureaucracy
snd an average monthly wane
equal to about $100 are expected
to give the democratic .opposition
a majority in the two-chamber
parliament - and its first chance to
form the government
TTie latest poll, released

Thursday, gave Iliescu 32% of the
presidential vote, Ccttistantinescu
28% and Roman 21.5%. None of
the candidates is expected to win
an outright majority, so a runoff is
expected in two weeks.
The poll of 1,076 people had

Constan tinescu’s Democratic
Convention leading the parlia-
mentary vote with 32%, six points
ahead of Iliescu’s party. Roman’s
Social Democratic Union was
given 1 6.5%. The poll's margin of
error was three percent
“I want Romania to enter NATO

and the European Union,” sayf
Alexandra Moldoveanu, 70, one
of thousands of opposition sup-
porters at a rally Thursday. ‘T want
life to improve here.”
All 16 presidential candidates

have promised to bring Romania
into the two Western clubs that
offer a vista of wealth and stabili-

ty, and to fight the corruption that

permeates every sphere of society.

But the main opposition leaders,

university professor Emil
Constantinescu and former pre-
mier Petre Roman, have also cam-
paigned for faster privatization — inflation is on me rise, currently

playingup the benefits ofa market running at about 453% annually,

economy, such as lower taxes, and and some economists say it could
carefully avoiding talk of the neg- soar to 100% trader market reforms.

Aid workers leave war-torn Goma,
fear ‘disastrous results’

2

investors while making him a
?assur®g figure for Romanians
fearful about change.
Yet Iliescu’s popularity seems to

be wearing thin even in the coun-
tryside, home to 45 percent of
Romania’s 23 million people and
a traditional base of support for
his political machine.
^He’s got a clique of people and

things stagnate became ofthe obsa-
cfcs everywhere, the corruption,”
said government employee Ion
Radia, 33, Crying to mate extra
money by hawking produce in a v3-
lage outside Bucharest, Ac capital.
On the street, in the Iaie-faJU

chill of dusk, people stacked fire-
wood

^
onto horse-drawn trailers

and piled beads of cabbage into
nm-down cars, preparing for the
winter ahead — and the shortages it

will bring.

Romania remains backward
compared to other countries in the
region that are on a faster fine-
market track.

Foreign investors have put only
$2 billion into die country, com-
pared with $I3b- in neighboring
Hungary, which has halfthe popu-
lation. -

'Whoever wins the election will

need to impose unpopular mea-
sures for Romania to win more
investment and foreign loans, so
analysts predict things will get
worse before they get better.

Freeing up the market will

involve lifting price freezes on
staple goods and gasoline, priva-

tizing banks and much of the for-

mer state industry and cleaning up

f
overument. About 40% of
oxnania’s economy is in the pri-

vate sector now.
Inflation is on die rise, currently

GOMA, Zaire (Reuter) - Aid
workers fled from the war-rav-
aged cast Zaire city of Goma yes-
terday, leaving in disarray interna-

tional efforts to feed more than
one million Rwandan and
Burundian refugees in Zaire.

The World Food Program said

that 106 international aid workers
reached the Rwandan border town
of Gisenyi.

^Wjtb our departure Acre is not
a single relief worker in the entire

eastern Zaire region,” spokesman
Panes Moumtzis of the main UN
refugee agency told the British

Broadcasting Corporation. "They
are os their own,” he said of the

refugees.

Moumtzis, one ofthe aid work-
ers who fled to Rwanda, said: It
was one of the most difficult deci-

sions of our lives.”

*The prospects for the
Rwandans and the Taramq are
disastrous." he said in reference to
the refugees caught in the eastern

Zaire bloodbath.

Fighting in Goma has pitted

Tutsi rebels and Rwandan soldiers

against Zairean soldiers and mili-

tiamen.A Reuters reporter entered
Goma yesterday morning behind
troops of the Tutsi-led Rwandan
army from Gisenyi.

There was no sign of Zairean
troops in the town, the biggest in

the area. It served as the Zairean
army’s main eastern base.

The Zairean army has suffered

severe setbacks after a lightning

campaign by Tutsi rebels wbo
accuse the Kinshasa government
of conducting a campaign of
genocide against toem.

Reuters correspondents inside

rebel-held Zaire have reported die

Tutri capture of a string of towns
from Uvira on the northern shore

of Lake Tanganyika to pans of

Goma city about 250 km north of
Uvira.

The Zairean army yesterday

accused the country’s own gov-

ernment of not doing enough to

help combat the rebels.

Prime Minister Kengo wa
Dondo reiterated in an interview

with Belgian radio there was no
question of negotiating with

Zairean civilians carry their children as they flee Bukavu during heavy fighting between TYrtsi rebels and the Zairean army over the

weekend. The town later fell to the Tots rebels* leaving scores of casualties and wounded. (Reuter)

Rwanda -until it withdrew from
Zaire’s territory.

”7 will not meet the Rwandans
as long as they are on our territo-

ry,” Kengo told RTBF radio.

Gunfire, less intense than

before, could still be heard on the

outskirts of Goma and the battle .

lines remained-confused.
Reporters were barred from

moving across the city, which was
tire administrative center for relief

operations for hundreds of thou-

sands of Rwandan Hutu refugees.

Some refugees arenow dying of
hanger; aid workers say.

. Mark Richardson of CARE

International said his aid agency
had bad contact with a radio oper-

ator who fled with a group of
about 20.000 Rwandan refugees

from the Zaire camp of Karale.

“He said they have just sat

down to die. They have had no
water for four or five days. These
axe the old, the sick, the vulnera-

ble, the children.” said Richardson
in Nairobi.

'

Correspondents said a Swedish
cameraman. Bengt StenvaJl of
Sweden’s TV4, was hit in the leg

by gunfire in Goma yesterday and
taken to hospital in Gisenyi. His
life was not in danger:

The fighting has left more than

a million Rwandan Hutu refugees

inside Zaire in desperate straits,

aid workers say.

Peter Kessler, of die UN High
Commissioner for Refugees, said

in Nairobi that more than 1 1.000
Zairean refugees had now fled

across the border to southwest

Uganda.
He said there were no reported

casualties among the aid workers
in Goma, who had been sheltering

in basements.
* The UN Security Council on
Friday demanded a cease-fire in

eastern Zaire and called on the

international community to come
up with an urgenr response to die

crisis.

The United States threw its

weight behind a regional confer-

ence due to be held in Nairobi on
Tuesday which is expected to dis-

cuss the conflict.

All sides ignored international

calls for a cease-fire.

World Food Program spokes-

woman Michele Quintaglie said

another 8,000 refugees had
crossed into Uganda from Zaire,

bringing the total of refugee

arrivals in Uganda to about 23,000
since the beginning of the week. -

Chernomyrdin meets Kohl
in

Security Council renews Iraq sanctions

MOSCOW (Reuter) - Minister
Viktor Chernomyrdin met yester-

day with German Chancellor

Helmut Kohl, who made a .brief

stop in Moscow while returning

home from Japan.

The two met at Moscow’s
Vnukovo-2 VIP airport and dis-

cussed international developments

and bilateral ties, as well as

Russian President Boris Yeltsin’s

planned heart operation. ’

“We had a good meeting and
were able to discuss many current

issues of our relations,”

Chernomyrdin cold a joint news

conference.

‘Tin very glad about tins meet-

ing. I’m also' very glad that it is

Moscow that the German chancel-

lor found a chance
.

to visit,”

Chernomyrdin added in remarks

carried by Russian news agencies.

The meeting was initiated by

Kohl, the ITAR-Tass news agency

said.

Kohl told reporters his Moscow
stopover was a “natural gesture of

respect toward Russia” and that

one of the main goals was to

express best wishes to his “good
friend Boris Yeltsin.”

Kohl and Chernomyrdin said

they did not focus on the thorny

issue of NATO expansion into

eastern Europe. “We shall not con-

tinue or speed up these negotia-

tions until Boris Yeltsmreturas to

wok,” Kohl said.

Russian and foreign surgeons

are due to consult early next week
about the president’s bypass
surgery, and die operation itself

might take place within days of

that meeting, according to US car-

diologist Michael DeBakey, wbo
is advising the Russians.

There have been plans for a

Yeltsin-Kohl meeting during

Kohl's stopover; but doctors have

told fee 65-year-old president to

avoid, bolding meetings or engag-

ing in work activities as prepara-

tions for the surgery entered their

final stage.

The Russian daily hyestia said

yesterday that Kohl will invite

Yeltsin to recuperate in a German
clinic following the surgery.

Government officials in Bonn

said fee report was baseless and
represented part of what they
termed press speculations.

The Russian surgeons have not
announced a date for the multiple

bypass operation .to improve the

supply of blood to Yeltsin’s heart.

The Russian daily newspaper
Komsomolskaya Pravda said it

would be on Wednesday but gave
no source for its report.

DeBakey, who was due to arrive

in Moscow yesterday, said Yeltsin

had been treated for anaemia and
thyroid problems but that he
appeared now to be ready for

surgery.

“On fee basis of what they have
told me, it looks like we should be
able to go ahead wife fee opera-

tion early next week. He’s
improved.” he told Reuters.

DeBakey. 88, said he would
meet Yeltsin’s medical team on
Monday for final consultations.

Chernomyrdin has already taken

on some of Yeltsin’s duties and, if

all goes according to plan, will

assume his full powers for only a
few hours.

UNITEDNATIONS (AP)-TteSecmty Cternal
renewed sanctions against Iraq for aroffier 60
days on Friday, and fee United States blahxdiraq
forholding up an oil-for-food deaL
The council imposed fee sweeping sanctions in

1990 after Iraq invaded Kuwait. It refuses to lift

them until it is convinced Iraq has dismantled its

War-making capacity, returned property stolen

from Kuwait and accounted for Kuwaitis missing

infee 1991 GulfWar.
. Meanwhile, fee CIA’s executive director said

Friday it has found no evidence Iraq used chemi-
cal weapons against US troops in fee 1991 Persian

GulfWan
At an unusual news conference at CIA head-

quarters, Nora Sladrin said fee intelligence com-
mmtity is “absolutely commitred to help deter-

mine whai ocr troops may have been exposed to

during fee GulfWan"
“Nothing has changed aod therefore fee sanc-

tions wiD remain,” US Ambassador Madeleine
Albright said regarding fee renewal of fee sanc-

tions against Iraq

Refaring to a recent repent by fee topUN aims
monitor, Albright said that some of Iraq's chemi-
cal weapons agents remain unaccounted for. fee

died and it has of UN
inspectors.

Of fee oO-fbr-fbod deal, Albright said feat fee

US was behind it but Iraq was holding it up.

The fault lies not wife fee Security Council,not
wife fee United States, but wife (Iraqi leader)

Saddam Hussein, wbo is deliberately preventing

fee coming into effect of Resolution 986,” she
said.

Under feat resolution Iraq would be allowed to

sell $2 billion worth of oil over an initial sixmonth
period.

The proceeds are to go only for humanitarian

aid, war reparationstoKuwait andUN monitoring
costs.

Regarding the chemical weapons issue, feeCIA
executive director said fee CIA has conducted a
comprehensive review of intelligence, and “we
continue to conclude feat Iraq did not use chemi-
cal or biological weapons during the GulfWar."
However, she repeated the agency’s finding feat

same US troops may have been exposed to nerve

gas when an Iraqi ammunition dump in southern

Iraq was destroyed in March 1991.

Slaflan held fee news conference as fee CIAand
Pentagon were coming under increasing pressure

to release all information feat might explain mys-
terious Alnesses suffered byUS military personnel

who served in fee GulfWit
More than 200 intelligence documents relating

to fee Gulf War were posted on the Internet

Thursday by apublisherwho is pulling out a book
by a former CLA analyst wbo says infoemiatian is

.

being withheld. Slatkm said CIA Director John
Deutch has asked the agency’s inspector general

to look into those allegations by Patrick

Eddington.

The documents on fee Internet did not contain

information controadicting what Slatirin said.

They did include a report feat before and during
the 1991 Persian Gulf War, track convoys carried

Iraqi chemical and biological weapons, as well as

nuclear material tosafe haven in ban, according to

US intelligence documents.

‘The trades were camouflaged with mud during

feerr travel through Iraqi territory” said fee report.

‘The convoy moved only at night. The mud was
washed off after re-entry into Iranian territory."

The report said “at least 14 tracks were identi-

fied as having nuclear, biological and chemical

cargo. Boxes labeled ‘tularemia,’ ‘anthrax,’ ‘botu-

Iinum* and ‘plague’ were loaded into containers.”

The trucks were driven by Iranian civilians who
turned them over to Iranian Revolutionary

Guards.

That account was among more than 200 docu-
ments placed cm the Internet over fee objections of
fee CIA. They were put on die worldwide com-
puter network by publisher Brace W. Kletz, who
plans to put out a book by a former CLA analyst,

Patrick Eddington.

“These documents are still under review” CIA
spokesman Mark Mansfield said. “We consider

portions of them to be classified."

The Pentagon originally put fee material on fee

Interna and fern withdrew it in February when
fee CLA objected to malting it public.

The documents did not shed new light on
whether US forces came into contact wife Iraqi

chemical weapons. Butthey did show fee concern

about Iraq’s ability to manufacture and deploy

such weapons.
One document cited a defector's account feat

“at least one cbemkal company is attached to each

(Iraqi) division."

Brazilian airline lacks details

about plane crash
SAO PAULO. (Reuter) - Brazil’s

TAM airline refused to speculate

over the weekend on what caused a

Fokker-100 to crash into a densely

populated Sao Paulo neighborhood,

killing at least 101 people in fee

city’s worst air disaster.

“All we know is that fee plane

lacked power," TAM president and

owner Roliro Adolfo Amaro wkl a

news conference at Cxjflgoohas air-

port, where the fatal Right 402 took

off on Thursday morning.

Amaro said Fokker technicians

and specialists from other airlines

mine the causes of the crash.

Officials were expected to release

their findings within 90 days.

All 96 people on board the shuttle

flight -to Rio de Janeiro and at least

five people cm fee ground were

killed when the lOSseat plane

plowed through Barque Jabaquara

neighborhood 30 seconds after take-

off
TAM officials said the plane had

problems gaining altitude and never

managed to climb above 30 meters.

Witnesses at the airport said they

saw the thrust reverser on tbs

Foidcer’s right turbine deploy auto-

fee runway.

The thrust reverse; engaged dur-

ing tonrfmgs to help bring a plane to

a stop, is designed to reverse fee

direction of fee engine’s thrust, cre-

ating aerodynamic resistance.

The Brazilian media speculated

feat the TAM flight could have suf-

fered fee same fete as a Lauda-Air

Bight feat crashed in Thailand in

1991. Investigators determined fee

thrust reverser on fee Austrian air-

line’s Boeing 767300 engaged auto-

matically, causing fee plane to crash

soon after takeoff.

TAM officials, however, said such

.JL MEKOROT WATER CO. LTD.
Vgj) Engineering Services Dept.

ANNOUNCEMENT

1. There is an intention to construct a filtration and treatment

plant for the water of the National Water Cartier.
. |

2. Mekorofo Water Company is ready to make available to I
those who are interested, a copy of results obtained from- 1

teste carried oirt to foe pitot plant.

3. The tests were performed to investigate parameters of the

filtration process.

4. The copies may be purchased for fee price of 1 ,500 N1S +

VAT, payable to Mekorofo Water Company.

5. Interested parties are asked to apply in writing to:

Mr. Yehezkef Cohen, Director of the Engineering Services Dept,

Mekorot Water Co. Ltd., 9 Uncoin St,

P.O.Box 20128, Tel Aviv 61201

Israel Electric Corporation 02
Request for Information (RFl) No. 9/104
For an Integrative Program Package for Managing
Purchase and Supply for Large Projects

The Israel Electric Corporation Ud. hereby requests

information concerning existing applied integrative

program packages for managing purchase and supply for

large projects.

Request forms and further details may be received at the
Dept for Information and Computer Systems (Ama"m),
11 Patyam Blvd., Floor 11, Room 1109, Haifa; Tel. 04-

8615395, Sunday - Thursday, between 9 a.m. - 3 p.m.

The final date for submitting information in response to

this request is November 20, 1996, at 3 p.m., at the

above address.

Jtazifcm aviatioi officials deter- manually as me •
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KARAT and Wll
buy A PHOTOCOPIER WIN A COLOR

r iMCanon color ink-jet printers worth NIS 2000 each will be raffled

all those purchasing
Canon or

_

L BUYAND WIN AVIDEO CAMERA!
In addition, 25Canonvideo cameras will be raffled among all those

purchasing
photocopiers for every office, from compact^ Sating and collection features.

l| .. End of year offer - Huge raffles for all those

M — buying Kara! printers, Sixes and photocopiers.

P® Canon i

fggg MINOLTA !

KARAT \np
- ='. o«» Karat Israel Ltd

Karat House, 50 Rehov Anilewicz, Tel Aviv Tel. 03-688-8525, Fax. 03-537-0501

On sale at authorized suppliers throughout the country.
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WORLD NEWS

Dole, Clinton crisscross nation
News agencies

WASHINGTON - President Bill

Clinton tried to keep campaign

finance questions from slowing his

momentum yesterday while a sleep-

less Bob Dole launched the second

day of his round-the-clock push for

the White House.

On a southern swing in foe: final

days before Tuesday’s election.

Democrat Clinton opened the day in

Texas, one of the few big US states

where polls say he is trailing his

Republican opponent. But before

the president's firet appearance. Dole

had already completed two cam-

paign stops on the second day of a

96-hour crosscountry race to what

be hopes is a coroe-from-behind vic-

tory on Tuesday.

Before dawn. Dole was chatting
up bleary-eyed Americans in a New
Jersey coffee shop. Then he flew to

breakfast in a Philadelphia suburb

where he appeared with former Joint

rhip.fc of Staff Chairman Gen. Colin

Powell. The candidate said he had

gotten about an hour of sleep over a

24-hour period. “We are going to

win this election,” said Dole at the

sunrise breakfast

He said be intended to finish his

campaign in Independence,

Missouri, the hometown of Hairy

Truman - a Democrat - who came

from behind to win the 1948 presi-

dential race. “We’re going to do it

again a second Harry Truman,”

Dole said. “We’re going to make it

happen."

In Indianapolis later; Dole said

ethical questions surrounding the

administration of President Bill

Clinton were starting to take hold

with the voting public and swinging

momentum Dole's way.

“We’ve had literally a scandal a

week in this administration the past

several weeks. I think the American

people are starting to say ‘what’s

|
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Republican presidential candidate Bob Dole waves to the crowd gathered outside the Bendix Diner
in Hasbrouck Heights, New Jersey yesterday in an early morning campaign stump. Standing in

front of Dole is New Jersey Governor Christie Whitman. < a?>

going on there? What’s going on in

this White House?”’ he said.

Clinton was crying to keep an
election finance affair from eroding

the lead he has held for months in

public opinion polls. With public

attention focused on campaign con-

tributions to the Democrats from
wealthy foreigners, some polls

showed the race narrowing.

Dole trailed Clinton by 3.8 per-

centage points in die Reuters/Zogby

daily tracking poll released yester-

day.

The poll of 1200 likely voters

was conducted by John Zogby
Group International between
Wednesday and Friday, ft carried a

margin of error of plus or minus

three percent.

Clinton scored 42.45: in the sur-

vey, Dole had 38.65, Reform Party

candidate Ross Perec trailed with

S.45 and 95 were still undecided

in the past 24 hours. Clinton's

support rose by almost half a per-

centage point bu: Dole’s grew by
more than two points. Clinton's lead

stood at 13 paints just six days ago.

. Other polls show Clinton with a
more solid lead three days before the

election. A CNN‘USA Today Gallup
poll yesterday had Clinton 18 points

ahead.

At the Alamo, Clinton compared
himself to Texas heroes for standing

up to Congress on the budget.

Addressing a large, friendly crowd
at a rally at the shrine ofTexas liber-

ty. Clinton recalled his policy scrap
with the Republicans late lost year

that twice shut the government, and
said. "1 thought about the Alamo.”
They said. *Oh. die president will

cave. He won’t be able to stand letting

toe government close.’ We bad this

economy rocking along _ and they

were threatening to default on our
debt." he said. "They said, "Oh, he'll

blink.’ And I said, "You know, I’d a
lot rather see the American people
hurt for two or three weeks or two or
three months than 20 or 30 years.

Shut her down. I’m not going to buy
your budget’, *’ Clinton said.

Clinton on Friday insisted he and
his party had“played by toe ruies” in

collecting campaign money. But he
called for changes in toe laws that he
said in the past were blocked by
Dole, a 35-year veteran of Congress.

Top officials of toe Democratic

National Committee acknowledged
in interviews published yesterday in

The Washington Post and The New
York Times that under pressure to

keep up with Republican fund-rais-

ing efforts they had not adequately

scrutinized donors.

Sunday, November 3, 1996 The Jerusalem Post

Democratic
campaign

contribution

mystery deepens
WASHINGTON (Reuter) -
Democratic Parry fundraiser John
Huang, suspended after reports he
unlawfully solicited contributions,

was not the only person with that

name to frequently
,

visit the White

House, a spokesman said on
Friday.

There were two John Huangs
who had frequently visited the

White House since July 1, 1995,
White House spokeswoman Mary
Ellen Glynn said. The second John
Huang did contract work for Vice
President AI Gore, she said.

The Washington Post reported

on Thursday that the first Huang
had made at least 78 visits to the

executive mansion since July 1,

1995, suggesting his ties to the

White House were closer than pre-

viously believed.

But it was unsure how many of
those visits were made by DNC
aide Huang - a former Commerce
Department official and former
employee of the Uppo Group of
Indonesia. The White House coun-

sel was in the process of sorting

out the number of visits associated

with each of the Huangs, Glynn
said.

Huang’s fundraising activities

have come under dose scrutiny

after reports he solidred an unlaw-

ful campaign contribution from a
South Korean company.

Meanwhile, Congressional

Republicans complained that

Commerce Secretary Mickey

FBI pulls bomb probe agents

from Saudi Arabia
WASHINGTON (AP) - The FBI is

pulling its few remaining agents out

of Saudi Arabia in frustration,

because toe kingdom has limited

their investigation of a bombing at a

US military housing complex.

Meantime, new reports surfaced

the Saudis, have detained dozens of

suspects, includingsome with ties to

Iran and one man believed to have

driven toe explosives-laden truck

that destroyed partofthe complex in

Dbahran on June 25, killing 19
Americans.

But officials throughout the US'
government echoed Defense

Secretary William Perry, who told

reporters Friday, “We have reached

no conclusions about who was
responsible for this.”He emphasized

the investigation is “still being con-

ducted.”

Atmidweek, FBI officials decided

to recall toe- last handful of agems
sent to Saudi Arabia to help with die

bombing investigation, a US law
enforcement official disclosed

Friday.

Agents preparing to replace those

completing their stint in the Saudi

capital of Riyadh were told first to

delay and then to canoel their depar-

ture for toe Middle East.

FBI Director Louis Freeh made
the decision out of frustration over

Saudi resistance to his pleas to allow

the FBI agents there to participate

fully in the investigation, according

to this official, who requested

anonymity.
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The dictionary so
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John Collingwood, an FBI
spokesman, said Friday night that

the agents who have left and will

soon leave had readied die end of

their temporary assignments, and
“toe director has not mile a decision

whether to replace them.”

CoDingwood, however, noted that

toe bureau hopes to open a perma-

nent two-agent office in Riyadh

within a month or so. Asked if the

FBI was satisfied with Saudi cooper-

ation on the case, he declined to -

comment
Immediately after tine bombing,

more than 70 FBI agents, including

bomb and forensic experts, were

sent to help - the largest contingent

ever sent abroad on one investiga-

tion. But by September, their num-
ber had dwindled to ahandful.

At one early point before Freeh’s

visits, the FBI agents were limited to

sifting die blast rubble for clues and
interviewing US citizens housed in

the bombed complex. Officials said

cooperation improved somewhat
after the visits.

But one measure of the limits of

that cooperation came Friday when
several US officials said they had
been unaware of some details of the

probe described in a Washington

Post article attributed to “sources,

who are familiar with toe Saudi por-

tion of the intensive probe.”

The Post article said the man
believed to have driven {he truck-

bomb is among 40 Saudi citizens

now detained because Saudi officials

believe they were involved in the

attack. Some have confessed, the

Forr reported.

The newspaper quoted its sources

as saying that the investigation

inside Saudi Arabia has been com-
pleted. Saudi investigators are now
working outside the kingdom to fol-

low up evidence they uncovered that

Iran sponsored the attack and that

Syria may have had advance knowl-

edge or involvement in it, the Prist

said.

But in Riyadh. Saudi security

sources told The Associated Press

Friday the investigation is still under

way and authorities are questioning

dozens of detainees.

Many of the suspects have con-

nections to Iran, said the sources,

who spoke on condition ofanonymi-

ty. They did not elaborate.

Lastmonth, Saudi securitysources

said 40 Shi’ites were among an

unspecified number of people in

custody far questioning about the

attack on toe Al-Khobar housing

complex near Phahrao.

The Saudis attribute their reluc-

tance to share all their data with US
agents to a fear that some of it will

teak in Washington, complicating

Saudi Arabia’s relations with its

neighbors, according toUS officials.

Asked about tire adequacy of
Saudi cooperation. Perry said be had
pressed top Saudi officials for coop-

eration and “they have promised us,

at toe highest levels of toe Saudi

government, full cooperation.”

But Ferry referred further ques-

tions about the amount of coopera-

tion to the FBI, where spokesman

Bill Carter declined to comment.
One US official here said he was

not aware of any notification to the

US of the arrests by the Saudis.

US-Saudi disputes over law
enforcement cooperation began a

year ago after a car bombing at a US
military facility in Riyadh lolled five

Americans and two Indians. The
Saudis obtained confessions from
four Saudis in that bombing and
beheaded the men before FBI agents

could gpeStion them. *

Simpson attorney: Cops may have
planted other glove and the cap

SANTA MONICA (AP) - OJ.
Simpson’s lawyer proposed a new
evidence-planting theory, suggest-

ing police placed a glove, and cap

under a bush inches from the bod-

ies of Nicole Brown Simpson and
Ronald Goldman.
Later Friday,, tire plaintiffs added

another surprise to the wrongful

death trial - taking just 13 minutes

to question retired Detective

Philip Vannatter, a key witness

who spent five days on tire stand

during the criminal trial.

On Friday, Vannatter was asked

only to describe his handling of a
blood viaL

Attorney Robert Baker used his

cross-examination of retired

DetectiveTom Lange, Vannatter ’s

partner, to give jurors toe new the-

ory, noting the lack of din on both

items found in the soft soil

“Did it ever occur to you that the

cap and glove could have been

placed there?” Baker asked.

“Certainly not.” Lange said.

Simpson, the former American
football star, was .acquitted- of
murder charges last year after a
trial in which his lawyers argued,

among other things, that a bloody

glove that matched the one found

near toe bodies was planted on the

grounds of Simpson's estate.

Simpson is being 'Sited -in dvil

courtby relatives of titeVfctonsCfaxi'-

ifjurors determine he was responsi-

ble for tire killings, tody can recom-

raend monetary damages.

Baker asked whether police had
ever tried dropping toe items

through toe plants near Ms.
Simpson's, condominium to see

whore they would land. Lange
said such an experiment was not

done.

“You would agree toe cap could
not have been dropped in that,

position?" Baker asked.

“No, not necessarily,” Lange
answered.

- “Could it be kicked under

there?” Baker asked.

“Not unless it was kicked while

it was coming down,” Lange said.

“So you’re saying it was kicked

in mid-air as it was coming
down?” Baker asked sarcastically.

An objection blocked an answer:

Baker never accused Lange of
- planting tire evidence,

1

but sug^

gested he was part of a cover-up

for those who tod.

Baker also accused plaintiffs

attorney John Q. Kelly of deliber-

ately keeping Vannazter’s testimo-

ny brief in order to force tire

defense to spend extra money to

call him back from bis retirement

home in Indiana to testify during

toe defense case.

Kelly asked Vannatter to explain

his controversial decision - which
many jurors mentioned during

jury selection - to carry Simpson’s

blood sample 15 miles across

town rather than book it at the

crime lab.

“I wanted to get it to the crimi-
' nalist to get it booked,” Vannatter

said simply.

When Baker tried to ask if be had
ever earned a blood vial to a crime

scene before, the judge sustained

an objection drat it was irrelevant.

“That’s irrelevant?” Baker said,

aghast.

The'judge said be had told him
repeatedly be could not explore

anything that wasn’t raised by the

plaintiffs. “Ifyou want to use him
for some other purpose, call him
as your witness.”

Baker suggested Vannatter was
hostile to the defense and might
not return, but the detective

declared outside the jury's pres-

ence: “I’ll return voluntarily. I’m

not hostile to anyone.”

Book: Fergie consulted with psychics
LONDON (Reuter) - A book about toe raunchy

love live of Duchess ofYork put Britain’s troubled

royal family back in the spotlightyesterday with a
portrait ofa woman prone to todisercet affairs and
reliant an pyschics and fortune tellers.

Extracts in toe Daily Mail newspaper from toe

book Fergie: Her Secret Life said the now
divorced wife of Queen Elizabeth's second son

Prince Andrew embarked on her first affair when
toe was pregnant with her second child.

The 36-year-old duchess, better known as

Fergie after her maiden name Sarah Ferguson,

failed last month to have the bode banned.

It is written by Allan Staride, a friend of
Fergie’s framer American business adviser John
Bryan - whose toe-socking antics with toe flame-

haired duchess brought ridicule on the royal fam-

ily when they were caoght on camera in 1992.

Fergie and Prince Andrew were separated ear-

tier in 1992 and were divorced six months ago but

are said to remain friends. But the book makes
embarrassing reading for a woman already beset

by huge detas and widely regarded as reckless.

The bare bones of Fezgie’s liaison with Bryan

and an earlier affair with American oil millionaire

Steve Wyatt are already known but Stadde's obser-

vations on her character are far from flattering.

He describes Bsrgie as intensely jealous of
Princess Diana and said she convinced herself that

she should have been the one to many heir to the

throne Prince Charles.

“John (Bryan) recalled that such was this jeal-

ousy toat whenever Diana made an appearance on
television, or got good press coverage, Sarah

would actually burst into tears - ’She’d cry for

two days.’ " •

Starkie paints Fergie as a sexual tigress who
started an affair with Wyatt when her marriage

was barely three years old
He said the affair with Bryan started early in

1992 - just days after parting from Wyatt - and
said the pair had sex together while Prince

Andrew was sleeping in the same house.

Staririe said life at Fergie’s home after her sep-

arate from Andrew was like a “series of bizarre
scenes from soap operas”.

“Instead of calling on the royal family’s serried

ranks of sage, old adviseis-JSarah began to rely on
psychics and fortune teHsrs. She had a regular

Friday night appointment by telephone with a

spiritualist in Los Angeles.”

In a damning section, Starkie said he felt

Feigie’s young daughters Eugenie and Beatrice

were “starved of affection.”
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LONG AND PERILOUS
ROAD TO PEACE

A new selection of books on various
aspects of the peace process
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Bosnia to replace official

at US demand

NETANYAHU RGHTUG TERRORtSil - How Democracies Can Defeat

__ Domestic and International Terrorism
•

1 Pawerfufy argued and pra^na&c in Bs approach, Benjamin
Netanyahu presents an incisive work or pofi&cal analysis

- showing us what can be done to eradicate the threat of

POLITICS of PROTEST - The Israeli Peace terrorism to free societies around the worid.

Movement and the Palestinian Intifada Hartcover. 148pp.

Beuven Kaminer explores the complex JP Price MSGS
relationship between toe moderate arid rrifert ISRAEL ON THE ROAD TO PEACE-

aid a section on the ideological Approaches to .
,

Peace and the Arab Question in IsraefiPo&ics. An n-depthsiudy of toe effects of IsraeTs rtemai struggles on
Sussex Academic Press, 1996, softcover. 230 pp.

*eAraWsraefi peace process, examining Israefe leaders and

JP Price NIS 95 cozens* reactions to ttwvanous proposals In the post-Camp
David era, indudbig reactions to the signing of the Declaration of

MAKING PEACE WITH PLO Westwew Press, 1996, softcover, 230 pp.
A dear, delated and fascinating account of how JP Price 75

Movement and the Palestinian Intifada

Reuven Kaminer expires the complex
relationship between the moderate and m&ant
sections of the Israefi peace movement With
Glossary of Political Parties and Groups In Israel,
aid a section on the ideological Approaches to
Peace and the Arab Question in Israefi PoBtics.
Sussex Academic Press, 1996, softcover, 230 pp.
JP Price NIS 95

PERLOUS PROSPECTS - The Peace
Process and the Arab-taacB MUtary
Balance

Anthony Cordesman suppfies the fist account

of the nrifitary and seaaity concerns arising out
of the israre-Paiestinian peace process and
the recent assassination of Prime Minister

MAKING PEACE WITH PLO
A deer, delated aid fascinating account of how
and why the Oslo agreement came about - by
David Makovsky, The Jerusalem Post dtpkmatic
correspondent

JP Price MS 70

RALESTMANS BETWEEN TERRORISM ft STATEHOOD
An in-depth account of the current terad-Patestinian peace
process, bypintaslnbari.

PuMshed fa 1996, softcover, 258 pp.
JP PRICE WS 90

Rabin. Timely and provocative, hard-headed
analysis combined mth hope for the Mure.

Westwew Press, 1996, softcover, 287 pp.

JP Price NIS 105

SYRIA and ESRAB.-

Ftom War h> Peacemaking
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Syria relations throughout the Mkkfle Eastern
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SARAJEVO (Reuter) - Bosnia's

Federation parliament is expected

next week to replace a defense offi-

cial whose ouster the US has

demanded before it provides 5100
million in military aid. government
officials said yesterday.

- Washington wants Hasan Cengic,

deputy defense minister, fired for

his ties to Iran, which is accused by
US officials of sponsoring Islamic

terrorism, and’his alleged obstruc-

tion of CxoatMostem cooperation

needed to help reunify Bosnia.

The US has held back a delivery

of weapons meant to help toe

Moslem-Croat Federation reach
military parity with the Serb entity

in Bosnia until Cengic, a Moslem
nationalist, and an unidentified sec-

raid defense official are sacked.

“Any decision on changes to the

government will be reached at the

Federation parliament session next

week and Z expect them to have in'

rated America’s request in reaching

such a decision,”: said government
spokesman Mhza Hajric.

Bosnian officials have expressed

resentment at the pressure for

Cengic's removal since he played a
key role to obtaining weapons from
abroad to defend besieged Sarajevo
during toe war despite a UN arms
embargo on the region.

Government sources have indi-

cated Cengic would not be kicked
outofthe government to fee end but
only transferred to a senior post
unconnected with the military.

“If their (US) aim is to publicly

hi militate somebody then they will

not be satisfied wife our solution,

but if they wanted someone
removed from the defense ministry,

this should do it,” said a Bosnian
official

In Washington, aUS official said

Washington was also seeking tte

dismissal of a second defease offi-

cial The Bosnian official said be

knew of no such request.

Muhamed Sacirbey, Bosnia’s

ambassador to the United Nations,

told US Assistant Secretary of State

John Kranblum .on Friday Sarajevo

would meet US demands next week.

“A course of action has been set

up where we feel pretty comfortable

these issues can be resolved to the

next couple ofdays," Sacirbey told

reporters at toe State DepartmcnL

The US official sate Sacirbey

indicated the issue,would resolved

with the swearing-in by toe Bosnian

parliament ofa successor to Cengic

and another defense official.

US officials sate toe two men

were considered too dose to

Moslem fundamentalist Iran and

regarded as otetacfes. P building

central government institutions fora

reunified Bosnia, in the wake of

postwar elections. .

The bulk of toe miBtaiy hard-

ware, whichinctodes tanks, artUJby

batteries and faelicoptets, nmved m

late October by sbijp at toe pod-ot

Pioce to neighboringCioari2- -

But the vessel has ?iw*

offshore awaitingaresoluncn or me

Cengic affair.

Kan tor was unresponsive to their

requests for information about the

security clearance checks made on

Huang for his job at toe

Commerce Department He held a

senior position in the department’s

-International Trade
Administration from July 1994
until January 1996.

Representative Larry Combest,
R-Texas, who heads the

Permanent Select Committee on

.
Intelligence,' said Kamor failed to

' meet a noon Biday deadline for

information.

Kantor had pledged in an
October 23 'tetter to Combest to

take the inquiry “very seriously"

and answer questions as quickly as

possible. But Combest said in a

statement released on Friday that

the committee “has -not even
received .a pro forma response
form the Commerce Department.”

Republican committee aides

said earlier this week that Huang
received a high level security

clearance even though no back-
ground check had been done on
his work m Asia.

While he was with Lippo,
Huang worked in Hong Kong for

the Hong Kong Chinese Bank,
then owned by Lippo and now
jointly owned by Lippo and a

company owned by the .Chinese

government, the staff said.

They said be was bom in China,

grew up in Tiiwan and became a

naturalized US citizen to 1976.
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_ Jerusalem’s dirty face:
Where the sun doesn’t shine
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Why do our wisdom teeth come in aroundteenage? is then some biological reason why
they don’t come m along with the otherperm*.

•Are ****** people who never getmem? (ft m many people, wisdom teeth have to
be removed because oftoo attic room, whv do
people get them at all? Rosefyn, Hadera.
Dr.M.S., a lecturer inpediatric dentistry at tel

AvcvVmversixfs Goldschlager School ofDental
Medicine, replies:

.Wisdom teeth appear around tbe age of 18
They come in late because diejaw is too small at
a younger age to accomraodate'&ese extra teeth.New teeth break through the gums when half of
tt*e length of the roots has develppai, and for wis-
dom teeth, this occurs near the end of teenage.
The main reason for extraction ofwisdom teeth is
impaction due to lack of adequate- space in the
jaw.

But not all people get theirwisdom teeth: About
16 percent of all adults never gertitem hi prehis-
toric times, man needed a very large, strong jaw
to grind his food, and those with the largest and
strongestjaws were most Hkely to survive.
But, in tbe modem era, with blenders and

cooked food, large jaws provide no such advan-
tage, and over the ages, man ’s jaws are getting
smaller. Thus there is Hole room for die wisdom
teeth, and one day, they will probably
from the human race completely.

I read in a magazine that theNorth Pole was
not always stronger than the South Pole, and
that the twopoles switchpositions every 750<000
years or so. Could this be? How would such a
change affect Vfe on earth? Int,Jerusalem.
Prof. Tsvi Piran of the Hebrew University's

department oftheoreticalphysics comments:
Tbe earth rotates and revolves around.the son.

The northernmostpoint of the rotational axis does
not change: This is the North Foie, and tfc South

.

-

Foie is at the exact opposite. However; die mag-
netic northern pole is not the same as this geo-

Speaking smARTly
to your computer

Unfortunately, this

high-tech Israeli .product

won’t induce your children
• to clean their room or turn down

the TV at vour first request, but it

will make your cellular phone
immediately dial the number of a
person whose n3me you say out

loud. And soon, you will merely

have to say a word or two and it

will turn on the microwave oven
or the air conditioner and switch

to the TV channel of your choice.

A six-year-old Tel Aviv soft-

ware development company, with

its US office in Cupertino,
California, calledART (Advanced
Recognition Technologies Inc.),

is paving the way toward tbe inte-

gration of voice commands in a
large variety of electronic

devices. The market for this

patented software, called

‘•smARTspeak", is huge, and,
according to company president

Gabi Dan. ART is way ahead of
any competitors.

Another promising ART prod-
uct is “smARTwriter,’’ an intu-

itive, compact on-line handwrit-
ing recognition program that

immediately converts handwrit-

ing - even a doctor’s sloppy
scrawl - into computer-storable
text.

Just think of the boon this will

be to note-taking college students

or secretaries taking dictation.

They merely have to write words
on a personal digital assistant

(PDA) and have them turned into

digital text that can be stored,

transferred into a personal com-
puter or printed out with great
accuracy.

The secret of both develop-
ments is the training process, in

which the software, which uses
artificial intelligence techniques,

learns from tbe voice and hand-
writing peculiarities of the user
from samples and recognizes
diem in subsequent uses.

Dan, an engineer who previous-,

ly worked in Tadiran. and
received the Israel Defense Prize

for his innovations during his

army service, established ART
along with Dn Meir Burstm. the

company's chairman and CEO
who has a doctorate in informa-

tion systems and who has consid-

erable experience directing soft-

ware companies. High-risk capi-

tal was invested in the company
bythe Israeli Athena Fund and by
H&Q. a US partnership. -

Electronic devices containing

The dearth of sunlight from the north may be an explanation for dirtier northern
facades on birildfaigs throughout Jerusalem. poamBeup
graphical North Pole. It is close, butnot exactly at on earth are affectedbymagnetism, die moving ofgnqshica] North Pole. It is close, butnot exactly at
tbe same point.

Ifyou were close to the North Pole and used a
compass, the arrow wouldn’t point directly to it

but to die magnetic noth, and you would love to

take this divergence into coosdeiation.

Ifman had been around hundreds of thousands

ofyears ago and had a compass, its arrow would
point in quite a different direction.Fm not certain

it was 750,000 years ago, but die magnetic north

pole was previously in a different place dan
today and it will continue to change slowly. Hie
magnfjrr: north is determined by die liquid iwftk
in.tbc core of the earth, and these faces change
very, very gradually over thecans.

Since the changes are so gradual, and few things

tbe magnetic north pole would not shake tbe

ecology, either gnhngk or plants. Migrating birds,

which, for example, navigate by sensing magnet-
ic fields, would be confused if tbe change were
sudden, butnotrif it were slow to develop.

Haveyou always wonderedabout the scientific
explanation for ordinary phenomena? Now you
can get an answer. Meal your question u> TELL
ME WHY do Jerusalem Post Science A
Technology Reporter Judy Siegel-Itzhnich, The
Jerusalem Post,POB 81, 91000Jerusalem,fax it

to (02) . 538-9527. or send it by. e-mail to

iusU@jpost.co.iL Please include yourfirstname
andplace ofresidence.

JUDY SIEGEL-iTZKOVlCH

smARTspeak devices are not
meant primarily for lazy couch
potatoes. Voice commands arc

very efficient and safe ways of
doing things, says Dan. “If l am
sitting in my car and have to call

someode on my cellular phone, to

look up die number 1 have to fid-

dle around with a phone book or
an electronic organizer in one
hand while driving with the other.

Since most American cellular

phone owners use theirs m the car

(unlike Israelis, who gab on it

anywhere, anytime), there should

be a very big US market for the

product/*

If the phone - which operates

with a remote-control microphone
— contains oux software, one
merely has to say a word and the

phone will identify it and make
tbe rati If you want ‘darling’ as
well as her real name to stand for

your wife, you can use either

word, depending on your mood or
who’s in the car with you,” said

Dan.
The chip is so small that it can

fit in any cellular phone. It uses
only a negligible 10 kilobytes of
code and will cost the cellular-

phone manufacturer very little to

include it in the product.

Bezeq has signed a deal with

ART for an experimental desk-

top phone that will dial by voice

command. The prototype is

ready, and Bezeq will soon
decide whether it wants to market
the product.

To train the chip, the user must
once or twice pronounce each of
die words he wants to trigger the

calls. The system accepts consid-

erable variations in the voice; it

will work even if you have a bad
cold.

But Dan says that if you have a
severe case of laryngitis and can
manage rally a whisper, you’d
better use tbe keypad on die
phone because in such circum-
stances it won’t recognize you.
Eventually, voice commands

could be introduced in many
products and services: unlocking
your front door, providing access
to security installations, operat-
ing household electronic equip-
ment and so on. The technology
is cheap, simple and highly reli-

able.

Ilan. a Technion graduate,
doubts, however, that the technol-

ogy could, in the foreseeable

future, be used 10 orally dictate

text directly to a computer, mak-
ing secretaries or typing, obsolete.

“The amount of required memory
would be tremendous, and

because of the problem of run-

together words and homonyms,
many errors would be made. It

just wouldn’t be worth it”

But smARTspeak could be used

to give your computer simple

commands, such as to open your

favorite word-processing program

or send a document over e-mail,

he says.

The other program
smARTwriter - trains to recog-

nize your handwriting in a similar

way as smARTspeak studies your

voice. It cannot, however, cake-

text that was handwritten in the

past and convert it into digital

data; die conversion is done in

real time.

PDAs (small-screened devices

with small electronic “black-

boards” on which one writes with

a special stylus) did not do well in

the past; Apple’s Newton was
highly advertised, but because it

made so many errors, it produced

a lot of dissatisfied customers.

Very few were sold in Israel

because of their high cost and low

reliability. But a new Microsoft

program called Windows CE
adapts Windows 95 10 PDAs and
greatly improves performance.

The smARTwrite software

learns from every correction you
make, Ilan explains, and constant-

ly updates itself as it becomes
more familiar with the quirks of
your bandwriting. TheART presi-

dent expects $500 PDAs will now
become very popular here for spe-

cific purposes, including note-

taking at lectures, policemen giv-

ing tickets, and suppliers bringing

equipment and talcmg inventory,

for example.
ART recently signed a deal with

Motorola’s Land Mobile Products
Sector to provide smARTwriter
software to Motorola’s Forte
Wireless CommPad - a rugged,

hand-held computer that operates

on private two-way radio commu-
nications networks. It will be used
for utilities, public safety and
other industries with a highly
mobile, information-dependent
workforce.

PDAs are destined to be key-
board-less computers that are user
friendly to people who don’t
know how to touch type or are

afraid of personal computers:

On-line cartography of Tel Aviv

ANYONE with access to the Company, and, three years age

Internet can look at ^dto#!5tSb Iso-YedaderidedtoseUittoapri

detailed city maps and
PPSI bafcNUfc H£TOHTfcH

_ vale company. This firm has opa

Get a good look inside the body

ANYONE with access to the

Internet can look at

detailed city maps and
maneuver, with the mouse, to find

businesses, hospitals, parks,

Magen David Adorn, police sta-,

dons and other sites. Tbs Hehrew-

language service is provided by
the Golden Pages company, which
publishes the country’s phone
books for Bezeq.

The Web site (at www.yellow-

pages.co.il) also presents die

direction of traffic on roads near

the sites, so one can reach them

easily by vehicle. One can also

click the mouse to print out the

map on the spot.

The service is specially keyed to

increase use of businesses listed

in the Yellow Pages, and makes
Israel one of die leading countries

in the world in the field of rat-line

maps. Tel Aviv is tbe first city on-

line, while additional,citieswUl be

added in the coming months. The

project was carried out with help

from the Israel Atlas company,

which has a comprehensive carto-

graphic data base.

Yellow Pages marketing direc-

tor Yanir Aloush said that fee ser-

vice ran be used in other ways, for

example by people planning to

move to a new area and who want

POST SCIENCE REPORTER

to know the location offee nearest
school, post office, synagogue or

grocery store. The system also

shows the user fee shortest route

to die rite he seeks.

ISOTOPE SEPARATOR
SHUTS DOWN

The isotope separator at the

Weizmaxux Institute in Rehovot

has been shut down. The study of

nuclear isotopes, their properties

and ways of concentrating them
was one of tbe central fields in

science and technology since

WorldWar EL But, all tilings come

to an end, says Prof. Israel

Dostrovsky, who headed the iso-

tope research department at fee

institute and workedon separating

hydrogen, oxygen and other iso-

topes. Initially, the department

supplied these isotopes to any sci-

entist who requested them on a

voluntary basis, but when the
’ Awianrf grew, they were produced

as a commercial enterprise.

A few years ago, ownership of

the separator was sold to Iso-

Yeda, a subsidiary of the Yeda

Research and Development

Company, and, three years ago,

Iso-Yeda decided to sell it to a pri-

vate company. This firm has oper-

ated it until recently, but decided
to close it down because it was
.old-fashioned and couldn't com-
pete with more modern facilities

competing in fee market

COMPUTERIZED FOREST
Tbe Jewish National Fund

boasts feat it is fee leading user of
computerized geographical data
systems (known as GIS). The JNF
was ranked by fee Systematics

company, which studiedtbeuse of
fee system in IsraeL

The GIS system is based on the

principle of layering levels of
information and data one on top

of fee other and allowing it to be
processed, analyzed and assessed.
This ]pts managers analyze the

relationship between man and the

environment, and to make ecolog-
ical decisions.

The JNF uses GIS to manage
over a million dunams of forests

that are used for recreation and
pasture for animals. It is a major
tool for planning major projects,

such as the ecological rehabilita-

tion of the Hula Valley, using data

on water flow, soil information

and mosquito dfetribution.

Guf Ha’adorn, a Hebrew translation qf the

Knowledge Adventure CD-ROM called Body
Adventure, produced in Tel Aviv by Mirage
Multimedia.NIS 199,Jar children cfallages.

Retting: Four stars out offive

HOW would you like to take your child on
a tear of their ears, brain, intestines or
heart? Just adjust your two pairs of card-

board-anfeceltophaneeyeglasses(fee right‘Tens”
is blue and tbe left one is red) provided in the brat,

sit in front of the computer screen and have a
good trip. Since there are few things tirat interest

children as much as their own bodies, this wel-
come piece ofsoftware wiD aDow them to literal-

ly get in® the subject - by viewing fee body’s
structure and organs ferecxfimeosxxiaBy.

The CD-ROM presents body functions and
structures in a fascinating way. The mam menu
contains an alphabetically arranged reference

week (because of fee young awfierice, fee repro-

ductive organs are downplayed) and a unisex
anatomical model feat, wife fee dick ofa mouse,
strips itself of sltin and muscle until fee skeleton

and internal organs are visible and swivels 360
degrees around
Many topics are explained wife impressive

films sod animated diagrams- How fatly plaque
deposits in coronary arteries gradually lead to a
hart attack; bow fee eye works; bow neuron
synapses in the brain fire up and transmit electri-

cal messages in a scene reminiscent of a spark

starting a forest fire.

In the reference section, click fee firstHebrew
letter and select a topic; each contains several

paragraphs or screens frill of information, writ

r

D1SK-COVERY
JUDY SIEGEL-iTZKOVlCH

ten on a Ugh level in Hebrew. There are also

extensive cross-references to tangential sub-
jects, plus diagrams. The most exciting part of
fee program is fee 3-D feature. Choose an organ
or body system, put on fee special eyeglasses
and watch. Tbe parts of fee body jump out at

you in a magnificent display; you will imagine
you have shrank and are traveling through fee

body Eke red corpuscles.

A memory game requires you to match pictures

of organs wife their Hebrew names. The exciting

“EmogencyRoom”game, played in an co-screen,

3-D hospital, makes you fee doctor; and you have
to save fee patient. But first you must learn some-
thing about medicine. Maneuver the cursor
through a maze of doorways, elevators, medical
lectures, operating theaters and eramimng mrtm*
Excitingas all this is, extended periods ofwear-

ing fee 3-D glasses for body tours or maneuver-
ing through fee virtual-reality hraphn) -may lead

to a headache or even a tat of motion sickness;

rest youreyes periodically. Fara cure, look under
“Nervous System.”

Mitz Petel (Raspberry Juice), a Hebrew-hm-
guage CD-ROM based on the book by Haya
Shenhav, produced by Impact Plusand marketed
by Bug Multisystem, for children, aged three to

nine, NIS 149.

Rating: three stars out offive
Nearly every kindergarten child in the country

- and every parent who has read aloud bodes
from the kindergarten's “library” - has heard of
Mitz Petel (MR). Tbe simple stray, by Haya
Shenhav, is about a giraffe and a lion who want to

know what kind of animal MJP. is. Israel TV's
Daniel Fe’er narrates fee action in this well-ani-

mated disk with much verve. Pre-school kids
who don’t read can have the whole story read out

to them without eliciting even once.

MR lives in a white house with red shutters,

green windows and yellow curtains. Who is

MP.? It’s a secret. The lion and giraffe try to hide
outride fee house to catch a glimpse of the crea-

ture, but they protrude behind the bushes and
trees. Finally, after much waiting, die door opens
and die two curious animals get a look at a white

leg and two white ears. By now. any child must
have guessed that Mhz Petel is a rabbit Bur the

Eon and giraffe keep guessing: a tiger, a mosqui-
to. a frog, a {tig? Finally, they introduce them-
selves and MR. challenges them to a race to his

from door. He reaches it first and locks himself

behind it But be relents and invites them in fora
feast on chocolates and ... raspberry juice.

Each ofthe story’s 13 frames shows a beachball

somewhere on fee screen; click on it for a game.

But these are very ordinary. The most annoying

thing is that to get to a game, you have to listen to

the frame’s story first, even if you’ve heard it a
dozen times before.

Computerized books are problematic because

they may quickly become boring from repetition,

even if well made. This one is meant for those

“addicted" to raspberry juice; kids over six will

probably find it too sweet to their taste.

Menopausal anorectics found
HEALTH SCAN

POST HEALTH REPORTER

Anorexia has until now
been diagnosed almost

exclusively among teenage

girls. But. unexpectedly, doctors

have recently reported cases feat

begin in women reaching

menopause. In anorexia, panents

starve themselves in order to Jose

weight, usually vomiting feeirfood

because they have an exaggerated

body image; they think they are “for”

compared to fee “ideal** of today's

fashion models. _ .

According to statistics, about 4

percent of adolescent girls have

anorexia. It is. almost unknown m
teenage boys or men. A culture-

bound disease, it occurs in societies

where thinness is an ideal.
_

The menopausal anorectics woe

reported on in a recent issue of

Harejuah by Drs. Shroud

Hinfemann, Alan Apter, Avi

Wrizmarm and MargaretRadwan of

fee Oeha Psychiatric Hospital and

the Rabin Medical Center-Beihnson

Campus in Pet* Hkva. One of fee

unusual cases involving older

women involved a 70-year-old who

was brought to the hospital severely

undernourished and weighing wily

30 kilos. When she was 54, herhus-

band -on whom rite had been very

dependent - died, leaving her in

shock and anger over his having

“left hec” The anorexia began soon

after Ins death. Her weight dropped

drastically to 48 kilos, and fee

widow boasted about being thin.

TIk woman was treated in tbe hos-

pital several times, but no one sus-

pected tb= cause ofb^probten was

anorexia. It was laterlearned that she

fasted several days a week and took

overdoses of laxatives- At W, she

became depressed and decided to

stop eatfag until death. She became

so weak that she was able only to

crawl around her house: Finally, she

was hospitalized al Geha. She was

given vitamins, anti-depressants and

a supervised diet gained weight; and

was referred to an old-agehome feat

could take care of such a case.

The authors explain feat anorexia

in older women does not have to

rasuft from a desire to be “festoon-

abfe.” but rather from a desire to be

(frpmdcitf cr bed-ridden, and out of

hostility to those dose to them.

Even though anorexia at

menopause is very different from

that in adolescence, fee results and

dangers cot be the same.

THE WORLD OF CUISINE
ON CD-ROM !

A Complete Interactive Culinary Experience Combining Edutainment, Culture and History.

The "Art de la TaWe" series from Arfime Interactive is an exciting and user friendly adtftion to thevast market of cooWng support products. Set to the tunes of populardass^

cookbooks combine the advantages of videos, books, and private cooking lessons, while efimmalingthe inconvenience and restrictions that each may bring.

'

• Uang dear and ^n^le, st^-by^tBp bistructions, the
B
Art de la TabSe

8
kite reveal the seef^s of the European chefs and pranride an opportunity to master the fundamental techniques of cooldng.

Now available in fee series;

The Ait ofltaKisg Great Pastries- over 100 very best recipes created by the best European pastry chefs

*. The Frinr Seasons ofGourmet French Cuisine - your very own private school of gourmet cooking.

The Art of Sushi - explore fee enchanting world of traditions, life and culture of Japan through one of iis most renowned cuisines.

• ifegetarian Delights - over 200 tempting dishes, plus a TGds' Comer wife recipes prepared by chSdren - for children!

Available m English, French or German, in WINDOWS or MAC versions.

J.P. Price NIS 179 each title find. VAT, p&p in Israel)

|OP.oen ev PHONE OR FSV|]
02 -624 12S2

||

M0BB
Fax: 02- 6241212

QMrfMMCfet

I To: Books, The Jerusalem Post, POB 81,-Jerusalem 91000

I Please send me the following titles from the Art de la Table series

I Titie PC/Mac EnglFtfGer

I
Enclosed is my check for NIS 179 per set, payable to The Jerusalem Post or

I credit card details.

I For door-to-door delivery (where available) please add NIS 15 per order.

VISA

CC No

City

TeL(day)
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General mistrust

I
F Maj.-Gen. Oren Shahor, the head of the

team negotiating civilian affairs' with the

Palestinians, met with opposition leaders to

hold unauthorized, detailed briefings on devel-

opments in these negotiations, then he has no

place on tbe IDF General Staff and should cer-

tainly be fired from his position as one of the

chief negotiators with the Palestinian Authority.

Given the delicate and critical nature of these

negotiations - the
-

successful conclusion of the

talks over the redeployment from Hebron , is

imperative if the peace process is to continue -

the government needs to have absolute trust in

those it sends to represent it at tbe negotiating

table. The lack of mutual confidence between

Israel and the Palestinians, highlighted by the

Palestinians’ cynical use of violence in

September, has not helped push these talks for-

ward; a further lack of confidence on the Israeli

side in those who are actually conducting die

negotiations for Israel almost inevitably dooms

any chance of progress.

The question remains, however, whether

Shahor did provide Shimon Peres and Yossi

Beilin, to name but two former Labor ministers

with, whom he met, detailed information con-

cerning the negotiations, or whether his meet-

ings with these politicians were part and parcel

of a major-general’s regular routine.

The Israeli elite is still a small, select band of

senior officers, politicians, and business people

who constantly meet one another in a variety of

social situations; some formal, some casual. As
a framer prime minister and defense minister,

Peres in particular is likely to have formed rela-

tions with any number of senior army officers

and his position as leader of the opposition

should not necessitate a severing of these ties.

Indeed, the informal nature of Israeli society

promotes this kind ofcloseness between leading

politicians, both in and out of government, and

the military elite. And the ease, not always to

the good, with which senior army officers enter

politics on leaving the army further blurs the

division between die aimed forces and civilian

life, as compared to other Western democracies.

In fact, many politicians on both sides of fee

political divide have insisted there was nothing

unusual in Shahor meeting with Labor leaders

without first Informing eitherthe defense minis-

ter or the chief of the General Staff, despite fee

IDF regulation which demands such notifica-

tion. Other generals, including Defense

Minister Yitzhak Mordechai, when he was still

in uniform, reportedly met with senior opposi-

tion leaders in their homes, without first seeking

fee appropriate authorization.

It is unfortunate that Prime Minister Binyamin

Netanyahu decided to insist on changing this

norm, from which his party, when in opposition,

also benefited, without first informing

Mordechai and Chief of General Staff Lu-Gen.

Amnon Lipkin-Shahak as to his decision and

asking them to enforce iL The ambush of

Shahor by a Ma’ariv photographer outside

Peres’s home smacks of entrapment The news-

paperseems to have been very well informed as

to the general’s movements and one doubts

whether such knowledge was solely the result

of investigative reporting on the part of the

paper.

Until the results of the investigation into

Shahor’s meetings is completed, all feat has

been achieved so far by the affair has been fee

public besmirching of a senior army officer's

reputation, a further tensing of the already trou-

bled relations between the government and the

IDF top brass, and the demonization of. opposi-

tion leaders by certain unrestrained government
ministers. Particularly chilling, given this week-

end's anniversary of Yitzhak Rabin’s murder,

were Communications Minister Limor Livnat's

remarks in which she raised the possibility that

the Labor leaders who met wife Shahor passed

on information concerning the negotiations to

the Palestinians.

Unfortunately, fee lack of confidence in fee

IDF's non-partisan professionalism seems to be

a hallmark of the Netanyahu govemmenL
Although Netqnyahu has dissociated himself

from MK Uzi Landau’s remark that the present

officers of the General Staff are the lackeys of

the previous government, Landau still heads, on
behalf of fee Likud, the prestigious Knesset

Foreign Affairs and Defense Committee, to

which all fee country’s security chiefs provide
1

regular briefings. Indeed, there are many main-

stream Likud members, such as former prime

minister Yitzhak Shamir, who think Landau’s

remarks accurately describe fee general staff

and that certain of its inembers should, be”,

replaced.

In his speech atthe Defense Ministry’s memo-
rial for Rabin, Shahak warned of fee dangers of
the decline in public respect for the IDF.
Pointedly, the chief of the General Staff com-
plained of die political labeling of DDF officers

and called for more mutual understanding and
support. Until it can be proved otherwise, Maj.-

Gen. Oren Shahor deserves to be treated wife

the full dignity his rank and responsibility com-
mand.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
SAD

Sir, - Who are fee “they”
Michal Yudeiman and Yael Dayan
refer to in ‘“They* have learned

nothing from the murder of

Rabin” (77ie Week That Was,

October 25)? Enough, enough
with the intimation that those of

us who disagreed wife Rabin’s

decisions and direction as he

orchestrated the “peace process”

were co-conspirators facilitating

his assassination. That suggestion-

is itself belligerent and divisive,

bordering on incitement. Is an

“extreme” right-wing nationalist

anyone who does not espouse
extreme left-wing dogma and
share the Peres fantasy of a New
Middle East?

Next, the reference to a "settler
-

(I think we are meant to read feat

as violent fanatic) accused of ver-

bally abusing Shulamit Aloni on
Popolitika. Funny, a polite and
respectful, patient and affable

exchange of ideas doesn’t ever
seem to materialize on that show.
But in the same breath that

Yudelman condemns fee rabbi
from Kixyat Arba for verbal
abuse, she herself resorts to name-
calling, referring to him as an
“ignoramus” and applauds
Tommy Lapid's “valiant effort to

brand him as 'nothing but a hooli-
„ „ ,

*r»
gan.

On to another highlight of the

week: the “rudeness and vulgari-

THE ATTACK ON
. YAEL DAYAN
Sir, — It is almost beyond belief

that* just short of a year after the

assassination of Yitzhak Rabin, a
similar kind of violence is mani-
fested against MK Yael Dayan.
The demented mentality of a per-

son who would throw scalding tea -

on a human being is just a short
step away from using a gun.

Yes, a “spokesman” for the reli-

gious settlers condemned the
attack. He found it necessary,
however, to qualify the condem-
nation with a “but." The implica-
tion is that, “..while we condemn
the attack, you should realize that
you provoked us to it." It is obvi-
ous feat the hate ofsome religious
fanatics for anybody who speaks
against them knows no bound-
aries.

PROF. BERNARD KATZ

Tel Aviv.

ty” of three “churlish” MKs who
refused to shake bands with

Yasser Arafat Well, I find it

refreshing to see our leaders

responsive to their own personal

conscience and conviction rather

than being manipulated by what-

ever is fee popular or self-serving

tactic of fee moment
Then, fee “embarrassing specta-

cle of the unseemly jostling” of
President Jacques Chirac,

“hemmed in to fee point of explo-
sive exasperation.” The only one
who should feel embarrassment is

Jacques Chirac, for his blatant

frothy, undisguised display of
anti-Israeli sentiments. Why ratio-

nalize it? I don’t find h necessary
to apologize for our security

forces attempting to protect a for-

eign head of state.

Finally, Ephraim Sneh’s com-
ment feat “Israel is fee only
democracy in the world where an
assassin’s side could be strength-

ened by such a murder.” 1 guess
he assumes the assassin has a side,

and anyone with views divergent
from Sneh’s must be on it Whar a
hateful, malignant insinuation to

make. Amazing bow there are

those among us Jews, who see
others of us Jews as the derogato-
ry “them.” Sad.

ELAINE SHLOMOVIC

Jerusalem.

THE BIRTH
OF ISRAEL

Sir, - 1 am writing a book on the
birth of Israel as seen through the
eyes of those extraordinary people
who made their way to fee Jewish
Homeland or before or at the time
of the Declaration of
Independence, 1948.
As author of No Tune To Wave

Goodbye, I am anxious to hear
your remarkable stories or those of
your parents. What was it like

leaving loved ones behind? How
did you travel to Israel? What
hardships did you encounter on
the way. What was it like when
you finally arrived in Israel?

Based upon reminiscences of
these pioneers, fee book. To Touch
The Face ofHome, will be pub-
lished worldwide by the British

publisher Bldomsbury, in the fell

of 1997.

Please write to me do Jack
White, Box 10666, KannieL
KarmieL BEN WICKS

'dim
;

CIVILIAN -t
;

I, TALKS i ;

i£Bt)9S

Labor: In memoriam
p

Israel political gossip takes

fee place of political reporting. URI AVNERY

SELECTIVE
MORALITY

Sir. - In what seems to be yet

another attempt by defeated mem-
bers of the Labor Party to discred-

it the present government of
Israel, framer Minister of Police

Moshe Shahal is now calling for

an official inquiry into fee opening
of tbe exit to fee Hasmonean
Tunnel, and is asking Comptroller
Miriam Ben-Porat to investigate

the matter. Not to be outdone, Ron
Cohen of Meretz said he would
insist tbe affair be fully investigat-

ed to prevent fee loss of life in

future incidents.

Interestingly and true to form of
fee leftist selective morality, nei-

ther one of these individuals so
concerned with tbe loss of life has
called for an investigation into die

pogrom in Nablus in which six of
our young soldiers were murdered
in cold blood by weapons which
the Labor government unanimous-
ly authorized be given to the
Palestinian Authority, comprised
mostly ofArab terrorists and not a
few murderers ofJews.
Can it be that fee finger they

now point is designed to call atten-

tion away from their own guilt?

SHIFRA HOFFMAN.
Founder and President,

Victims ofArab Terror

Jerusalem.

IAM SORRYHECAME
Sir, - I am outraged at fee

behavior of Jacques Chirac, both

at the personal and at the political

levels. I am embarrassed by the

inappropriate tolerance and unde-

served hospitality shown him. I

am glad that he did not speak to

the Knesset; he doesn’t deserve

fee honor.

I am sony feat he did not fulfill

his threat and leave in tus inappro-

priate state of umbrage (why
should our sons risk their lives to

protect such as he?). I am sony
feat President Weizman remained

standing at fee gate to wait for

him, I am sony feat Prime
Minister Netanyahu “apologized”

for providing security. I am sony
Chirac was allowed to come for

whatwas nota proper state visit I

am sony he came.

I am glad he’s gone. With

“friends” like these, we don’t need

enemies.
DR. NETTA DOR-SHAV

Herzliya.

It’s all about who hates whom,
who wants to unseat whom, who
traded slanderous remarks wife

whom, according to “intimate

.sources.” A child could count the

number of serious commentators
in this country.

The recent Weiss Report, for

example, has been relegated to the

gossip mill.

Who’s to blame for Labor's

defeat? Who will rise and who
will fall as a result of fee report?

Who will get rid of whom?
Meanwhile a new day comes,

(ringing a fresh batch of gossip,

and fee media moves on.

Such marginal treatment is

unfortunate. For Sbevah Weiss’s

report is not only a very serious

document, but a riveting story.'To
those who "care about Israel’s

future it reads like a thriller.

The report is a snapshot of
Israeli society on election day. It

shows every minute detail in a
manner which leaves no room for

debate. Details are enlarged as if

render -a magnifying glass. : •

The professors who invented fee

new system of elections were, in

essence, conducting a giantexper-

iment, with fee entire nation as

their guinea pig. The professors

themselves were astonished by
the results: The two main parties

shrank, and Israeli society splin-

tered into ethnic, socioeconomic,

ideological and religious sectors.

Comparing elections for fee

Knesset wife direct election for

prime minister reveals tbe real

face of Israeli society with amaz-
ing clarity.

Most astounding is fee- reli-

gious sector. A frightening fact:

In precincts where almost all vot-

ers cast their Knesset votes for

religious factions, 99.5 percent

voted for Binyamin Netanyahu as

prime minister. This kind of per-

centage exists only in totalitarian

regimes.

One is forced to conclude that

fee differences between fee vari-

ous religious groups axe gradually

fading. Politically speaking, they

comprise a monolithic bloc run by
a handful of rabbis who need no
KGB or dictatorship.

- Questions of war and peace are,

apparently, inconsequential to

them. For them the only determin-

ing factors are profound hatred of

the left and a sweeping fear of the

secular-democratic-liberal world

view.

Yeshiva scholars. National

Religious Party settlers and
Habad members are becoming
almost indistinguishable — all shut

off in their own totalitarian world,

each one convinced feat “tbe

world is against us,” each know-
ing from birth that we cannot live

in peace wife the Gentiles.

To all intents and

purposes the party

is deceased

The Oriental Jewish sector is

somewhat less monolithic in

mind-set.

However, an analysis of voting

precincts indicates feat fee vast

majority there voted for the Likud
. or Shas for fee Knesset, and for

Netanyahu as prime nmustec.

.

Here too tbs apparent determin-

ing factor is hatred of fee left, but

for a different reason: The left is

seen as fee agent of fee control-

ling rich, arrogant, oppressive

Ashkenazi establishment

And, indeed, fee Ashkenazi sec-

tor, whose vast majority voted for

Labor or Meretz for fee Knesset

and Shimon Peres as prime minis-

ter, lives' in fee wealthy suburbs,

fee residence of CEOs, professors

and journalists.

The picture is particularly stark

in Tel Aviv: An analysis of voting

precincts reveals that fee north

voted for Peres, the south for

Netanyahu. The division of votes

switches wife nmfeetnatical preci-

sion on the zoad from Ramat Aviv -

to tbe Hatikva Quarter.

THEARAB sectorvoted frarPeres

just as monofithically as fee reli-

gious sector voted for Netanyahu.

In the Knesset elections the Arabs
voted for their various parties, just

like tbe religious.

The final sector is tbe Russian
immigrants. In districts.where the

majority of voters were immi-
grants from the former Soviet.

Union, Netanyahu received 70
percent of the vote and Peres 30
percent

As Weiss makes clear. Labor
invested no effort whatsoever in

this part of the electorate. All the

Russian-language newspapers
are rightist The immigrants’,

sense of deprivation was directed

against the government then in

power.

Anyone who supposed feat fee

secular nature of this nonobser-
vant segment of fee population

would determine its voting was
sorely mistaken.
The real determining factor was

hatred of Arabs - a hate resem-

bling the horrible racism rampant
in Russia and the Ukraine, direct-

ed toward Georgians, Uzbeks and
‘other southern peoples. -

The obvious inference from fee

Weiss report is this: The chasm so

evenly dividing Israeli society

between religious. Orientals and
Russian immigrants on fee right

and Ashkenazim and Arabs oh the

left doesn't have to do with the

topic of peace exclusively; and it

is not a temporary phenomenon. It

is a deep and lasting fissure.

How does one overcome such a
dangerous situation? How can fee

peace camp, liberal and democra-
tic, create a new 'majority in

Israel?

I believe feat fee religious bloc

is lost to the cause of peace. The
idea that an “understanding”
might be forged between secular

and religious is a pipe dream
dreamed by tormented secularists.

The Russian immigrants are

another story. They are deserving

of an effort.

.
But fee main thrust should be

aimed at winning over Oriental

Jews. Itwill be a long and difficult

road, and feeze are no guarantees.

And it is quite likely feat fee

Labor Party isn’t up to fee job.

Perhaps we need an entirely

new entity, one wife which fee

Orientals too can feel at home.
Dozens of revelations in the

Weiss Report underscore the

Labor Party’s complete failure to

recognize, let alone address, fee

deep divisions in our society.

To be quite plain: One gets the

clear impression that Labor is, to

all intents and purposes, deceased.

Perhaps we should be fighting

memorial candles for it as well as

for Yitzhak Rabin.

The writer heads the Peace
Bloc. •

Portraitofa bad loser: this little boy tabes out his frustration on
an oversized teddy bear, a prize he failed to win at a fidr in

.Be^ng. _
(Reuter)

POSTSCRIPTS
SEX IS fine, but rare. Breasts are

more common and barely raise

an eyebrow. But when something

like Cripple Creek shows up on a

US map, Roger Payne springs

into action.

As chief of the US Board of'

Geographic Names, Payne arbi-

trates disputes over what people

can call hollows, deserts, streams

and. mountains.

There are 67 Cripple Creeks in

fee US and no one bad ever ob-

jected to the name — until now,
when a disabled person in Texas

- asked to call -a nearby stream by

that- name to honor the

handicapped.

Advocates for fee disabled ob-

jected, so fee board must get in-

volved “The most important pol-

icy of fee board is local use and

acceptance,” Payne said.

Sex, in terms of US mapmak-
ing, is not taboo. The actual word
“sex” appears only twice - in Sex

Peak and Sex Peak Lookout,
both in Montana.

ABOUT 500 members of the Pa-

kistan Poultry Association re-

leased hundreds of chickeos onto

a road next to fee provincial as-

sembly budding in Lahore to pro-

test fee rising price of poultry

fodder. • .. .

So now we finally know , why

the chicken crossed fee road: to

protest fee high cost of food.

Your
health!
JUDY SIEGEL rTZKOVICH

T
HIS government, like

many of its predecessors,

treats health like a middle-

aged man who -chain-smokes,

eats steak for - breakfast and

“exercises" by pointing his

remote control at the TV - an

attitude that implies “Things
will work out, so let’s not worry

about tomorrow; let’s think pos-

itive and not bother trying to

change the situation.”

There was thus tittle surprise

feat fee health portfolio was fee

last to be filled. It was finally

handed over to a young man
with no proven interest or expe-
rience in the subject, and appar-
ently equally little desire to fix

iL

Then as soon as recent law
graduate Tzahi Hanegbi was
offered tbe job of acting justice

minister, he grabbed it, spending
less and less tune learning fee

ropes at Health and more and
more in the more genteel, suit-

and-tie atmosphere of Justice.

Now it seems that the career-

minded Hanegbi, who had bare-

ly warmed his seat at ministry

headquarters in Jerusalem’s San
Simon quarter, is off full-time to

the Justice Ministry enclave in

eastern Jerusalem.

Taking over from Dr. Ephraim
Snefa (a physician who himself
showed more enthusiasm for

security affairs and running for

the premiership than for health

matters) Hanegbi said he had
really wanted to be transport

minister and reduce road acci-

dents. But if feat wasn’t to be, be
said, he was “happy” to tackle

the Health Ministry.

He went bn the requisite tours

of hospitals and clinics, appoint-

ed a number of committees to

investigate medical “scandals”

disclosed by the Hebrew papers,

persuaded fee Treasury to

increase nurs«i’ job slots - and
that was iL

He spoke several times about

amending fee National Health
Insurance Law to make it more
workable and financially stable,

but nothing came of iL

The national health insurance

system, already over NIS lb. in

deficiL teeters on the edge of a

It’s vital - but the

government doesn’t

seem to think so

major crisis, and there is scant

evidence that fee ministry will

be ready to include psychiatric

services in the health care basket
on fee (already postponed)
scheduled date, January 1

.

.
Given fee feet that he was also

tbe government’s liaison to the

Knesset and head of the
Ministerial Justice Committee,
Hanegbi bad precious little time
for fee ministry.

This was illustrated by his sur-

'

prising absence from a recent

two-day Jerusalem conference:

on fee national health insurance

system attended by nearly every
major figure concerned;
Hanegbi 's spokesman explained
that fee minister was absent
owing to “previous commit-
ments.”

NOW LIKUD sources say feat

one man who was studiously

paying attention at that confer-

ence, MK Yehoshua Matza, will

become health minister this

week, leaving Hanegbi to be
“promoted” to full-time justice

minister.

The 65-year-old Matza, best

known to fee public as a lacklus-

ter candidate who unsuccessful-

ly ran several times against

Teddy Kollefc for fee Jerusalem

mayoralty, wants to get into fee

govemmenL .even through the

“basement” of the Health
Ministry. Matza has waited qui-

etly to be rewarded with a port-

folio for bis loyalty to Binyamin
Netanyahu.
This is probably his. last big

career move, saMatza will want

to make good. The question is

whether he has fee capability,

dedication and political acumen
to push the- right reforms

through.

A nation's health must not be
regarded as a luxury, or as an

unproductive expense. The min-

istry’s budget is one of the

largest, and its life-and-deafo

decisions affect us all Nothing

promotes a decent society more

than a health system which

ensures every citizen can func-

tion physically and emotionally

at his or her highest potential.

One need only look at the sta-

tistics in Rnraia, where the aver-

age male’s life expectancy is 56

and forest experts have to be

consulted about the president s

heart problems, to appreciate the

damage a rotten and neglected

health system can wreak-

The
. writer is a. member of

-The Jerusalem: Post editorial

staff. The viewy expressed ere

not necessarily those of the
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Maureen Dowd ofThe New York Times argues

that BiU Clinton is really scary” because “(h)e is

better at bang opportunistic, better at frighten-

ing the country, better at pUying dirty'’ than

.

Republican candidate Bob Dole.

Am I alone in suspecting that Clinton is

not merely the lesser of two evils, but by far the

mosr impressive president that those of us bom
after the death ofJohn F. Kennedy have known?
Lets begin with the case against Clinton: that he

doesn’t stand for anything beyond his own re-

election; that he co-opts the most popular ideas

ofhis opponents; that he is personally untrust-

worthy. As Gerald Gamm of the University of

Rochester observes, this is precisely the same case

, fn _ * ui jucuciaj restraint ti
legacy of Ronald Reagan. But, without a depres- during the Roosevelt era.ClAn nr <1 «nr rn /""M! • , •sion or a war to fight, Clinton is in the awkward
position of being the first president since LBJ to
offer a rhetorical defense of federal activism,

while acknowledging at the same rime that “the
era of big government is over."

What Roosevelt’s critics

underestimated in 1936, and
what Clinton’s critics under-
estimate today, is the impor-

e case r i
thar liberal and conservative commentators made tance Or adaptability in £L

against FDR in the 1936 campaign. FDR ran

four years earlier as a balance-the-budget fiscal

conservative, promising to raise taxes and cut

spending. Once in office, he abandoned any

semblance ofideological consistency and, in, a

spirit of pragmatic experimentation, proposed

the Second New Deal largely to fend offmore

extreme proposals on the left arid the right. The

Social Security Act was Roosevelts moderare

response to the for more radical Share the Wealth

Plans proposed by Dr. F.E. Townsend and Huey

Long. What Roosevelts critics underestimated in

1936. and what Clintons critics underestimate

today, is the importance ofadaptability in a

deliberative democracy; the virtue of tacking

right and left to govern from the center; the sen-

sitivity required to push the electorate, at any

given moment, no fucther rhan it is ready to be

pushed. Health care, after all, was the debacle of

Clintons first rerm, just as court packing was the

debacle of Roosevelts second: In both cases,

high-handed and defensive presidents tried to

govern by fiat rarher than leading by argument

and persuasion.

Substantively, ofcourse, the achievements

of Clintons and Rooscvelrs first terms can't be

compared. FDR, for all his bobbing and weaving.

Given the contradictions ar the heart of
Clintons presidency, what is it, precisely, that I

admire about him? The answer, I suppose, is his
character. Clintons defining impulse, after all, is

not insincerity but a surfeit of empathy: He
eynestly does believe in the possibility of recon-
ciling contradictions thar can r be logically fecon-
ciled; Reagan wirh Roosevelt, racism with color-
blindness, family values with civil liberties.

Bur, as Clinron demonstrates in his moving
speeches to black churches, a Whirmanesque abil-
ity to embrace contradictions isn’t always a vice in
a balkanized age. I suppose, in the end, that I also
admire Clintons intelligence and his passion for
argument, which vindicates the Madisonian
premises that Ronald Reagans success called into
question. Clinton, who appears to be smarter,
although less stylishly duplicitous, than Kennedy
and Rbosevelt, reassures us that a firsc-rare educa-
tion isn’t necessarily a disqualification for leader-

ship in American democracy.

On this point, the networks missed the

most telling image in the second presidential

debate last week. After the final question, as both
candidates fanned out into the audience. Dole
awkwardly signed autographs and mumbled
greetings to well-wishers. Suddenly, the C-SPAN
camera zeroed in on Clinton, who had backed a

Because of these conflicting impulses, there middle-aged questioner against a wall and was
is an odd disproportion between means and ends earnestly trying to argue with her about the mer-
ar the core of Clintons domestic program. By its ofone position or another. His eyes fixed sin-
expanding federal involvement into areas that gle-raindedty on his target, he continued to argue
have traditionally, and property, been left ro the animarediy for four minutes. All told, Clinron

*

states, Clinton has committed himself to laws , lingered for 40 minutes, debating undecided ciri-

thar are symbolic at best and illiberal and consri- zens, one by one. If there's a berter way for the

turionally dubious at worst. Its no coincidence president of the United States to conducr his final

that the grear constitutional dramas of Clinton's campaign, I can’t imagine it

second term, like FDR’s, will probably concern

rhe scope of federal powers rather than rhe expan- Jeffrey Rosen is legal affairs editor ofThe Nett'

sion of fundamental rights. Early next year, the Republic, in which this articlefirst appeared.

Supreme Court will tell us whether Congress had

rhe power to enact rhe unassuming centerpiece of © 1 996, The New Republic

deliberative democracy: the

virtue oftacking right and
left to govern from the center;

the sensitivity required to

push the electorate, at any

given moment, no further

than it is ready to be pushed.

Injuring a fetus,

killing a child

ByAlan Dershowitz

days
Case against Clinton resembles one FDR faced

ByJeffrey Rosen-

M-fr*

As U.S. Presidenr Bill Clinton prepares to ‘ H S“preme CoUttW01’™
become the first two-term Democrat * n^Z/ZZZ^ndLZZ1 ^
since FDR, commentators on the left . of the New Deal from the coumer-revril ri

Republican colleagues to defer

and the right are expressing skepticism about his proposals of the Gingrichite Congress

COt c P°hc,<^ branches, and they are committed
achievement. Paul Gigot oflhe Wall Street fng^TthetcSrhe

‘

°

!“* ** Ncw Desd than preripi-

Joumal suggesrs chat “voters may choose a man Dwighc Eisenhower another co • l -j
3 60th annjversaiy reprise ofthe crisis of

they don’t trust” because Clinton has so degraded Z perhaps Justice O'Connor will make a .

the standards ofAmerican democracy tharciti- rothew WtT '

zens now expect nothing more from their leaders, helped the Democrats accept the laissez-fkire ner d°

b

1

"daJming ** ban-

Maureen Dowd ofThe New York Times areues lencunfBnn.Hn-™^.. ,

ner ofjudicial restraint that Democrats carried

Acruch-is-scfanger-than-ficiion case i„ Texas raises an imeresrin.
tw,st on the question ofwhen docs life begin, it started as a

'

simple drunken-driving accident. But the passenger in die car
into which the drunken defendant s truck crashed was seven-and-a-
halfmonths pregnant. As a result of the crash, the woman underwent
an emergency Cesarean section and her daughter was born, weighing
only 4 pounds and suffering from extensive brain damage caused bv
the crash. The baby lived for 44 hours after birth.

Texas law provides that homicide is the taking of a human life,
and it explicitly says that a fetus is not a human life for purposes of
the law of homicide. For the killing to be homicide, the • person" must
have been bom." Nonetheless, the defendant svas chaiged wirh
homicide and.convicted on the following interesting lejpl thcorv:
Although the injury that caused the death occurred before hirrh. rhe
resulnng death occurred after birth. The crucial question on appeal,
therefore, will be: When did the crime occur?"

Already, this case is being seen as part of the ongoing abortion
debate between the right-to-lifers and the right-to-choiccrs. Ami-
aboruon advocates believe that if the convicdon is affirmed, this
case will establish the principle that a fetus is a person for purposes
of foe law of homicide. Pro-choice advocates believe that a reversal
of the conviction will establish the principle that a fetus is not a per-
son and that only someone who has been born is covered bv the law
of homicide. But this case really has link ro do with the abortion
debate. It is about the definition ofwhat the criminal law calls "a
conrimung crime.”

Although the injury that caused the
death occurred before birth, the resulting
death occurred after birth. The crucial

question on appeal, therefore, will be:
‘When did the crime occur?’

•
,

S°m
.

e CrinieS occur !n 311 insra™- For example, if a defendant
shooKja victim in the heart and the victim dies immediately, the

crime ofhomicide is completed in a matter of seconds. But in
many homicide cases, the death may occur hours, days, weeks, even
months later. The so-called “year and a day" rule has long recognized
that rainy. It provides that if a death is to be a homicide, the victim
must die within a year and a day of the wound having been inflicted,
io. when a defendant shoots a vicrim in 1995 in Providence, R I
and the victim dies in 1996 in a Boston hospital, the law may have
ro decide when the crime occurred. The answer is relatively straighr-
orwartL The shooring took place in Providence in 1995, bur it
became a murder in 1 996 when the victim died id Boston. The mur-
der took place both in Providence and Boston, because borh chc
shooting and the death are necessaiy elements of murder, bur rhe
case will probably be tried in Providence because that is where rhe
defendants cutyaHeacr occurred. If the death occurs within a vear
and a day (m those stares which still rerain rhar rule), the defendant
wul be convicted of murder.

The Texas case is a bit more complex. Thar crime, too, is a con-
tinuing one: It began with rhe drunken crash and ended two davs
later with the dearh of the child. Bur at the time ofthe crash, there
was no injury to a person under Texas law. The injured fetus became a
person only after the crash, when it was born. An analogous case
might be the following: A state makes ir a capital offense ro murder
specific categories of people; such as a policeman, a prison guard, etc.
Several states have such laws. If a defendant murders anyone else, he is

punished by life imprisonment. Because elderly people have become
frequent targets of homicide, the state adds to the capital punishmenr
list "any person over rhe age of 70.” A defendant shoots a 69-year-old
woman, vvho languishes for six months and then dies after her 70th
birthday. Would the defendant be eligible for the death penalty?

The answer to thar question and to the similar quesrion’posed
m the Texas case can be found in an old principle oflaw called “leni-
ty.'’ The principle provides that when there are rwo plausible inter-
pretations of the scope ofa criminal statute, the courts must adopt
the one more lenient to the defendant. The Supreme Court has
defined this “wise" principle as follows: “when choice has to be made
between nvo readings ofwhat conduct [the legislature] has made a
crime, it is appropriate, before we choose the harsher alternative, to
require rhar [the legislature] should have spoken in language rhat is

clear and definite.”

IfTexas wishes to make it homicide ro injure a fetus thar rhen
dies after birth, ir must say so “in language that is clear and definite.”
Thus far, ir has not done so.

Alan M. Dershowitz is a professor oflaw at Harvard University. His
newest book is Reasonable Doubts (Simon dr Schuster).

© 1996, United Feature Syndicate Inc.
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Political failure in Russia

mirrors the country’s past

By Tim McDaniel

History has many uses. For

poiideal actors, it is the

repository ofdemons to

be destroyed and visions to be ful-

filled. For more distant observers,

the study of history often gives rise

to melancholy reflections on the

eternal return ofunwelcome cul-

tural patterns even in periods of

profound social and political

change. The current conflicts in

the Kremlin are as redolent of

Russia as a Mussorgsky opera, an

Akhmatova poem, or Alexei

Tolstoys play about Ivan the

Terrible, which, as it happens.

General Lebed went to see after he

was ejected from the Yeltsin gov-

ernment last month.

When Ivan the Terrible, fac-

ing boyar opposition, abandoned

Moscow and assumed the rote of
‘

.outcast martyr, he won over his

people and re-established his autoc-

racy. The redoubtable General

Lebed may re-enact a similar

tragedy. But chat is not the Lebed

affair’s only historical echo. By

1921, Lenin had built up a regime

of arbitrary personal power

divorced from the people. From

1922 to 1924, while he lay immo-

bilized after a series of strokes, two

archetypal creatures of this person-

alistic system vied for power:

Joseph.Sralin, a master of intrigue

and the center ofa dense network

ofpersonal -connections; and Leon

Trotsky, the outspoken former
.

' head'of the Red Army, hill of
"

charisma, not at all a team player

— and for these reasons hated by

the apparat.

Of course, Anatoly Chubais

is no Stalin, and Alexander Lebed

is not as brilliant as Trotsky. Yet the

parallel still holds: The prominence

of the shadowy Chubais and the

charismatic Lebed is the logical

outgrowth, as it was for their com-

munist predecessors, ofan enor-

mous, political failure. This rime

around, that failure may leave

Russia on the brink of possible dis-

aster once Yeltsin dies.

Yeltsins actions have never

flowed from any kind ofcommit-

ment ro democracy, and they have

nurtured neither a democratic cul-

ture nor democratic institutions.

Rather, his primitive understanding

ofdemocracy and capitalism as

simply the negation of the

Communist past has been matched

by an overriding, and sometimes

ruthless, commitment to his own

political survival. Yeltsins lack of

any real belief in democracy

explains both what he has done

and what he has not done since he

took office. Tossing the popular

Lebed out is part of a partem of

political conduct rooted in tactics

rather than strategy’: set up an arch- .

enemym— whether ex-Prime

Minister Alexandr Rutskoi, ex-

Speaker of the Parliament Ruslan

Khasbulatov or ex-chief of the

Security Council Lebed; demonize

this enemy as anti-democratic, the

representative ofdark forces of the

past: and expel or destroy it, thus

reaffirming ones own “democratic"

credentials.

But at least as significant is

what Yeltsin has not done. In late

199 1 and early 1992. leaders of the

democratic movement repeatedly

suggested establishing new repre-

sentative political institutions that

could supplement the fractious and

embattled parliament. Yeltsin

ignored them. Rather than ruling

by and through parliament and

political parties, he preferred, like

the last Romanov rulers, to rely on

an unstable array of political

favorites in Moscow and personal

emissaries dispatched throughout

the country. He continues to rule

by decree, even chough the decrees

have little force. Because no politi-

cal institution enjoys a scintilla of

legitimacy in contemporary Russia,

the government is unable to per-

form even its most elementary

tasks: to collect taxes, to pay its

own employees or to support an

army. The Soviet-style “dictatorship

of the proletariat” has indeed been

followed by the withering away of

the state.

The cuirent conflicts

in the Kremlin are as

redolent ofRussia as

a Mussorgsky opera,

an Akhmatova poem,

or Alexei Tolstoy’s

play about Ivan the

Terrible, which, as it

happens. General

Lebed went to see

after he was ejected

from the Yeltsin gov-

ernment last month.

‘
^ _ Operating in dose to a politi-

cal vacuum, Yeltsin follows the

logic of personal autocracy as if

bom to the role, substituting rime-

honored despotic practices for pop-

ular support. His complaint against

Lebed was that he was “splitting

the team apart,” a team that should

“work like a fist.” But in fact

Yeltsin himself has done much to

foster disunity, playing one minis-

ter offagainst another, scapegoat-

ing officials for policy failures, and

hiring arid firing them at will.

Chubais himselfwas previously

fired as a scapegoat for privatiza-

tion scandals and then re-appoint-

ed when useful for Yeltsins re-elec-

tion campaign. Now this highly

dubiousiigure, unpopular save

among those who profited from his

leadership of Russia’s voucher-pri-

vatization, has temporarily eclipsed

Lebed, the country’s most admired

public figure— who himselfwas

originally appointed by.Yeltsin for

purely utilitarian motives. Just as

democracy for Yeltsin is die defeat

of his enemies, who are always

branded as representatives of the .

Communist past or proponents of

fascism and military dictatorship,

so he and his allies are unable to

grasp the organizational and moral

dimensions ofcapitalism.

Fundamental principles accepted in

all advanced industrial-countries

have no warrant in Russia: for

example, the idea chat workers

should have rights protected by the

government; chat class relations

should be based upon some kind of

reciprocity; that property is not

simply.thefc and chat capitalist

elites gain legitimacy through their

contributions to the larger society.

Yet, despite all this, Russia is

not about to fall apart. That’s

because whatever the continuities

in Russian political culture,

Russian society has changed enor-

mously. First, in the aftermath of

Communisms failure, there is for

the first time in the country’s mod-

ern history remarkably little com-

mitment to a separate Russian path

ro modernity. This is why the oft-

heard parallels to Weimar Germany

are superficial: Unlike contempo-

rary Russia, Germany had not yet

tested its nativistic alternative td

“mechanistic” Western society, and

German society of the '20s was rife

with ideologies and social move-

ments. The Russian people are coo

world-weary to.be tempted by such

siren calls— thus their amazing

passivity in the free ofone calamity

after another.

This passivity also is due to a

second major change: Russians

now know that they cannot rely on

this government, which, quite

undemocrarically, has broken with

the long Russian tradition ofstate

paternalism. Having been told

since 1991 chat they are living

through a period ofsocial

Darwinism, and that they must

take care ofthemselves, they have

learned to dojust that. From pro-

fessors ofengineering who grow

their own potatoes to mafia groups

bartering aluminum for Japanese

electronics, Russians have begun to
'

create a society far less based than

before on a complex division of

labor and much more dependent

upon localized ties. Many people,

having found ways to survive and

perhaps even prosper, are simply

not interested in the palace

intrigues of the Kremlin. .

Third, and equally signifi-

cant: For the first time in Russian

history there is now a powerful pri-

vate elite able to protect its posi- .

rion against both the people and a

potentially hostile future goverrv

ment. At present, that elite is well

represented in Yeltsins Kremlin,

especially through the good offices

ofAnatoly Chubais. Tsarist officials

often vainly hoped that such an

elite might emerge to provide social

stability. Whatever else Boris

Yeltsin has done, he has created the

conditions under which these

“strong men” can get down to busi-

ness, and to politics as well. The

latest Kremlin tempests probably

don’t worry them much, either.

There are, then ‘several

sources ofstability in contempo-

rary Russia. But this does not mean

that Russia is a democracy, even a

fledgling one. The Lebed affair

dearly demonstrates the decay per-

vading contemporary Russian poli-

tics, based as it is on purely person-

alized power. IfLebed were to

become president, his regime

would rest on the same insubstan-

tial foundation, and Russian poli-

tics would continue to conjure up

gloomy reminders of the country’s

political past. Were he shrewd

enough, as president, to realize that

the status quo, with its weak and

illegitimate state and its capitalists

who curse everyone, gives very lit-

tle hope for the future, new trou-

bles might loom. Like Peter the

Great and Stalin before him, he

might then attempt a desperate

revolution from above that would

provide no effective solutions to

Russia’s endless search for a viable

form ofmodem society— which

should remind us that Boris

Yeltsin, whatever his flaws, is far

from the worst model of ruler in •

the repository of Russian history.

Tim McDaniel is professor ofsociolo-

gy at the University ofCalifornia,

San Diego, anti the author, most

recently of The Agony ofthe

Russian Ideafrom Princeton

University Press.

© 1996, The New Republic.
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Lack of vision actually^ results

in better U.S. foreign policy
By Jacob Heilbrunn

I
ts a ritual ofU.S- presidential campaigns:

challengers attack incumbents for lacking a

foreien-oolicv vision. BobDole, true to-A- foreign-policy vision. BobDole, true to

form, has called the Clinton administrations

actions abroad “rudderless and illusionary." In

fact, U.S. foreign policy has been increasingly

successful precisely because Bill Clinton has
’

refused ro embrace chimerical visions. As a

result, he has skillfully piloted the United States

through a sea of new world disorder.

Though the Council on Foreign Relations

will never admit it, the last thing U.S. foreign

policy needs is a grand strategy. When Henry

Kissinger, for instance, tried to implement his

esoreric theories ofrriangularion between

Washington, Peking and Moscow to create a

“new structure of peace," the result was a mas-

sive erosion of American prestige and power.

Despite the myth that the theory of Soviet con-

tainment provided a bipartisan consensus dur-

ing the postwar era, the reality is that the

United States muddled Its way through the

Cold War. America’s dealings with the Soviet

Union were almost always ad hoc
In shorr, American foreign policy did not

suddenly become confusing under Bill Clinton.

It has always been confused. And the traits

deplored by Clintons foes— his flexibility and

adaptability— are the very ones that make for

an impressive foreign-policy record.

Clintons woes early in his presidency

stemmed from his attempt to implement an

overarching international strategy. In 1992,

Clinton mocked Bush for being a “foreign-poli-

cy president,” but himself signed on to the

attempt to build a “new world order.” He
ridiculed Bushs failure to intervene in Bosnia
and promised to press for human rights in

China, Haiti and Cuba. Clintons solution to

this ambitious agenda, which he feared would
vitiate his emphasis on domestic issues, was to

hand foreign affairs offto the United Nations.

The tone was set by U.S. Undersecretary
of State Peter Tamoff, who called for the retreat

ofAmerican power around the globe. Tamoff
was quickly muzzled by Warren Christopher,

but the Vietnam syndrome spirit of his address
lived on. U.N. Ambassador Madeleine Albright

and National Security Adviser Anthony I aim

concocted a foreign policy called “assertive mul-
tilateralism. Rather than acting unilaterally,

the United States would bankroll the U.N. to

act as gendarme in Somalia, Rwanda and
Bosnia. Here was a strategic vision if there ever

was one. The consequences were dean a hapless

.

U.N, sanctioning ethnic cleansing in Bosnia
and American rangers dragged through the

streets of Mogadishu.

After the oxymoronic “assertive multilat-

eralism" was discredited, things began to turn

around for the Clinton administration.

Consistent with his ability to change course,

Clinton turned to tactical rather than strategic

action. And because oftheUnited States’ global

preeminence, the tactics succeeded. The first

sign came in Haiti, where the administration

had initially been humiliated when the USS
Harlan County, carrying military trainers to

respond to demonstrations in Port-au-Prince,

was turned back in October 1993 by a pro-gov-

ernment mob. By September 1994 President

Clinton, with American croops-poised to

invade Haiti, scared down the Haitian military

junta,jpaving the path for a democratically

elected regime- And in 1994, the United States

massed forces in the Persian'Gulf in response ro

Iraqi troop movements near the Kuwait border.

U.S. foreign policy has been

increasingly successful pre-

cisely because Bill Clinton

has refused to embrace

chimerical visions. As a

result, he has skillfully pilot-

ed the United States through

a sea ofnew world disorder.

This wasn’t all. In the summer of 1995,

after unconscionable dithering, Clinton

launched Operation Deliberate Force, which

ended up forcing the Serbs to sign the Dayton

Peace Accords. The successful NATO air strikes

punctured the doomsday scenarios by which

any military interverj,tion in the former

Yugoslavia would lead us down the slippery

slope to Vietnam. Clintons readiness to deploy

military force was again evident this March
when he sent two carrier batde groups to -

counter Chinese saber rattling over the Taiwan

straits and, mosr recently, when he launched

cruise missiles against Saddam Hussein.

To hear Republicans tell it, however,

Clinron remains a hobbledehoy, stuck in the

immature foreign policy ofwhat might be called

his first term, the period from 1992 to 1994.

The transformation that took place during

Clinton's “second" term, from 1994-96, has

been almost completely ignored. Instead,

Republicans complain that Clinton lacks the

proper “character" to lead the United States

abroad. Writing in the Sepr. 22 New York

Times Magazine, Owen Harries-coritcnds that

Clinton “fakes firmness and resolution.” Pediaps

.the most startling example of Republican intel-

lectual posturing comes in an article in the

Jufy/August Foreign Affairs by William Kristol

and Robert Kagan. They call for a moralistic

and “heroic" foreign policy, based on “elevated

patriotism," that “educated) the citizenry"

about the virtues ofmilitarism and shuns “cow-

ardice and dishonor" in favor of“destroying)

many ofthe worlds monsters."This sanctimo-

nious preening is a recipe for endless and reck-

less intervention everywhere, which would ulti-

mately wreck the governments capacity to

mobilize support for intervening anywhere.

For Clinron, the Republicans’ failure to

offer an alternative more serious than this hol-

low, glittering moralism presents a second

'

chance. Foreign policy is not about virtue; it is

about power. Clinton's good fortune is chat, for

from going into decline after the Cold War, the

United States has emerged more powerful chan

at any point in its history.

Foreign policy pundits, a notoriously

pompous and capricious breed, will continue to

insist char Clinton fashion a grand strategy com-

mensurate with the grandness ofAmerican power.

Like his hero FDR, Clinton will have to

remain a juggler in foreign policy. Clinron may
well discover char his first term was placid com-

pared to what looms in the Middle East, Russia

and Asia. As his speech calling for NATO
enlargement demonstrates, however, Clinton

has finally grasped chat foreign policy allows

him to appear statesmanlike, while Dole has

been reduced to mudslinging about Clintons

failure to serve in Vietnam. In his historic next

term, Clinton, like Reagan, may make his mark

in the one sphere in which he can' exercise real

leadership: foreign policy. Sometimes it takes a

visionary to abandon visions.

Jacob Heilbrunn is a senior editor ofThe New ’

Republic
, in which this articlefirst appeared.

© 1 996, The New Republic.
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Democratic leaders ask

for last-minute PAC money

By Robert Novak

U S. Senate and House Democratic leaders Thomas Daschle

and Richard Gephardt have been on the telephone, sepa-

rarely and together, seeking I lth-hour corporate political

,

action committee money. Their pitch: We’re going to be in the

majority come January so you’d better get aboard.

The Daschle-Gephardc calls were placed to PACs chat have '

been contributing heavily to Republicans but still have $50,000 or

-more left in their tills.

Because Democrats will regain control of Congress, the lead-,

era tell CEOs and'Washington corporate representatives, perhaps

they might want to balance their giving. The response so for has

been mixed.

A footnote Rep. Charles Rangel, a New York liberal who will
4

become chairman of the tax-writing House Ways and Means

Committee if the Democrats take over, has been sounding very

restrained and moderate in meetings with business representatives.

His demeanor is inrended to counteract Republican warnings

to contributors that a dangerous radical would be put in charge at

Ways and Means.

Campaign reformer Dole
' U.S. Republican political insiders are furious with presiden-

tial candidate Bob Dole for blunting the impact of possibly illegal

foreign contributions to President Bill Clinton by calling for gener-

al,campaign reform.

Dole supporters complained chat their cries of protest about

money pouring in to Clinton from Indonesia were muffled by

Dole’s sudden emergence as a campaign reformer. But these pro-

testers include corporate lobbyists who have long opposed cam-

paign-finance reform.

A footnote: Staffers on the campaign plane note that Dole, who

has maintained his optimism throughout this difficult campaign,

appeared dispirited behind the scenes for the first time last week.

Chairman Kemp?
Georgia State Repubb'can Chairman Rusty Paul has started to

cell fellow party leaders from other states that, in the event the

Dole-Kemp ticket goes down co defeat, Jack Kemp should succeed

Haley Barbour as chairman of the Republican National Committee. 1

During the Bush administration, Paul served under Housing

Secretary Kemp as a deputy assistant secretary. He argues that his

old boss’ idealism would correct the mcan-^jiritjed inrage,of the

GOP and raise the morale ofa losing party:
-

Barbour; who has inadq clear he will not.seek anqchcr term as

national chairman, appears to be leaning toward Florida State

ChairmanTom Slade as his successor. Slade would be more ofa

technician than a cheerleader.

Candidate Armey?
Friends ofHouse Majority Leader DickArmey say he will

consider seeking the Republican presidential nomination in 2000

ifPresident Clinton is re-elected.

Armey is said to-be appalled the GOP waged the 1996 elec-

tion campaign without pushing a plan ofcomprehensive tax

reform. The author ofa flat-tax plan rejected by Bob Dole, Armey

says privately he should have become a candidate this year.

Armey faces no opposition to be te-decred as GOP floor leader

If the party loses control of the House, he will become the chamber’s

top Republican. House Speaker Newt Gingrich has said he has no

desire to be minority leader in a Democratic-dominated House.

Secretary Dodd?
Prominent Republicans have been trying co promote news

accounts saying chat Sen. Christopher Dodd will become secretary

of stare in a Clinton second-term administration. The reason: the

tough fight for Florida’s electoral votes.
'

Dodd is extremely unpopular among Florida’s Cuban-

American voters because of his conciliatory position toward Fidel

Castro. Clinton has made inroads within the normally Republican

Cuban vote and this week paid his first visit in four years to

Miami’s “Little Havana” section. .i.

Actually, there is no sign that Dodd is on Clinton’s list of possi-

ble successors to Secretary of State Warren Christopher. But associ-

ates say he might be interested in a bid for the presidency in 2000.

Robert Novak is a syndicated columnist ofthe Chicago 'Suttr-Times.

5^1 996, The Creators Syndicate.
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The brave of the Kovno ghetto

ES?2SS^£^[

SSS^ttu£

One does not fight the Germans
pistols," he jeered Heordered them to hand over gddand valuables they had brought

SoSe®t Bonder

JJrtS?
knaPsacks and bags

K
UghIy 55 ** Germans did

at the ghetto gate.
The Jews were detailed to canywood for the battalion - none of

llw Russians did 1L The Jews were
weak, with swollen bellies

unwholesome food:
diey^suffered from scurvy and

The Russian commanders had
everything: Their food was
cooked m a separate kitchen. The
only way for the Jews to survive
was to go on missions away from
their base, and get whatever food
they could from the local vil-
lagers. Nor could they depend on
medical assistance: “Nurse AniaT
who was in charge, had been just a
cleaner in a hospital.
That was what a runaway from

Kovno ghetto reported to Phaim
Yellin, the leader of the
Communist-sponsored secret
underground in the ghetto. YeHin’s
reaction was, “Don’t tell anv-
bodyl"
The conversation is one of the

innumerable incidents reported by
Alex Faitelson in Heroism and
Bravery in Lithuania, J94J-45.
This 432-page account of what
happened in the Kovno ghetto
under Nazi occupation is pub-
lished by Gefen, Jerusalem, and is

the English version (by Ethel
Broido) of the previously pub-
lished Yiddish original.

While still a pupil of the Tarbut
Hebrew school, Faitelson joined
the illegal Communist organiza-
tion in his native Lithuania,

switching from a radical Zionist

group called Brit Hakanayim
(“Zealot League”).

Faitelson ’s excuse for the

Residents of the Kovno ghetto fine up at the soup kitchen where free hot soup was dished out daily.

Russians' antisemitism is rather
naive: They were incited, he
claims, by the Germans when they
were in POW camps. He should
have been better informed about
the indigenous antisemitism in the
Soviet Union. Indeed, some of the
top officers in the partisan units

were flown in by the Red Army
from the USSR. Apart from a few.
the bulk of Russians were rabid
antisemites, Faitelson admits.
Colonel Fedor Markov decided

to establish a Jewish unit, which
was named “Miest" (Vengeance).
Another officer created a unit to
deal with traitors. Suspects were
tried and executed - sometimes, it

seems, without formal sentence
and just under die stress of events.

And executions were occasionally

performed by this Jewish under-

ground within the ghetto when cir-

cumstances indicated Jews had
been passing on information to die
Nazis.

Life was in a frenzy even at the'

quietest periods, with the prospect
of ending life in a death camp
appearing a certainty day and
night. Business prospered, con-
tacts were made frantically at

chance openings in the baibed-
wire fence. Flour, potatoes, meat,
vodka, were obtained for the ghet-
to dwellers at fantastic prices.

There was merrymaking too. the

atmosphere being: “Let's drink
and eat, for tomorrow we die.”

One Eli Shmuelov, his hair

bleached fair, established a con-
tact base in die gentile part of
Kovno. The Gestapo, informed by
its secret agents, surrounded his

flat. The battle lasted several

hours. •

In August 1943. Himmler
ordered the transfer of everybody
from die ghetto to concentration

camps. Zionists, who managed
most of the ghetto organizations,

according to Faitelson, were cau-

tious at first, but soon decided to

leave the ghetto as quickly as pos-
sible.

However, few joined the parti-

sans in the forest under the influ-

ence of Hirsh Levin, a leader of
the Revisionists, says Faitelson.

“The notion that there was a gen-
ual fighting organizadon among
the Jews was far from the truth.”

asserts Faitelson, who leaves few
occasions to inject a snide obser-

vation on Zionism.
Faitelson himself was taken ro

Fort Nine, where he joined a
group of detainees who burned die

bodies of murdered Jews. It was
dear to them that the corpse burn- •

ers too would be killed in turn.

Miraculously. Faitelson organized

'an escape - by digging a tunnel -
and joined the partisans. After the

war.-he settled in Israel.

Another book of reminiscences

from the Holocaust days, pub-
lished by Gefen. is Hana

Inbreeding is okay •

- Antisemitism joins mudslinging
HEADS ‘N’ TAILS

D’VORA BEN SHAUL in New Hampshire campaigns

Areader tells us thatherBench
poodle, a female of die stan-

dard size, was accidentally

bred by its own son, also a pure

breed. The bitch is now going to

have puppies and the reader asks if

here isn't a real danger of die pup-

pies being defective due to the close

tlabonship between the parents.

In truth, she has little to wony
ibouL Unless the dogs are carrying

some serious defect that might be

nherited, she will probably get way
lice French poodle puppies despite

he fact that die parents are mother

ind son. A good deal of inbreeding

;oes on in dogs, and, in fact, almost

ill domestic animals and also some

n their natural habitat

Generally, when operating* breed-

og program, one wants a wide-based

jene pool to draw from, breeding

ram animals that are totally unrelat-

d genetically. This lessens die posst

lility of the offspring inheriting die

ame unwarded characteristic from

oth parents. But, when one (needs

sally superior stock, then one often

rants to narrow the gene pool by

reeding genetically related animals

i order to increase die probability of

be offspring inheriting desired char-

cieristics from both parents.

One finds in most cases, whether it

extremely high milk-producing
us and goats, or even superior

^-producing farm animals, a con-

arable amount of inbreeding has

m place. While it is true that

reeding can result in inferiorstock

replicating undesirable genes in

offspring, that happens only

m there are a number of undesir-

able genes there to be inherited and.

m feet, careful intaeeefing can result

in truly superiorstock when the ani-

mals bredare largely earners ofhigh-
ly desirable genes in die first place.

Because of the almost universal

taboo against incest in humans,

many people have drawn die erro-

neous conclusion that aQ inbreeding

leads to defective offspring, and in

the case ofhumans this is more like-

ly than not to happen. It would also

happen ifa animals if the inbreeding

were done'at random and all sots of

defective animals were inbred. But

in the case of carefully structured

animal (reeding programs, a great

deal of selection fix' stock as near

perfect as possible hasalready taken

place before the inbreeding starts.

But, all this works only when it is

undertaken by a breeder with a firm

basis in genetics and only in a care-

fully monitored breeding program.

Inadvertent or inadequately planned

and monitored inbreeding has in

many cases produced offspring of a

decidedly inferior quality.

One ofdie classic examples ofthis

is the appearance of the “dwarf

sjarter syndrome,” a form of gar-

goyhsm in beef cattle in the US.

Because breeders relied too heavily

on only afew bulls - and these bulls

were all related geoetii»liy-fc«-aiti-

ficia] insemination of their cattle,

they almost destroyed theirhods by

passing this diseased state to neatly

every animal in tbe herd.

One has to always remember that

genetic inheritance is somewhat like

a roulette wheel, and if one wants to

-play tte odds" it is best to know

exactly what one is doing.

THE nastiness of the New
Hampshire Senate race has
achieved one unintended

result - voters don’t particularly

Hire either candidate.

With a week to go before the

election. Democratic candidate
Dick Swett has a slight lead over

the Republican incumbent.
Senator Bob Smith, in a race still

considered a toss-up. They are

also running neck and neck in

taming qff voters by calling each
otter liars and hurling accusa-
tions of racism, antisemitism and
extremism.
The race figures prominently in

Democratic hopes to regain con-

trol of die Senate. While New
Hampshire offers only four elec-

toral votes and usually goes
Republican, President Clinton,

Vice President Gore and their

wives have visited fee state in an
attempttobelp Swett.

A poll forWMUR-TV last week
had Swett receiving 44 percent of
the vote to Smith’s 39 percent, a
statistical dead heat, since tbe poll

had a margin of error of plus or
minus 4 percentage points.

Both were viewed unfavorably

by as many voters as viewed
them favorably - roughly 40 per-

cent for and against each one.

“Neither one of them is very

attractive.” poll director Kelly

Myers said. “Rarely do you see

berth candidates wife higher unfa-

vorable ratings [than favorable

ratings]."

In one recent forum, the two
voiced common support on such

issues as a balanced budget, the

line-item veto and tbe death

penalty for drug dealers. But that

didn't stop Swett from labeling

Smith “extreme'" with a “far right-

wing record" and Smith from
countering that fee battle of then-

opposing philosophies was a
“fight to the death.”

.
It’s apparent, tbe Manchester

Union-Leader said, that tbe two
have developed a real “disdain"

for one another.

The animosity reached a peak
after Swett’s father-in-law, US
Representative Tom Lantos, a
California Democrat, twice sent

fund-raising letters to Jews on
Swett’s behalf, saying Smith
voted against aid to Israel.

“He sent out a disgusting piece

of literature accusing me. imply-
ing that I’m an antisemite, that

I’m a bigot, that I’m a racist."

Smith said. “My father died in the
Second World War trying to get

Dick Swett’s father-in-law _. out

of those camps."
Lantos, born a Hungarian Jew,

is a survivor of the Holocaust
Swett shot back that Lantos

escaped without tbe elder Smith’s

help and said fee incumbent was
panicking because he might lose.

Swett eventually apologized for

inflammatory aspects of the first

mailing last year, but defended

fee second. “We never sent out

any letter accusing him of being

antiSemitic. Wbai we are saying

is, he is very, very conservative,”

he said.

Swett, 39, was elected to the

House of Representatives in 1990
but was ousted in the 1994
Republican landslide. He charac-

terizes himself as a fiscal conser-

vative who opposes tax hikes and
favors a balanced budget He has

tried one new twist in tbe cam-
paign, “work days" spent as a lob-

steiman, waiter, firefighter and
chimneysweep “to get a better

understanding of fee challenges

feeing working families."

Smith, SS.who served three
terms in the House before win-
ning a Senate seat in 1990, has

solid conservative credentials.

He’s a strong advocate of more
defense spending, and once illus-

trated his outspoken opposition to

abortion by waving a plastic fetus

on the Serrate floor.

Smith blames Swett for starting

the mudslinging. “I’m not the one
who runs around the state using
terms like ‘wild, irrational ani-

mal’ and ‘disgrace.’ His campaign
slogan has a torch on it. That's not

a torch, that’s a flamethrower” he
said.

Wife fee public obviously dis-

enchanted by fee vitriol, both

camps have tried a different tack

in the final days of the campaign,
going from the mean to me
mawkish.
Smith’s campaign is airing an

ad in which (us wife, Mary Jo,

describes how Smith's father died
in a World War II plane crash
when Smith was three and calls

her husband “a great dad" who
enjoys children.

Swett’s new ad recalls his
ordeal three years ago when his

then three-year-old daughter was
found to have a 3..15-kilogram
tumor on her liver. It turned outto
be benign and was removed.

(AP)

The search

for a common
denominator
There is an arena where the
secular, haredim and national

religious sit together and try to

develop a better relationship,

Daniel J. Chalfen reports

T!

fZvi Kadohia)

Greenfield’s Rctzah Beyom
Kippur (“Murder on the Day of
Atonement, 74 pp.). She was bom
in Czechoslovakia and was
interned with her family first at

Theresin camp, and later in

Bergen-Belsen. She alone sur-

vival
In January 1946. she visited her

uncle who, by pure chance, was on
a lecture tour in Cambridge when
tbe war began. He came to greet

her at the airport and she immedi-
ately told him of all the horrors of
fee transports and of camp life

miseries.

• “Gently my uncle calmed me,
‘Don’t tell of your sufferings

when we meet my children.’ he
admonished me. ‘Try to forget!'”

“I wanted to cry. My agony
burned in me. I wanted to be con-
soled. To be understood. And here

one advises me toforgetf*
She did not stay long wife her

uncle.

IHERE are two of you
in the desert You have
a bottle of water. The

entire bottle is necessary to keep
just one of you alive. If you share
it, you both die. What do you
do?" This is fee problem posed
to the audience at the first

English-speaking meeting of
Common Denominator, a group
dedicated to oridging the divide

between the secular and the reli-

gious.

A couple of haredim enter the

hall. One pulls up a seat next to a
stocky, pony-tailed man.
“To make this work," continues

Shmuli Schwartz, “you have to

play by the rules of the game - no
titles or labels. Controversial

issues are reserved for final-status

talks, and no blame, anger or call-

ing names."
Two trainee rabbis, a male and a

female^ greet people at the door to

tbe hall. At first, the audience

seems dominated tty men in knit-

ted kippoi and women in long

denim skirts. Still everyone circu-

lazes easily, even fee occasional

bareheaded man,or a female
dressed slightly seductively. The
mix of religious and secular

brings the atmosphere of a fancy-

dress party and seems as if a con-
trived effort has been made for the

group to appear “mixed" to an
outsider.

Common Denominator was
founded last year to mend the rift

between left and right, secular and
religious. (The divisions have
become more pressing, after an
attack on a Bnei Brak synagogue
that was daubed with slogans
including “Death to the religious

and haredim," and the assaults in

Mea She’arim on two dozen
women the haredim deemed were
dressed immodestly.
The group’s leaders include a

founder of Dor ShaJem, a rabbi

from Aisb Hatorah Yeshiva, and
an adviser to the Ministry of
Religious Affairs under fee Labor
government They believe soci-

ety’s stability is threatened by
factional conflict Their solution is

to unify the nation, by focusing on
areas of agreement overcoming
prejudice and intolerance, and
identifying shared values.

That is, finding^ common
denominators.

Tbe group is not alone in its

aims, but its success so far is

marked. In fee last nice months.
Common Denominator has
brought together over 8,000 Jews
from across the political and reli-

gious spectrum. It took Meretz
supporters to Mea She’arim for

Shabbat organized workshops on
kibbutzim and moshavim. and is

beginning to work wife Bar-Han
University. Prime Minister
Binyamin Netanyahu is due to

address fee group’s next major
event
To skeptics, it all looks like a

bunch of innocents whose super-

ficial meetings tackle over-ambi-
tious issues. How will they
achieve anything tangible? Which
of fee desert wanderers will be
given life?

“First we build the relationship,

then we start to solve fee prob-

lem," says Pam Cohen, an ex-

Washington consultant now one
of the organizers of fee group.

“When you have a relationship, it

affects your behavior. If Rabin
and Arafat had discussed

Jerusalem fee first time drey sax

down to talk, they would never
have met again. By discussing

more neutral problems first, they

were able to establish a relation-

ship and continue their dialogue."

And there's fee initial quibble

about the water-bottle problem -

what is your relationship to the

other person? Concepts of love

and hate are tossed around freely

as the audience begins to discuss

them - are they purely emotional,

or can they be inteUectualized?

“Isn ’t fee problem feat we catego-

rize everything and don’t take

things for their individual

worth?” says one woman. “Is

attachment to a particular group

not a natural desire?” says anoth-

er.

Another group follows a differ-

ent path. “Is inieUccrualizing love

or hate not just a cover-up for

thinking emotionally? If so. and if

such sentiment can only be seen

as emotion, is it unexplainable,

and necessarily uncompromis-
ing."

The example of a concentration

camp is given as a place where
both intellect and emotion lead to

hatred of the guards. But Nazi

Germany also is cited to show
how a change in fee political

framework severed fee connec-
tions between Germans and Jews
that had been built over the

years.

So how far and under what cir-

cumstances can a relationship per-

sist? Making friends is all well

and good, but once fee situation

changes, one oftbe desert wander-
ers Iras to drink the water or face

death. Once Rehov Bar-Ban is

closed or an agreement on Hebron
is reached, will the Meretz sup-

porter and the haredi still be able

to connect with each other?

David Geffen, a haredi, com-
pares the issue to his relationship

with his wife. “We signed a
covenant, and because of our deep
love for each other we can see our
way through any problems."
He has a list of 118 reasons why

he loves his wife, but he says that

if they couldn’t solve their prob-
lems, there’s always divorce. But
he is positive. “I believe that 99
percent of fee population are good
and can love. Only 1%, maybe
only one person, has fee capacity

to hate. (Seating connections will

help individuals deal with each
other.”

Individuals, perhaps. But soci-

ety falls into groups.

Moti Chavert. a founder of Dor
ShaJem. makes it clear. “When I

was at- my first meeting, 1 saw
people angry, intolerant. As they
talked of noncontroversial
issues, though, people began to

enjoy each other’s company, to

build up mutual respect As peo-
ple came to more meetings, they

developed connections with each
other that soon made them sym-
pathetic to each other's perspec-

tives."

Chavert will not discuss politics

at all. He left Dor ShaJem, because
after fee May elections Yuval
Rabin steered the group towards a
political rather than educational

agenda.

And Geffen and Chavert,

despite their diverse worldviews,

can empathize with each other,

and provide the dynamic, working
proof that common denominators
can be found “We have come up
with solutions fear will keep

everyone happy," says Geffen.

gesticulating wildly and opening

his arms in preparation for his

announcement. “We could build a

runnel under Bar-Dan, or even a
bridge.”

But what about fee desert wan-
derers and the bottle of water?

Whatever their relationship, a
fatal decision still must be made.
The value of each of their sepa-

rate existences has to be com-
pared and weighed up.

Unfortunately, at least one of the

two still has to die.
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NFL individual leaders

Quarterbacks

Bn*.**
HartBugh.W.
Tomczak,P*.

Qtandar.Hou.

Fries. Sea.

Humptaies, S^/-

BrandtJ*
Bledsoe. N-E

Hosteller, Oak-

An
ar;
Con Yds TO tot t*wt«»efcs An

NFC
Com Yds TO

288 172 2171 18 9 rfwe.GtB. 271 158 1965 21

Z73 189 1938 17 10 Aikman, Da). 248 159 1744 10

231 138 1581 7 2 OetoWlPM. 120 72 926 5
133 118 1514 7 6 204 122 1566 6

221 127 1465 11 5 S.Ybung.SJ. 118 77 887 3

122 66 885 5 2 JC Graham, Ariz 210 120 1317 10

2.8 124 1313 9 3 Wfctei.Det 266 153 1824 14

313 200 2511 13 15 Qtac,SJ. 133 77 799 7

319 182 1954 12 4 P8flte.PhL 134 60 992 3
205 127 1339 13 10. Bari®. SLL 153 84- 1074 7

Rushers

Davis, Den

Bdfis.Pt.

Att Yds A«r LG TO Rushws Att Yds
7!

LG TD
178 m 5.0

45
7tt 6 Men.W&s. 186 803 49t 73

183 824 43t 5 Writes, PhL 175 782 45 561 7

158 744 4.4 78 2 • RottSmafLUn. 162 892 A5 57 3
. 182 717 4.4 75 3 Sanders, DbL 145 845 4.4 541 3

173 645 17 57 7 E Smith, Di 163 606 3.7 18 7
159 613 3J3 34 6 Anderson, AIL 118 584 4.9 24 3

189 608 16 38 5 Hampton. NY-G 153 501 35 25 0

129 515 40 42 3 Bemefl; 115 490 42 23 1

116 477 4.1 50( 3 Jotraon, Cat no 471 42 29 1

,Jfe 134 463 15 29 6 L Johnson, Ariz 77 447 52 701 2

Receivers

Kidd, Mb.

Tupa, N.E

TutenSea.
Roby.Huu.

NO Yds Aw LG TD Reeatveis NO Yds Avg LG TD
55 727 132 52 2 Moore. DeL 59 772 13.1 501 7

54 729 13i> 461 7 Rjce.SE 55 696 12.7 39 4

51 576 1U 44 2 Centers, Artz 53 389 73 21 4
48 522 102 25 6 Conway. On. 47 628 133 561 3
45 546 12.1 41t 9 Read, Min. 43 750 17.4 71 2
44 487 11.1 46 4 Brace, SLL 43 694 16.1 55 3
42 632 i5n 28 7 Carter. Mn. 43 544 12.7 40 4

41 557 13J5 62 5 Peninian, DeL 41 447 10J9 34 3

37 854 17.7 641 6 MaHs. AIL 40 490 123 55 5
37 497 114 371 2 FryatPhL 39 569 14.6 42 5

No Yds LG AW Piston No Yds LG AW
41 1991 66 488 Sauerfann, ChL 41 1921 72 469
47 2237 67 47.6 Landed, SLL 41 1889 70 46.1

41 1944 63 47.4 Title, Was. 39 1743 59 44.7

36 1674 57 4&5 Royris.DeL - 43 1904 60 449
41 1890 69 46.1 HailiUi, G.B. 33 1448 63 439

. 34 1533 67 45.1 Thompson, SJv 40 1746 57 43.7

29. 1299 62 442 Hutton. PN. 41 1783 60 435
44 1940 68 44.1 BamhantTiL 34 1464 62 43.1

43 1862 63 43.3 ‘ Horen, NY-G S3 2276 63 429
33 1424 56 432 Feagiea, Are 41 1746 58 428

Pint Returners No

Da. Gordon, S3. 22

Hudson, Jac. 19

Knctwn.Den. 26

Gray, Hou. 13

rtHtteon, bid. 18

Sawyer, Cin. 11

Copeland. BuL 14

Hastings, Pi. 17

Yds Avg
357 182
261 117
358 123
142 113
300 1L5
145 112
177- 92
106 9.6

119 85
131 77

Piatt Rafcsnets No
Kemison, SLL 11

Toomer. NY-G 18

C*vet.Car. 28
litotes, Was. 13
PUner.Un. 12

Howard, G-B. 34
Melcalf,AtL 14

Martin, DeL
DowdeHArfc

Yds Aw LG TO
228 205 86t 1

298 165 871 2
392 145 84t 1

180 118 71 0

149 12.4 B9t 1

396 11.8 651 1

158 115 33 0

192 10.7 56 0

182 9.1 21 0

154 9.1 21 0

Kickoff Returners

Spices. Mia.

Gray. Hou.

Belay, Ind.

Jordan, Jac.

Hebron, Den,

A-Gaieman,S£.
Woods, K.H
Kidd, Ode
Arnold, PiL

No Yds
13 356
25 630

17 425
17 421

22 530

27 542
23 548

13 302

16 370

32 735

27.4 59 0
252 88 0
255 50 0
245 73 0
24.1 48 0
23A 57 0
232 66 0
232 48 0
211 30 0
210 86 0

Kickoff Rabmrs

Wafcw.DaL 11

Ehgram, ChL 14

Mum, Del 25
Beebe, G3. 13

Witherspoon, Phi 79
K_ Wliarra, Dai. 10

Hughes, MO. 40

MtcheUWas. 2D

Wheafley, NY-G 18

Yds Avg LG TO
582 325 331 1

340 305 89 0
377 265 45 0
668 217 85 0
344 265 90t 1

437 262 971 1

261 26.1 36 0
1016 25.4 SB 0
504 252 SO 0

422 214 43 0

SCORMG
Touchdowns TO Rush Rec Ret Pts

Matin, ME 10 7 3 0 62Matt!, ME 10 7
Merlin, SIX 9 0

Jackson. Bd. 7 0
Sharpe. Den. 7 0

Stevrart. Jac, 7 6
Alexander. BaL 6 0
Abdri-Jabber, Ma. 6 6

Aien,ICC. 6 6

9 0 9 0 54

7 0 7 0 46
7 0 7 0 42

7 6 1 0 42
6 0 6 0 38

6 6 0 0 36
6 6 0 0 36

T. Brown. Oak. 6 0 6 0 36
Davis, Don.

Touchdowns
AOen, Was.
E Smih, DaL
Moore, DeL

Waiters. PUL
Jackson, G3.
Mathis. AIL

Freeman, G5.
Fryar.Pti.

Person, Sf.
nce.s.F.
Wafls, Car.

SCORMG
TD Rush Rec
13 13 0
10 7 3

7 0 7
7 7 0
6 0 6
5 0 5

5 0 5
5 0 5
5 0 5
5 1 4

5 0 5

Kicking

Dd Greco, Hou.

Carney, Si).

VMM ME
7L Johnson. PIL

Blanchard, Ind.

Christie. But.

Sam, Den.

Ford, Oak.

Hods, Jac.

Petitey, Ch.
Stoyanowh, ICC.

Kicking

Kasay, Car.

Jacks, GiL
Wldns.&F.
Andersen, PIL

SbsoaMn.
BoraoLOaL
Andersen, AIL

Blanton, Was.

Dahaso,NY-G
LohmQar.SLL

PAT FG

13-

14 22-27

2827 14-18

21-21 14-16

19-19 13-15

14-

14 14-18

16-17 13-17

12-12 12-14

2424 8-11

11-

11 11-14

12-

13 10-12

Team statistics
TOTAL YARDAGE J T

AVERAGE PER GAME
AFC, Odense Yards Rush Pass AFC, Offense Ytede Rush Pass

, Denver 3269 1378 1891 Denver 408B 1723 2364
Jadsonvfle 3320 948 2372 Jacksonvfle 38L9 1053 2635 .

Baltimore 2847 824 2023 BaMnore 1033 XOQ
Oakland 2834 1106 1728 Oakland 3543 1383 2163
New Yoric Jets 2996 067 2029 New Ybric Jets 330A 107j4 2254
New England

Pittsburgh
1

2644
2603

799

1079

1845

1524
New England

Pittsburgh

3305
.3254

993
1343

2305
1905

Seattle 2542 902 1640 Seattle 3173 1123 2053
Buflato 2428 948 1480 Buffalo 9035 118L5 1853
Houston 2416 952 1464 Houston 3O2J0 1193 1833
Kami 2384 785 1609 Marti 2993 98.1 201.1

i San Diego 2384 644 1740 San Diego 2983 803 2175
' bufanapota 2367 768 1599 tndanapois 2853 963 1993
* Kansas Cly 2310 794 1516 KansasOy 2883 993 1895
' Ondmafi 2242 772 1470 Ondnrafi 2803 965 1835

Defense Yanis Rush Pass Defense Yank Rush Pass
Denver 2134 581 1543 Darner 2663 733 1923

- Ptabtftfi 2203 764 1439 Pittsburgh 2754 955 1793
Imilieniiw Jlii

. jacxsomB8 2579 866 1713 Jacksowfle 2863 962 1903
BuMo 2320 733 1587 Buffalo 2903 915 1984
Houston ywq 700 1659 Houston 2943 875 2074

* Oakland 2407 7D3 1704 Oakland 3003 873 2133
hdanapob 2501 812 1889 Intfanapols 3126 1015 211.1

‘

Seattle 2596 1076 1520 Seattle 3245 1345 1903
- Marti 2642 784 1858 Marti 3303 983 2323

Kansas Ky 2667 962 1706 Kansas City 3314 1203 213.1

Chdmall 2705 83B 1867 Qnctanatt 338.1 1043 2334
New England

New Ytex Jets

2713 725 1998 New England

New Vox Jets

338.1 905 2485
3079 1229 1850 342.1 1365 2055

• BaUmore 2B98 1068 1832 Bafirnore 3823 1333 2293
San Otago 2830 973 1957 San Diego 3663 1215 2443

- - NFC, Offense Yards Rush Pan NFC, Offense Yards Rush Pass
Green Bay
PMagripfa

2822
2766

941

952
1881

1814
Green Bay
rm i.LLihi.rmapovos

3523
3453

1175
1195

235.1

2268
San Francisco 2684 858 1828 San Francisco 3353 1075 2285
Detroit 2651 810 1841 Detroit 331A 1013 230.1
Washington 2651 1134 1517 ei » i

rrssnngujn 331.4 1413 1895
Minnesota 2588 792 1806 Minnesota 3243 993 2255
Atlanta 2587 715 1872 Atlanta 323/ 89.4 2343
Dabs 2462 778 1684 Dates 3073 973 2105
Cantina 2432 891 1541 Cantina 3043 111.4 1925
Arizona 2381 843 1538 Arizona 2973 105/4 1923
Cticaao

NewOrteara
2367

2133
779

681

1588

1532
Chicago

NewOrteara
2953
274.1

97/4

825
1985
1915

New Ybric Gents J9S3 790 1203 New >Wt Giants 249.1 985 1504
Tampa Bay 1993 663 1330 Tampa Bay 248.1 823 1663
SL Loris 1932 669 1263 SL Louis 2413 835 1573

Detense Ytids Rush Pass Defense Yards Rush Pass
gran Bay 1948 582 1388 Green Bay 2433 725 1705
Dates 1981 698 1285 Dates 2473 873 1605
SanFrandsco 2219 724 1495 San Francisco 2773 905 1883
Phtedetpfua 2312 747 1565 Phtedapfe 2893 93.4 1955
Cantina 2342 720 1622 Cantata poo a 903 2025
Minnesota 2382 856 1526 Minnesota 2973 1073 1905
New Yoft Giants 2SZ7 1024 1503 Nwt Yort Giants 3153 1283 1873

* Arizona TfKB 929 1629 Arizona 3193 1161 2035
Chicago

Detnrt
2604

2610
820
657

1784
1753

Chicago

Detroit

3253
3263

1025
107.1

2233
219.1

Tampa Bay 2615 1078 1537 Tamps Bay 3283 1342 1921
NewOrteara 2680 1178 1502 NewOrteara 3353 1473 1873
Atlanta 2688 906 1782 Atlanta 3383 1133 2225
Washington

SL Louis

2794

3115
1048

953
1748

2162
Wfesttoglon

St Loris

3493
389j4

1313
119.1

2183
2703

NFL standings
AMERICAN CONFERENCE

BuBalo
_

InfertapoSt

New England
Mari
N.Y.Jets

Pttsburgh

Houston

Jacksonviie

Cincinnati

Denver

Kansas Cty
Oakland

W L T
5 3 0
5 3 0
5 3 0
4 4 0
1 8 0
Central

6 2 0
5 3 0

3 5 0
3 6 0
2 6 0

West
7 1 0

5 3 0
4 4 0
4 4 0
3 5 0

Pet PF PA
.625 129 145
.825 140 145
625 202 165
.500 178 150
.111 145 233

Defers

Arizona

MY. Giants

•750 164 120
-625 183 153
27$ 196 232
.333-172 181

250 156 181

OnanBay
Minnesota

Detroit

Chicago

Taupe Bay

.875 223 134

.625 158 142

.500 179 148

800 172 199

375 141 200

San Francisco

Cantina

New Orleans

Si Lexis

NATIONAL CONFBtENCE
East

W L T Pet I

n 7 10 £75 1

a B 2 0 .750 1

5 3 0 .625 1

.3 5 0 275 1

i 3 5 0 375 1

Cettrri

7 1 0 375 2

5 '-3 0 £25 1

4 4 0 .500 1

3 5 0 375 1

1 1 7 0 .125 l

West
SCO 6 2 D .750 1

5 3 0 .625 1

ns 2 6 0 250 1

2 6 0 .250 1

0 6 0 TOO 1

PCL PF PA
.875 192 115

.750 180 158

.625 165 117
275 119 188
375 124 154

575 240 99
£25 140 131

£00 169 159
£75 119 105

.125 65 165

-750 193 115

£25 173 lit

250 121 180

250 136 222
200 140 227

This week’s schedule
Today's pm<y
Arizona at New York Giants
Carolina at Atlanta

Cincinnati at Baltimore
Detroit at Green Bay
Philadelphia at Dallas
SL Louis at Pittsburgh
San Diego at Indianapolis
Thmpa Bay at Chicago
Kansas City at Minnesota
Houston nt Seattle

Miami at New England
Washington ai Bnflalo

San Francisco at New Oriean

Open date:

Jacksonville

New York Jets

Tomorrow'spw:
Denver at Oakland

Bulls, Knicks hot in NBA’s 50th season
TORONTO (Reuter) - The NBA
opened its season celebrating its

50th anniversary with a touch of
nostalgia in Toronto's loss to the

New York Knicks on Friday, while

in Boston, Michael Jordan and the

Chicago Bulls recreated more
recent history with a win over the

Celtics.

The Knicks’ 107-99 victory over

the Raptors came exactly 50 years

from the day that the Knicks beat

the Toronto Huskies 68-66 in the

hist game of a predecessor league

to the National Basketball

Association.

To honor the event, the teams

wore uniforms similar to those the

clubs wore in 1946. Toronto’s uni-

forms featured '‘Huskies* across

the front

Allan Houston, who had 28
points, and Buck Williams made
successful Knick debuts by keying

a 13-4 run midway through die

fourth quarter that gave New York

a win and spoiled the coaching

debut ofToronto's Darrell Walker.

The Knicks acquired Houston,
Williams. Larry Johnson and
Chris Childs in the off-season in a
retooling effort aimed at challeng-

ing Chicago’s supremacy. Childs

is on die injured list with a broken
leg.

“The names on the backs of the

jerseys are not going to win it for

us," Houston said. “We're really

going to have to work for it. I had
a lot of adrenaline my first game
as a Knick. It was nice to be pan
of the first win."

Bulls 107, Celtics 98
Eight-time scoring champion

•Michael Jordan scored 30 points

and Toni Kukoc added seven of
his 20 during a thud-quarter burst

as visiting Chicago opened
defense of its NB tide. Dennis
Rodman added 13 points and 13

rebounds for the Bulls, who erased

a 16-point second-quarter deficit

and beat the Celtics for die eighth

straight time. Chicago won its

first five games
;
last season en

route to a league-record 72-10

mark.

Bnllets 96, Magic 92.

Rod Strickland had 20 points

and nine assists in his Washington

debut as the Bullets handed the

post-Shaq Magic an immediate

home loss. Tbe~Magic won their

first 33 games 3i Orlando Arena

fast season before suffering their

. firet loss. But that was before All-

Star center Shaquille O’Neal

signed a seven-year. SI 20 million

free agent contract with the

Lakers.

The loss was controversial.

Gerald Wilkins hit what appeared

to be a game-tying three-point

jumper from the left comer with

7.4 seconds left for Orlando. But
officials ruled his right foot was

an the three-poim line and called it

a two-point basket, leaving the

Magic one point behind at 93^92.

Lakers 96, Suns 82
O'Neal had 23 points and 14

rebounds in his Lakers debut and
Eddie Jones scored eight of his

11 points in a 15-4 run to close

the 96-82 won over visiting

Phoenix.
Rockets 96, Kings 85

Clyde Drexler nearly recorded a

rare quadruple-double with 25
points. 10 rebounds, 10 steals and
nine assists as Houston rolled to a
home victory.

Only four players in NBA histo-

ry - Nate Thurmond,' Alvin
Robertson, Hakeem Olajuwon and
David Robinson - have recorded

qnariruplc-dptlblffS .

Ex-Sun Charles Barkley, a new
Rocket, served a cine-game sus-

pension for a pre-season fight.

Jazz 99, SnperSonics 91
Karl Malone scored 27 points

and John Stockton added 24 and
eight assists as Utah scored a
home victory over Western
Conference champion Seattle in a
rematch of last year's conference
final -

Mavericks 92, Nuggets 91
Chris Gatling’s dunk with seven

seconds remaining capped a last-

minute comeback as visiting

Dallas scored the final five points

to give rookie coach Jim

Cleamons a clean start to the sea-

son.

Pistons 95, Pacers 89
Joe Dumars scored 27 points,

including four free throws in the

last 26 seconds, as the Pistons won
at home
Dumars made all 10 of his free

throw attempts and held Indiana’s

Reggie Miller to 17 points on 4-

of- 15 shooting.

Clippers 97, Golden State 85
In the first game at San Jose

Arena. Loy Vaught scored 19

points and sparked a third-quarter

run as Los Angeles won on the

road.
LameLI Sprewell scored 29

points for Golden State, which
will be playing at San Jose Arena
this season while the Oakland
Coliseum Arena is renovated for

next season.

Heat 94, Atlanta Hawks 81
Alonzo Mourning scored 26

points and Tim Hardaway added
20 and 12 assists to lead the Heat
ro a home win.

Tom Gugtiotca scored 24 points

as host Minnesota rook advantage

of the absence of injured David
Robinson.

Cavaliers 90, Nets 77
Terrell Brandon scored. 15 of

his 25 points in the fourth quarter

as visiting Cleveland spoiled the

NBA debut of Nets coach John
CaliparL

Bucks 111,7605 103
Ray Allen scored six of his 13

points down the stretch to upstage

30 points by opposing rookie

Allen Iverson as Milwaukee
defeated the 76exs in die first

NBA game in the CoreStates
Center in Philadelphia

Trail Blazers 114, Grizzlies 85
Clifford Robinson scored seven

of his 22 points in a 16-0 burst in

the third quarter as Portland

breezed to a road victory.

The Charlotte Hornets were the'

only team not in action on die

NBA's opening day.
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READY TO RUMBLE - George Foreman is pumped for his fight against Crawford Grimsley
today. m cap)

Foreman: I’m fighting for truth
HIV-positive Morrison on undercard

TOKYO (AP) - George Foreman says his bout

against Crawford Grimsley (20-0) today is also a

fight to boost the prestige of (he little-known World
Boxing Union and return honesty to the sport

“For me, this Is not about winning and losing. It's

about how you play the game,” Foreman, also a

preacher, said. “After this fight, you'll all have
heard of the WBU.”

Foremai said foe WBU would return sportsman-

ship to boxing - sportsmanship eroded by what he
called the flawed ranking system of foe sport’s most

prestigious organizations, the IBF and foe WBC
The two groups rank boxers in a system that

awards points for fights, and doesn’t necessarily

match top-ranked fighters against each other to

battle for a championship.

Foreman (74-4-0) blames the ranking system for

his loss of both foe IBF and foe WBC belts without

ever baiting had a chance to defend his title against a

challenger.

Foreman defended the IBF and WBU titles by
beating Axel Schultz of Germany on April 22, 1995,

but had to surrender foe titles because he refused a

rematch. He hasn't fought since.

“The belt Mike Tyson wears - they took from me.
I won it in foe ring,” he says. “If he can live with

that, that’s fine.”

Boxing organizations have been the target of fed-

eral investigations. Foreman said foe WBU, found-

ed several years by a former boxing journalist, will

set a new standard for professional dealings in the

sport.

“This fight will represent truth and honesty,"

Foreman said.

The bout today wfl] be the first ring appearance in

Tokyo for Foreman since 1973, when he fought Joe

Roman in his first defense of foe tide be won from
Joe Frazier foe year before. He beat Roman with a

first-round KO.
In town for the bout, WBU PresidenL Jon Robin-

son said his organization is winning its uphill battle

against the boxing’s money establishment.

Robinson added that HIV-infected Tommy Mor-
rison, who faces Marcos Rhode today as an under-

card in foe Foreman match, would not be permitted

to enter a WBU fight

“Boxing is not a circus,” Robinson said. “It’s a

very personal and very dangerous sport and h must

be controlled by medical people."

The boot has drawn nearly as modi, if not more,

attention than Foreman’s fight

Japan has no rules about HIV-positive boxers

fighting. It would have been extremely difficult for

Morrison, who mired after testing positive for the

virus in February, to have made a comeback in foe

US. Many states would have refused to license him.

Seeking to allay fears, Morrison reiterated that

foe fight will be stopped if he is cut If foe bleeding

can’t be stopped in one minute, whoever has foe

most points at that time win win, he added.

Morrison was confident, however, that there

would be no problems.

*Tm not a bleeder,'* he said, noting that he had

only shed blood in four fights so far:

The 24-year-old Rhode, known as a hard punch-

er, has scored all of his victories by knockout.

Rhode was a last-minute replacement for Antho-

ny Cooks (9-5), who bowed out after an arrest

warrant was issued for him by law enforcement

authorities in Oklahoma, his home state.

LA DEBUT - Shaquille O'Neal (r) looks to pass around the

Sons' A-C. Green. . .
(Reuter)

FRIDAY’S RESULTS:
Chicago 107, Boston 98
Detroit 95, Indiana 89

Miami 94, Atlanta 81
Cleveland 90, New Jersey 77

Washington 96, Orlando 92
Mihraokee 111, Pbfladdphia 103

Minnesota 82, San Antonio 78

New York 107, Toronto 99 -

Houston 96, Sacramento 85

Dallas 92, Denver 91

Utah 99 ^Seattle 91
LA Clippers 97, Golden State 85

LA Lakera 96, Phoenix 82

Portland 114^Vancouver 85

South African soccer

rocked by corruption
JOHANNESBURG (Reuter) -
South African soccer success after

decades ofisolation has contrasted

starkly with tales of deep intrigue

in foe administration of the coun-

try's favorite sport.

While South Africa has won the

African Nations’Cup and moved
into the top 20 of foe FIFA rank-

ings after just four years back on
the world stage, revelations ofcor-
ruption and farcical on-field inci-

dents have threatened to retard this

remarkable progress after almost

30 years- of apartheid-enforced

isolation.

. Details ofadministrative corrup-
tion, allegations of a poisoning

plot, a $10 million lawsuit served

on a journalist and a top league

match where just 10 players from
foe one team turned up. are among
recent events which cloud South
Africa’s forthcoming World Cup
qualifiers.

A judicial commission into the

affairs of the South African
Football Association has heard
that foe association’s executive

president Solomon Morewa has
been involved in financial irregu-

larities.

Morewa has admitted to the

commission, appointed by Sports

Minister Steve TShwete after press
allegations of corruption, drat he
accepted an interest-free loan of
more than $100,000 from the

marketing company appointed to

run Safa’s affairs..

- He has also admitted taking
money from a special fund set up
to help soccer players seeking to

finance their tertiary education.

Other leading administrators bad
also been given “grants” from the

fund.

South African newspapers called

for Morewa’s resignation after it
-

was revealed that be had attacked

a journalist covering foe commis-
sion’s hearings ^ Johannesburg.
Morewa, who last year formed

part of world governing body
FIFA’s inspection team to Japan

and South Korea ahead of the

announcement of foe Wbdd Cup
finals venue for 2002, forms part

of foe so-called “A team." The
group comprises powerful sports

officials, club owners and promi-
nent blade businessmen who wear
expensive Italian suits and enter-

tain lavishly at top restaurants.

T^e “A-team” has locked in’ a

bitter power struggle with mem-
bers of foe so-called “B-team,"

made up of club owners critical of

die power wheeled by their rivals.

“A-team” member Kaizer

Motaung, owner of the country's

best known club Kaizer Chiefs,

alleged be had stayed away from
the launch of foe new professional

Premier Soccer League -in August
after being tipped off that an
attempt was being planned to poi-

son him by spiking the cocktails

and snacks on offer at foe func-

tion.

A high-level police investigation

has since been launched into

Motaimg’s claims.

The Premier -Soccer League,
administered by Englishman
Trevor Phillips who left the

Football Association in London
earlier this year under a cloud of
controversy following European
championship ticket allocations,

-

has made a spluttering start.
-

Last month, players of Witbank
Aces wentoa strike ahead of their

match against league leaders

Kaizer Chiefs, leaving just 10 of
foe team, including two goalkeep-

ers, to take the field.

Aces lost 7-2 despite foeir assis-

tant coach scoring the goal of foe

game.
Earlier tins month. Safe’s mar-

keting agents. Awesome Sports

International, filed a $9.5 million

defamation suit against sports

reporterThomas Kwenaite, author

of the initial allegations of mal-
practice in the soccer administra-

tion.
-

Kwenaite was also given a

police bodyguard after alleging he

had received death threats.

Corruption is not new in South

African soccer. Two.top officials

were jailed four years ago after

defrauding foe league of soon
$1.56 million. -

Against this backdrop national.
,

coach Clive Barker has been
preparing for South Africa’s

attempt to qualify for a first World
Cbp finals appearance.

The controversies have had
remarkably little impact on a team

which has lost just two of its 25

matches and is highly fancied to

go to France in 1998.
South Africa opens its final

round Group 3 campaign with ,
a

November 9 fixture against Zaire

arJohannesburg's Soccer City.

Study: Belle is the best
CLEVELAND (AP) -Albert Belle sayslook at the numbers, not his rap

sheet. ’
,

And rankings that show Belle is foe cop player in foe majors sure don t

hurt his case.

Belle, the controversial slugger seeking a huge contract in foe free

agent market, is ranked No. 1 for the first time in tbeElias Spore Bureau

rankings. Next up, perhaps. No. 1 in salary. ..
•

In an interview with Cleveland -radio station.WKNR, Belle said he

doesn't understand why his run-ins with fens and foe medra shouid fee-

tor into his paycheck. _

.

“You want someone who's going to work hard every day. stay h«tttny,

be available for everygame andput big numbers.” Belle said, s

what a lot of teams are inteested innght now.” -
• .
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The Elias rankings, released last week, bolster Belle’s case; The out- yU
fielder, who has played all. six of his big. league seasons with toe f •

Cleveland Indians, had a 98378 score out of a possible 100. just a«aa \
of Chicago White Sox first baseman Rank Thomas (98261) and V ... _
Baltimore second baseman RobertoAlomar (96.703).

. .

' _

The rankings are based on statistics overtwo seasons and include ng- ',V. T

ores such as plate appearances, batting average, ^ortbase percentage. •. -^
home runs and RBls. .• *
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Hapoel PT drops 1st points
Taiba beaten 3-0, match with Bet. J’lem

desmtB aM[h f

Passes without incident
OR! LEWIS

ISPMrcvi,; Lr":ipoe! Taiba andMaccabi Haif^
2" failed* FSLSSEL

ere were some minor incidents..bowev?iinchldingoneinS
faw- attacked a BetaTsi*

.porter after the match which
“dfd in a 33) win for Betar.

*

Pacesetters Hapoel Petah TikvaPlintheirfidinr sStngs despite fearing that this week

H*“ them l4e fortefS
time this season.

'Hie match against Maccabi Tel
a M **"• bul iE isme iei Avivtans who may feel

hart done by after letting several
scoring chances go begeme
Maccabi Haifa gained another
important three points in its effort
to climb back up the standings, butm so doing, handed Maccabi
Herzhya yet another defeat in
which they failed to score, the sev-
enth time out of eight in which the
Hexzuyans have ended a match
with a- zero next to their name
Hap. PT 1, Mac. Tel Aviv 1

Petah Tikva dropped its first
points of the season to Maccabi

.Tel Aviv in the draw in Petah
Tflcva.

The 100 percent record which
the league leaders had held for
seven weeks was expected to fall
this time round and it was only
luck that allowed them even one
point from the encounter.
Maccabi had several chances to
score more than just the one goal
which beat Sha) Hess as Ofer
Mizrahi missed at least two com-
fortable chances and’ Nir Sivilia
hit the crossbar race.
The first halfwas played mainly

in midfield with neither side man-
aging to take clear control of pro-
ceedings, although Maccabi
looked slightly the more confident
side, while the youngsters from
Petah Tikva appeared as if they
still can’t believe that they are
leading the standings.

Hess made a brilliant instinctive

save to deny Sivilia in (he 55th
minute, but captain Eli Drflcs man-
aged to head the ball in from the

resulting corner as Hess was
caught off his line.

A minute later, Petah Txkva's
Manor Hassan struck a superb
volley from 19 meters .which
lobbed over Maccabi goalkeeper

Alain Mashrald and into the goal.

Maccabi. in particular, tried to

press for the win but were unable

to find a way past Hess, who stood

firm in the Petah Tikva goal

Maccabi paid a price for its
oyer-zealous efforts, Drifts got
rumse" sent off in injury time for

bookable offense on amah Tikva defender after rising
10 head a comer.
Hap. Taiba 0, Bet. Jerusalem 3
tne problems anticipated by
police never occurred as the two
wdes took the field at Kiryai
cliezer on Friday.

The match between die club
symbolizing Israel's political right
and Taibe of the Arab sector was
played m front of 13,000 specta-
tors who supported and chanted,
sometimes with * politically-
charged slogans, but there was
never any question of violence,
ana the police was there in force -
some 400 of them — to sure
the match would be plaved to its
conclusion without disruption.

Three ticket toms, two from
Jerusalem and one from Kiryai
Ata, were arrested before kickoff.
After the match, two Taiba sup-
porters were arrested after they
attacked a Betar supporter in his
car, breaking some of the car’s
windows. The fan was taken to
hospital where he was treated for
light injuries and then released.
On the field, Betar was by far the
better side and translated its

advantage into three goals by
Stefan SaloL

The first came in the 19th
minute when the Hungarian mid-
fielder headed ' into Mickey
Dahan’s net from a free kick taken
by Itzik Zahar. Six minnrec later,

Saloj slotted home after receiving
a good through ball from Yossi
Abuksis.

Taiba's Nassim Akbaria was
sent off for a second bookable
offense in the 28* minute and one
minute later, Saloj completed his

hat trick with a low shot after

receiving a pass from David
Amsalem.
Taiba’s efforts to gain the initia-

tive proved fruitless as the

Jerusalemites continued to attack

and were superior in all depart-

ments. The home ride,- with just

10 men, realized it had no chance
of winning the match and concen-

trated on limiting the damage
already, inflicted.

Hap. K£ar Sava 0
Hap. Beersheba 1

. Resurgent Beersbebaputan end
.to K&r Sava’s, four-game winning-

streak and looked by far die better

ride. Siad Halilovic. the Negev
ride’s dangerous midfielder

scored the only goal of Friday’s

match in Kfar Sava, a solo effort

in the 76fh minute.

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Zafririm Holon (0)0 (0) 2

Meir Ben-Margi, 69
Alon Mizrahi, 89 (pen.)

1*. (3) 3

.. — (O) 1

Stefan Said. 19, 25, 29
Maccabi Tel Aviv (Gf) 1

Manor Hassan, 57
(i)

EC Drtks, 56
.(O)

Sergei Belenchuk. 19
Avishai Janno, 71

(
_
Iia _BI_ fo> n (0) 1

Siad Halilovic, 76
. (1) 1

fi> i
Leon Bouard, IB (o.g.)

(1) 2
Motti Menahem,.22 Guy Yitzhak, 44

Morad Abu Wshak, 69
AM 0

Nir Shikva, 6

Maccabi Klryat Gat _

SECOND DIVISION
2 Maccabi Acre -...

—

... 1

Betar Tel Aviv — ...

Iron! Ashdod
Hakoah Rama! Gan —
Hapoel Bat Yam
Hapoel Ashkaton
Hapoel Klryat Shmona
Maccabi Natanya

Maccabi Yavne
Ness Ztona „ -

Hapoel Ramat Gan
Hapoel Ashdod '

—

Maccabi Jaffa

Maccabi Kafr Karra

1

O
O

zmzn 2
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This week's winning Sportato line
-
.. 2,2X1 .2A2.1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1

X

This week's winning Toto Plus fine: —
Winning Tototeko numbers: - 3*

”• 15'^ Z5’

INTERNET CLASSIFIEDS

Reach all of Israel and the world for just NIS 39

hours a day * 2 full weeks

Dwellings Employment Personals

Business and Services Miscellaneous

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS - All rates

include VAT:
Single Weekday - NIS 117 for 10 words

(minimum), each additional word NIS

frIday AND HOLIDAY EVE - NIS
175.50 10 words (mfoknum). each adefi-

tional word NIS 17.55.

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRI-

DAY (package) - NIS 257.40 for 10 words

(minimum),each additional word - NIS
25 74 ,

WEEK RATE (6 Insertions) - NIS 351.00

for 10 words (minimum), each additional

word -NIS 35.10
, .

FOUR FRIDAYS (package) - NIS
444.60 for 10 words (minimum), each ad-

ditfongl word - NIS 44.46.

MONTHLY (24 Insertions} - NIS 7Q2.0Q

for 10 words (minimum), each additional

word - NIS 7020.
Bates are valid until 30111-96.
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Hap. Jerusalem L, Mac. PT 2
The Jerusalemites’ hopes of con-
tinuing to grace the upper quarters

of the National League standings
against all the odds were put to an
end by Petah Tikva, who were
undoubtedly the better side m
Friday's clash at Teddy Stadium.

Jerusalem’s Motti Menahem
gave the small band ofhome sup-
porters some hope of another
unexpected win when he scored in

the 22nd minute. It was
Menahem’s fourth goal of the sea-

son.

Petah Tikva brought Jerusalem
down to earth a minute before dm
break when Guy Yitzhak equal-
ized from a free kick.

Petah TUcva’s Idan Tal, formerly

of Hapoel Jerusalem, was the out-
standing player on the pitch and
made life difficult for the hosts.

Petah Tikva’s winner was a crack-
ing shot from Mcrrad Abu Kisbak
in the 68th minute.
The coachless visitors will take

heart from their performance, par-
ticularly as they were egged on
from the sidelines by the club’s

chairman Avi Luzon and his

board-member brother. Amos.
Petah Tikva hopes to sign Uri
Mabnfllian to take over the man-
ager’s job today. Malmfllian. who
was not present yesterday, was in

charge of Hapoel Jerusalem
together with its current coach,
Yossi Mizrahi, last season.

Zafririm Holon 0
Boei.Yehuda 2

Meir Ben-Margi put visitors

Bnei Yehuda ahead in the 69th

minute as Holon was completely
outplayed throughout the match.
Alon Mizrahi sore of gain-

"

rag all three points a minute from
time when he converted a penalty.

Mizrahi was himself fouled in the

area by a Holon defender.

After die match. Holon coach

Meir Ninmi asked to be relieved

from his duties, saying there was
no way he could continue coach-
ing a club lacking the ability to

bdy foreign players needed to

give them a chance of survival.

Chib chairman Shlomo Ben-
David said Nirani would not be
released and that efforts would be
made to find the money.

Iron! Rishon 1
Hap. Beit She’an 0

Nir Shikva finished off the firat

Rishon move to.score in the sixth

minute^ In the ppemi^.f^-niin-
utes.Beit She’aa was-lookiag: for

die early breakdHo^^ but pncc
• Shikva had scored,

Hap. Tel Aviv 0, Hap. Haifa 1
Lady luck is not on Hapoel Tel

Aviv’s side.
v Oh Friday, the

Histadrut announced it was firing

the management committee and
Histadrut financial controller

Shlomo Goldner after they were
alleged to have thwarted plans to

sell off die club to investors.

Yesterday, on the pitch, a dismal
own goal from Brazilian defender

Leon Bouard, which in itselfwas a
spectacular effort, saw Haifa to

victory. Bouard rose high in an
attempt to head away a cross by
Haifa's Alon Halfon. bat instead,

found the back of the net, leaving

Shavit EKmclechhelplcss.

Mac. Haifa 2, Mac. Herzfiya 0
Haifa did just enough to beat bot-

'

tom ride Herztiya.'meaning that

this was not a good game.
Herzliya has still sewed only one
goal all season - in last week's
loss to Hapoel Petah Tikva - and
the renewed faith in coach Gil

Landau is already under question.

Sergei Belencfauk rose high
above the Herzliya defense to

score Haifa’s first goal in die 19th

minute. Herzliya tried to do
' something about its plight, but it

was fruitless.

-Only Oleg Neduda threatened

Haifa with some competent runs;

otherwise, it was a lame effort by
Herzliya. Things got much worse
after the break, when the visitors

were reduced to 10 men when
Tomer Azulai was sent off for a
second offense in die 53rd minute.

A defensive error in the 71st

minute allowed Avishai Janno to

score Haifa’s second goal

Michael
1 Duberry (12) scores the opening goal against Manchester United at Old TVafford yesterday. United ‘keeper Peter

ScJuneichel and David May (A) defend. Eric Cantona (r) looks on. (Reuter)

Reds lose at home to Chelsea;
Arsenal remains top

Tottenham, Villa, Leeds win
LONDON (AP) - Manchester
United crumbled to its fourth loss

in a row yesterday, beaten 2-1 by
Chelsea at Old Trafford three days
after its first borne loss in

European competition.

Some 55,000 fans saw goals by
defender Michael Dubeny and
Italian striker GianJuca Vialli put

Chelsea into a 2-0 lead before sub-

stitute Karel Poborsky replied for

the Reds nine minutes from the

end.

The result meant more misery
for United managerAlex Ferguson
who has seen bis team lose 5-0 at

Newcastle. 6-3 ar Southampton. I-

0 at home to Turkish club
Fenerbahce in' the Champions •

League and now to Chelsea which
leapfrogged 'United into fifth in

the standings.

With 19 points from 12 games,
the defending titlist is now six

behind leader Arsenal, which
scored a 2-2 tie at fourth-place

Wimbledon after twice taking the

lead at Selburst Park.

Ian Wright and Paul Merson put

foe Gunners in front only for
Vnutie Jones and Marcus Gayle to

hit back for the home team.

Arsenal now has 25 points from
12 games and can be overtaken

today by second-place Newcastle,
which is one point behind and
hosts neighbor Middlesbrough; or
third place Liverpool, which has

two games in hand, and visits last-

place Blackburn.

Seventh-place Aston Villa main-
tained its challenge with a 2-0 vic-

tory over struggling Nottingham
Forest, which slipped to second
from last. Defender Carl Tiler net-

ted against his former club and
Trinidad and Tobago international

striker scored foe second.
With United States international

goalkeeper away on World Cup
duty. Leicester tumbled 2-0 at

Derby in a meeting of two pro-

moted clubs. Ashley Ward and an
own goal by. Leicester defender

Mike Whitlow gave Derby the

points.

Chris Armstrong’s sixth goal of
the season gave Tottenham a 1-0

victory over West Ham while

Leeds halted its slide with a 3-0

victory over Sunderland with
strikes by Mark JPord, Lee Sharpe
and Brian Deane.
Former England international

goalkeeper Chris Woods, on loan

from MLS team Colorado Rapids,

made his debut for Southampton
in a 1-1 tie with Sheffield
Wednesday.
John Newsome firedWednesday

ahead before Malt Le Tisrier lev-

eled with a penalty.

The other two Premier League
teams, Evcrton and next-to-Iast

Coventry meet tomorrow.
Bolton, relegated from the

Premier League last season,
moved six points clear of its rivals

in division one after downing
Huddersfield 2-0.

Aston VHIa 2
Nottingham Forest 0 (1-0)

Carl Tiler gave Villa the lead

against his old club, prodding the

ball home from Dwight Yorke's

free kick after 20 minutes. Yorke

scored foe second in the 65th
minute with an overhead kick
from a coiner which wasn’t prop-
erly cleared. 35310.

Derby 2, Leicester 0 (0-0)

Ashley Ward fired Derby ahead 10
minutes into the second half from
Christian Dailly’s headed cross. A
minute from the end, Leicester

defender Mike Whitlow tried to
keep out a goal-bound cross by
Dean Sturridge but wound up
aiming it over his own goal line.

18,010.

Leeds 3, Sunderland 0 (1-0)

Mark Ford headed his fust goal
for Leeds from. a. -cross by Rod

.

Wallace in foe 27th minute. Lee
Sharpe hit the second in foe 62nd
after Sunderland failed to clear a
free kick and Brian Deane, play-

ing his first game since foe open-
ing day of foe season, headed
home foe third six minutes later.

31.667.

Manchester United 1

Chelsea 2 (1-0)
• Michael Doherty rose unchal-

lenge to meet a comer from
Dennis Wise and headed past
Peter Schmeichei in the 31st
minute. Gianluca Vialli beat foe

offside trap to run clear and fire

the second in the 6 1st- United
defender David May had a header
cleared off the line before substi-

tute Karel Poborsky netted with a
volley which was deflected into

the Chelsea net nine minutes from

the end. 55.198.

Sheffield Wednesday 1

Southampton 1 (1-0)

Wednesday's John Newsome fixed-

home from close range after a

right wing cross by Dutch mid-

fielder Orlando Trustful!. Matt Le
Ussier leveled from the penalty

spot five minutes into the second
half after Norwegian forward Egii

Ostenstad had been tripped by
Newsome. 20,106.

Tottenham 1, West Ham 0 (0-0)

West Ham's usually reliable

Croatian defender Slaven Bilic.

allowed a- harmless looking
through ball from Spurs’ Allan

Nielsen to go through to goalkeep-

er Ludek Miklosko in the 67fo
minute but' the ball was no where
near foe ’keeper and Chris
Armstrong took advantage of foe

blunder to run through and score.

32,999.

Wimbledon 2, Arsenal 2 (1-1)

Ian Wright, recalled to foe

England squad for foe World Cup
game against Georgia next
Saturday, ran onto Patrick Vieira's

pass to shoot foe Gunners ahead in

the sixth minute for his 13th goal

of foe season. Vmnie Jones leveled

a minute before halftime with a
close range header from Neil

Ardley’s free kick. Paul Merson
restored Arsenal’s lead in the 64th

minute from a good run and pass

by Wright Four minutes later it

was 2-2 when Marcus Gayle
forced foe ball over the line in a
scramble in front of foe Arsenal
net 25321.

Kafelnikov to meet Enqvist

in Paris Open final
PARIS (Reuter) - French Open champion Yevgeny Kafelnikov, on
course to become the first player to hold France’s two top tennis titles,

meets Swede Thomas Enqvist in the Paris Open final today.

Fourth seed Kafelnikov recovered from one set down to beat qualifi-

er Petr Korda 3-6, 6-4, 6-2 in yesterday’s first semifinal.

Enqvist the 12th seed, crushed compatriot Magnus Gustafeson who
was suffering from a pulled leg muscle 6-3, 6-2.

The 28th-nmked Gustafsson, struggling with foe muscle strain from
foe middle of the second set, saved three match points before going
down in 67 minutes.

The first match hinged on the failure of Korda, coating back from a
long injury layoff and now ranked 37. to convert three break points in

foe ninth game of the second set that would- have enabled him up to

serve for the match.
The Russian, also holder of the Lyon title, went on to level the match

with foe first of force set points, foe Czech driving the ball wide.

Kafelnikov never looked back after an early break in the deciding set

but said afterwards he had to “play 150 percent” to beat Korda.”

Erlich, Gabbai
win nat’I tennis
championships
EYAL Erlich and Limor Gabbai
won foe national tennis champi-
onships at Hadar Yosef on Friday,

a first national title for both play-

ers.

Erlich, seeded third in foe tour-

nament. upset top seed Nir
Welgreen in a close tussle, win-

ning 5-7, 6-2, 6-2.

Gabbai. also the underdog at

second seed, surprised top seed

Shin Burstein with a straightfor-

ward 6-1, 6-3 win.

In foe 17-years group, Rafi

Tzidkiyahu defeated Andy Ram
3-6, 6-3. 6-2. Heather Chait

CLASSIFIEDS
DWELLINGS

General

GERMAN COLONY, 3, quiet, central,

new butting, parking, balconies. lmme-
data. ISRABUfLD. Tel 02-^66-6571.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Tel Aviv

WHERE TO STAY

. JERUSALEM LODGES LTD.

Short and Iona terra rentals.

Bed and breakfast,

P.O. Box 4233, Jerusalem 91044.
TeL 02-6611745, Fax: 02-561-6541.

GREAT OPPORTUNITY, WOLF-
SON, 5, 11th floor, view o! Knesset, stor-

age, parking, 5465,000. ISRABUJLD, TeL

HOUSEHOLD HELP

FORGET THE REST!! We are the best!!

The biggest and oldest agency in Israel

For the highest quality live-ln jobs
phone Au Pair International. 03-
6190423.

Premier League
Aston Villa 2. Nottingham Forest 0;

Derby 2. Leicester 0; Leeds 3,

Sunderland 0; Manchester United 1.

Chelsea 2; Sheffield Wednesday L
Southampton 1; Tottenham 1, West
Ham 0; Wimbledon 2. Arsenal 2. -

Division One
Bolton 2. Huddersfield 0; Bradford 0,

Oldham 3; Norwich 1, Charlton 2;

Oxford United 3, Ipswich 1; Port Vale

3, Birmingham ft Portsmouth 4, West
Bromwich Albion 0: Queens Pork

Rangers 1, Stoke 1; Southend 2,

Reading 1; Swindon 2, Manchester

City <h Tranmere 1 . Crystal Palace 3;

Wolves 3, Barnsley 3.

Division Two
Bournemouth I. Bury L Bristol

Rovers 0. Gillingham 0; Crewe 3.

Wycombe 0; Millwall l. Walsall 0;

Notts County. I . Shrewsbury 2;

Peterborough 0, Blackpool 0;

Plymouth 3, Luton 3; Preston 0.

Rotherham 0; Stockport l, Bristol

City !; Watford 2. Brentford 0;

Wrexham 3, Chesterfield 2; York 1.

Burnley 0.

Division Three
Carlisle 0. Wigan 3; Chester ] . Cardiff

1; Darlington \, Scarborough 1;

Doncaster 0, Chester 1; Fulham 1,

Lincoln 2; Hartlepool 2, Brighten 3;

Hereford 1. Barnet 1; Hull 1.

Cambridge United 3; Leyton Orient 1

.

Torquay 0; Mansfield 2, Scunthorpe

0; Rochdale 2. Exeter 0; Swansea 1,

Northampton 0. ,

Scottish Premier
Celtic 1, Aberdeen 0; Hearts 2,

Dunfermline 0; Motherwell 1,.

Dundee United 3; Raith 2, Rangers Z

Jerusalem

GREAT OPPORTUNITY, WOLF-
SON, 5. 11th Itoor, view of Knesset, stor-

age, peridog, $495,000. (SRABUILD, Tel.

HOLIDAY RENTALS DWELLINGS

IMMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE,
friendliest families, best conditions, the
agency with a heart for the Au Pass. Can
HanaTeL 03-9659337.

ed, won. drawn, lost, goals for,

SL points):

THE JERUSALEM INN at the City Cen-,

ter - Double or large family rooms, prtv.

bathroom, T.VTTeL quality furnished. TeL

02-252-757, Fax 02-251-297.

Tel Aviv
PURCHASE/SALES Premier League

Jerusalem

WHERE TO STAY FOR SALE

Credit Card Sc

gxp. date. -

re/ Ate

e-frutU address.

DEADLINES offices:

Jerusalem - weekdays: 12 noon the day

before publication', to Friday 4 pjn. onK and Haifa - weekdayKlB

IJnciSunday: 4 pm. Thurad®r In Tel Avw
and 12 noon Thursday In Haifa.

RENTALS

SHEAL - INFORMATION SERVICE for

flats and rooms. 21 King George SL,

Jerusalem, TeL 02-62fr69T9.

SALES

BEAUTIFUL APARTMENTS I SUITES.
Gan Hair, near sea, tourists / business-

men, ahort/tong term. TeL 03-696-9092,

050-358972.

CELLULAR PHONE, MOTOROLA,
CELLCOM, with telephone line. Good
price. Cali Erer TeL 02-534-2235, 052-

General »
Jerusalem

GERMAN COLONY, 2, quiet, central, 20
gq_m. basement, garden, underground
aartdnn. Immediate. "ISRABUILO" Tel

71

GENERAL

Arsenal
Liverpool

Wimbledon
Chelsea
Man United

Aston Villa

Tottenham
She! Wed
Everton
Derby
west Mam
Leicester
So'mpton

DANISH SPEAKERS WANTED! High

salary!^ Call Eran at TeL 03-575-8255.

UNRESTRICTED

ARIE PAL.OGE - QUALITY CARS?
buying, aetllm, leasing, tracing.

TeL 02-6523735, 050-240977.

Leeds
Noth Forest
Coventry
Blackburn

4 1 24
2 1 20
2 3 22
4 2 21
4 3 23
3 4 15
2 S 12
4 4 13
3 3 11

5 4 12
2 6 11

2 6 9
4. 5 21
4 4 16
4 5 9
1 7 11

5 6 10
5 S 4
4 7 7

10 24
8 23
13 23
7 22
19 1

8

11 18
11 17
17 16
11 15
14 H
16 14
15 14
17 13
18 13
14 13
18 13
20 8
13 a
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Foreign financial data courtesy of

CommStock Trading Ltd.

Futures, Options,

Stocks, Bonds
mm— and Mutual Funds

34 Ben Yehuda St.,

Jerusalem,

Tel. 02-244963. 03-5758826
Fax. 02-244876

Blue-chip stocks

lower with bonds

FTSE down 30.6 points

WORLD MARKET ROUNDUP
~~~~

NEW YORK (AP) - Blue-chip

stocks turned lower with bonds

Friday as investors used the latest

suggestions of noninflatiouary
economic growth as an opportu-

nity to secure profits before next

week’s elections .

On WaQ Street, the Dow Jones

industrial average surrendered an

Opening 28-point gam, dropping

7.45 points to close at 6,021.93 as

interest rates rose in the bond
Tiiarlrfl

t

Broader measures were mixed,

with the more speculative sectors

outperforming blue-chip and oth-

er large-company issues.

Stocks started the day higher

with bonds after Ac Labor De-

partment reported that although

businesses added 210,000 work-

ers to their payrolls in October,

helping to keep the unemploy-
ment rate steady at 52 percent,

hourly wages did not increase.

A private research group,
meanwhile, reported that its - in-

dex of leading economic indica-

tors edged up a tiny 0.1% in Sep-

tember, the smallest of eight

consecutive advances.

Investors were heartened by

the reports, which reinforced oth-

er recent signs that inflationary

pressures such as strong consum-

er demand and rising production

costs won’t necessarily translate

into big price increases.

If the Federal Reserve’s policy

makers agree with that assess-

ment, they may continue to hold

off on trying to contain inflation

by slowing the economy with an

increase in the central bank’s key

interest rates. Higher lending

nates could hart stocks by slowing

revenues and profits.

But after Friday’s early ad-

vance, many stock and bond trad-

ers trimmed their holdings to insu-

late some profits from any
potential surprises in the elections.

NYSE volume totaled 463.78
million shares as of 4 p.m.
(EDT), vs. 487.82 million in the

previous session.

Dollar hurt by strong pound

LONDON - UK shares closed at

their lowest levels for a month on

Friday after the latest economic

indicators failed to inspire inves-

tors who preferred to dwell on

Wednesday’s rate hike and a jit-

tery performance in New York.

The FTSE 100 index finished

slightly off the day's worst leyeis.

to be down 30.6 points az 3,948.5.

A fell of 73.9 on she week.

FRANKFURT - German
shares ended thin bourse dealings

on Friday higher with strong

gains, helped by overnight gains

on Wall Street and firmer Ger-

man debt prices. The 30-share

DAX index ended bourse trade

up 24 points at 2,683.25, up 93
from last Friday, In post-bourse

trade die DAX was down 131 at

2.670.19

ZURICH - Swiss shares ended

firmer but below the highs
reached after the release of US
jobs data during the second half

of the session. The firmer tenden-

cy in the US dollar and the Ger-

man mark buoyed industrials.

The broad SPI was up 8.73 points

to 2,402.78. a drop of 10.42 from

last week.

TOKYO - Tokyo stocks re-

gained their feet by the end of the

Friday session with help from fu-

tures-linked trade in the after-

noon. However, a wait-and-see

mood hung heavily over the mar-

ket ahead of the long weekend,

The key Nikkei 225 ended 166.20

points, or 0.81 percent, higher at

20.635.06. Falling 106.91 points

from last week.

HONG KONG - Hong Kong’s

Hang Seng index ended at a record

dosing high on Friday, as investors

cheered an overnight fell in the US
long bond yield following the re-

lease of friendly US economic

data. The Hang Seng index closed

51.71 paints higher at a record

close of 12329-27. The previous

record dose was 12310.05 readied

on October 18. Up 140.89. on the

week.

SYDNEY-- Australian- shares

finished weaker on Friday ahead

of a key US payrolls report later

on Friday and after a choppy ses-

sion which saw the All Ordinaries

index trade in 20 point range

around Thursday’s dose. The key

index dosed 10.8 points lower at

2359.4 after touching an intra-

day high of 2357.1. Up 4.2 from

a week ago.

JOHANNESBURG - South
African industrial shares ended
weak in quiet trade on rumors,

denied by central Reserve Bank
and Finance Department, that

announcement on foreign ex-

change controls may be made on

Friday.

Flexible
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Shares

NEW YORK (AP) - The dollar

ended mostly lower Friday, hurt

by further strength in the British

pound and a warning from ex-

treasury secretary Lloyd Bentsen

feat a more expensive US curren-

cy could hurt American
exporters.

“Bentsen’s comments started a

sell-off,” said Rkcardo Gomes.

managing director of foreign ex-

change at Republic National

Opting for a bull's eye, f

every time?
]
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Bank in New York. “He may not

be a spokesman for fee govern-

ment, but the market took it that

way.”
Rising interest in fee Canadian

dollar also hurt fee dollar, draw-

ing investor money into ranadian

assets. The Canadian dollar is

now at fee highest level since

Quebec voters narrowly defeated

a secession referendum a year

ago.

Traders said the slew of eco-

nomic data released in fee US,

which pointed to a slowly grow-

mg economy with benign infla-

tion, had no impact on foreign-

currency dealings and were well

within expectations.

A strong rally in the pound
daring Asian and European deal-

ings was fee initial reason for dol-

lar weakness. The pound 'has

been rallying since Wednesday
when the British government
raised interest rates to -help 1

thwart inflationary pressure In

tire economy. Britain is the only

major industrialized nation
where rates are dearly going up.

Patah (foreign currency deposit rates) (11.9.96)

Cimwiey(dwMMKfor4 S MONTHS 6 MONTHS 12 MONTHS
U.S. doflar (5250,000) 4.750 5.000 5.375
Pouid starting (El 00,000) - 3J75 4.000 4£50
Gorman mark (DM 200.000) 1.62S 1.825 2.125
Swtea franc (SF 200.000) 0.025 0.750 1.000
YOn (lOmSonysn) — — —

(Hafaa vary hJghar or kmiar than Indhartad accouftfn) to dapoaH)

Shekel Foreign Exchange Rates* (1 .11 .96)
CHECKS AND
TRANSFERS BANKNOTES Rep,

Buy SeU Buy SeU Rates**
Currency tastot
U.S. dotar

2L6270 3.6856 3.6644
32338 3^861 3.17 354 32670

German mark 2.1299 2.1643 208 9gn 21508
Pound starting 5^058 5^815 521 5.47 03578
French franc 0J3306 0.6408 aei 083 0.6368
Japanese yen (100) 2.8460 2A920 Z79 284 26737
Dutch florin * 1.8995 15302 AM 16183
Series franc 2^464 2J875 2JS0 263 25735
Swedish krona 0.4811 0.4881 0.48 0J1 06860
Nomwfltan krone 0X060 0^142 0.48 053 0-5111
Danish krone 0.5543 0J5633 0^4 058 . 05589
Finnish mark a7105 0.7220 0.69 074 0.7185
Canaifan doflar 2j4187 2j4578 237 250 24417
Austrafiai doflar 2^563 2J5876 251 - 264 25811
S. African rand- 0.6903 0.7015 0.62 0.71 0.6838
Baigtan ftwic (10)
Austrian schfllang (10)
ItaBan Ira (1000)

1.0338 1.0506 1 JOi 1.07 16440
3.0253 3.0741 2J97 _ 3.12 3.0574
2.1302 2.1646 . - 2M.-S^220 21517=

Jordanian cflnar 4JOOO . 4.8000
-

• 450:-- 4.80 46381 l-
.E^pfean pound

'

- 0.9200
4.0814

1.0000.
4.1574

0J2 1.00 -16281—*13TB“~
Irish put 52783 5.3645 5^4 56317
Sparieh peseta (1O0J 2.5287 2JSUS 248 261 25545
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Schubert's
Nintii (the Great) Symphony
gpSS ^.SympUyS
e£j?9 premiere of Richard
Strauss s

*£}
Tonight,.2?^ «* Wednesday ^the Mann Auditorium m TelAviv, Tuesday at the Haifa

Auditorium and Thursday at

S™**,CP1 International
Convention Center, 8:30 p.m.

BARRY Wordsworth leads the
Haifa Symphony Orchestra in
the overture to Mozart's Don

CRITIC’S CHOICE

3^?ii5
herfff

f
3™ Decds (Chris Cooper) investigates a 40-

Se * rennito5 with old flame Pilar
(Elizabeth Pena) M ‘Lone Star.’

Rosel plays Beethoven’s first pianTcooS^Torngh^ tamemrow, Wednesday and Thursday atthe Haifa Auditorium, 8:30 p.m.
y

ENGLISH THEATER
Helen Kaye

PEASOUPER from the UK Rejects Revenge
Theater is a mad and hilarious comedy for three.
It s set ™ VIctonm England, an ancient Egyptiantomb and the Wfld West, and is complete with
Indiana Jones-type derring do, a speeding train,
canids and a cursed pearL Last chance to see this
talented trio tonight at the Kanniei Auditorium at
i
» pjXL . r

FILM

Adina Hoffman

*** STEALING BEAUTY - After 15 years

KL5r^£^oWcS f3X^ *** native land, cray.cs 5 greatest acmevemeat oere is tne vital,
oeraaroo Bertolucci returns to Italy with this pret- Dickensian use he makes ofhis bnge, racially var-
ty tnglisn-Iansiiase film, wrhrpm hv rtw* Ammnm a- n j

1UUJ VY1U1 LUIo pret-
ty English-language film, writtenby the American
novelist Susan Minot, about a radiant young
American, played by Lrv Tyler, who travels to a
postcard-perfect Tuscan villa to spend die sum-
mer with some bohemian family friends. Not only
is she looking for clues' about her late mother’s
past, but Lucy - a very hip 19-year-old in most

other respects *r is preparing to lose her virginity.
This rather quaint premise gives shape to the
whole film, as Lucy searches for the right person
to relieve her of her girlish burden and the other
houseguests look on with raptly parasitic fascina-
tion. The picture is essentially touristic in its
approach — both to the idling Tuscan lanrfc^ap^
and to the foibles ofyouth. With Jeremy Irons and
Smead Cusack. (English dialogue with some
Italian, Hebrew subfiles. Not recommended for
children.)

LONE STAR— Abig, satisfying swirl of
a movie, John Sayles’s latest picture audaciously
blends questions of personal mid political history
with an old-fashioned mystery story. Set in a
Texas border town, the fihn opens with the dis-
covery of a human skeleton and rusting police
badge among the cacti on an abandoned rifle-
range. Mournful-eyed sheriff Sam Deeds (Chris
Cooper), son ofthe town’s late, legendary lawman
Buddy Deeds (played in flashbacks by Matthew
McConanghey), decides to open an investigation

into wbar appears to be a 40-year-old murder
involving his own father and another notorious
and widely loathed sheriff (Kris KristofFerson).
Sayles’s greatest achievement here is the vital.

ied cast Until the very end, when be flags and
spreads the resolution around in ways that strain

credibility, he consistently turns sharp attention

and sympathy to each character as a complex indi-

vidual instead of as a token. (English dialogue,
Hebrew subtitles. Not recommended for chil-

dren.)

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Spotting a person refusing
to drink going into action
<7>

5 Just the least note -of

doubt? (7)

9 Irritation shown with a
painter’s technique (7)

10 Youngsters made to bear'
the ailing (7)

11 Having too much on, even'

a lord can go to pieces (9)

12 Bread turned over at
rubbish-dump (5)

13 Express impatience with
alternative to train (5)

15 The issue not available
bound (9)

17 Rush—sound plant (9)

19 A rebel in flight (5)

22 European university
subject (5)

23 He hasn’t a hope! (9)

25 A swinging bar—for
athletic types only (7)

26 Cat inpoints, beingdim (7)

27 Divisions where many a
man’s taken in by senior
NCOS (7)

28 The river turned colour
and then disappeared (7)

DOW
1 The aty tried to change (7)

2 Haring met up with a
troublesome creature,
Stozni (7)

3 Fancy a number couldn’t

be improved upon (5)

4 Pompom little Greek is an
ode-composer(9)

5Not all but some- long for
fruit (5>

6 Basic material for a writer
ofmusic? (9)

7 Such music men find a
thnac's essential (7)

_,‘-8 Is forcedtoheeeknag . not
a dodle horse (7)

-

'

14Theysave andhave second
thoughts! (9)

-

16 Possibly mills in to get a
meadquaily (4-5)

17Shows respect for a
chordophone carried by
sea-gwngcraft(7)

18 Rubbish to look at and
flush (3-4)

20 Decorate 1 across (7)

21 Soldiersdealwithstrategic
withdrawal (7)

23 Newspaper drive? (5)

24 The layabout can get riled

(5>

SOLUTIONS

isaojiiidDuaSui usdjo
, a o s c a
iQasBBaaaaa !DDiib.aaoBa^QG
'fjanaaa a^uzjaaaa
3 gi s a a u q

Qa£IlB0Ga0D2POQaa3saa
tlQQD 003aS 3mnoass
aasanaas BOGjanaQOEHaOHDns BEaasaHSan e u a
ansa aiiaaaaaaaa,

Quick Solution
ACROSS: 7 ftnatfc. B Cantos, 10

Asunder, .11 Bloat, IS Laud, IS

Adam. 17 Baste; IS XU*, 23 Bfazcfc.

SSOrigaatMOdawSSSafia.
DOWN: I AStabhe, X Tanehu, S

Study,4HombarfcSRIeD*.SAgate.

9 Tradition, 14 Biabho, IS

BOradeh IB Ancient, IB Abbott SO

Andit, 21Aim.

QUICK CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Interior (5)

4Pttfame(5)

10 Abandon (7)

11 Competitivegame
(5) .

12 Patup (5)

13 Remaining (7)

15 Notion (4)

17 Cost (5)

19 Big (5)

22 Always (4)

25 Give back (7)

27 Social blunder (5)

29 YeD (51

30 Even (7)

$1 Besotted by (5)

32 Representative (5)

DOWN
2 Courage (5)

3 Stretchy (7)

5 Punctuation
mark (5)

6Ml (7)

7Fbn0wipg(5)
8 Stop (5)

9 Upperleg (5)

14 Story (4)

16 Ruminantwith
antlers (4)

18 Answer (7)

20Contending (7)

.

21Angiy(55
23 Meeting-place (5)

24Appears (5)

26Aquaticanimal (5)

28 Glower(5)

TELEVISION

CHANNEL 1

&31 News- in Arabic 5:4$ Exercise
Hour 7:00 Good Morning Israel

EDUCATIONALTV

&00 Man and his Wodd 8:30 Family
Relations 9rf)0 Geography 9:20 Nature
&3D English Sfc45 Programs tor chil-

dren ittio They Simply Said Wo 10:15
Stories from Life 10:45 Looking at
Arithmetic 11:1Q English 11:35 Seven
in Heaven 12:00 Mathematics 12:15
Mathematics in Daily Ufa 1230 Social
Studies 13:00 The Onedin Lme 14:00
Surprise Train 14:25 Kitty Cat and
Tommy 14:45 Gaya, Gal and Gili 15:00
Pretty Butterfly

CHANNEL 1

1530 Zap to 1 15:32 Video Force
15cS0 TheAdventures ol Dodo 16:00A
Decade of Hoppa Hey 16:30 Garfield
1&50 TheAdventures of Dodo 1 6:59 A
New Evening 17:34 Liberty Street
18rf» Droopy 18:10 A Time for

Language 18:15 News in English
ARABIC PROGRAMS
18:30 Amai and KamaTs Sturfo
HEBREW PROGRAMS
19:30 Maws flash 18:31 Champs - 12-
part American comedy series 2fc00
News 20:45 Mr. Mani - drama senes
21:50 Pride and Prejudice - Jane
Austen classic (rpt) 22:45 World
Soccer23:30 News 00:00AGlimpse at
Ashkston

CHANNEL 2

13rtX> Genie and the Captain 13:30 ta
and Mltz 14:00 Echo Point 14:30 Street
Wise-drama 15:00 Yogi’s Gang 15:30
Dave'S World 16:00 The BoW and the
Beautiful 17:00 News magazine with
Rafi Reshef 17:30 Sister Sister 18.00
Senora 19:00 The Ring 20:00 News
2fk3D Dudu Topaz 22:00 A Year -
Wnistry of Defense memorial assem-
bly ter Yitzhak Rabin, held last Sunday
at the Mann Auditorium 22:30 Chicago
Hope 23:32 Murder One 00:00 News
OOrtS Murder One, continued 00:35
Concert - Handers oratorio Sauf 2X5
it Needs a Utile Sugar - story about a
person who works the projectors at a

WHERETO GO
Notices in this feature awe
charged at NIS28.08 per
line, including VAT. Insertion
every day of the month
costs NIS520.&5 per line,
mduduig VAT, per month.

JERUSALEM
Conducted Toure
HEBREW UNIVERSHY. Tours of
the Mount Scopus campus, in

English, daily Sua-Thur, 11 ajn.
from Bronfman Reception Centre,
Sherman Administration BJdg.
Buses 4a, 9, 23, 26. 28. For info,

call 882819.
HADASSAM. Visit the Hadassah
installations, Chagall Windows. TeL
02-416333, 02-776271.

TEL AVIV
Museums
TEL AVIV MUSEUM. Following the
Shock; Graffiti in Yitzhak Rabin
Square until December 12. Itzhak
Danziger: A Retrospective until

November 9. Menashe Kacfishman:
Drawings until November 4. Two
New Israeli Exhibitions: Portraits -?

“Virtual Reality”; Face to F$ce:.
Didactic Exhibition. New acquest-'
tiorr Two Tiffany Stained Glass
Windows. HELENA RUBINSTEIN
PAVILION FOR CONTEMPO-
RARY ART. Summer Exhibition for

.Children: Celebration of Colour
games and workshop. I Am You
Artists Against Violence: 20
posters. Hours: Weekdays 10 ajn.-

6 pjn. Tue. 10 am.-IO pjn. Fri 10
a.m.-2 p.m. Sat 10 3 p.m.
Meyerhoff Art Education Center,
Tel. 6919155-8.

HAIFA
WHATS ON IN HAIFA, dial 04-
374253.

ttoviq house wh en nas been under
threat 3t closure tor years 3:31 On the
Edge of te? Sne-t

JORDAN TV
(unconfirmed)

14:05 FievePs American Tails 14:30
You Bet Your Life 15;QQ French
Programs IfcOO World Echo 16:30 The
Famous Five 17:00 News flash 17:01
Search and Rescue 18:00 French pro-
grams 19:30 News headlines 19:35
The Fresh Prince of Bel Air 20:01 Auto
Classics 20:30 Album Show 2i:io
Slack's Magic 22tf0 News in English
22:30 Madspn 23:15 Miami Vce 00:00
Yes Minister

•

MIDDLE EAST TV

10:30 Changed Lives 11:00
Lghrhouse 11:30 Hour of Power 12:30
Central Message 13:00 Love Wonh

GENERAL
ASSISTANCE

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: Super Pharm, Malha mafl,
679-3200; Balsam, Salah e-Dln. 627-
2315; Shuafat, Shuafat Road, 581-0108:
Oar Akiawa, Henxfs Gate. 6292058.
1W Avfv: SMomo Hametet*. 78 Sblomo
Hamatech. 524^*61; Stcefcharm Glmei,
1-AHmair, Ramat AvN Gfcnd, 641-7177.
TW- 3 a.m. Monday. Pharma Oa!
Jabotirsky, 125 ten GvSrot 54fr204tt TBI
mkWght Supuphaim Ramai Aviv. 40
Bnstein, 641-3730; London Mr(store
Suparptem, 4 Shaul Hanwtech, 696-
0115u
Ra*anana-KSar Sava; Avner GBad, 34
VVeomann. Kfar Sava. 742-6826.
Natenya; Tiufa, 2 Hand, B2B856.
Haifa: HabanMn. 5 Habariori. 851-3005.
Krayot area: Hannan. 4 Simtat ModTto,
Kiryat Motridn. 870-7770/3.
Herrfya: CW Pham, BeS Meriraikn. 6
Masldt (cnr. Sderot HamCm), Herzfiya
Pltuah, 558472, K6407V^en 9 ajn. to
mldnighL
Upper Nazareth: Ctal Phatm, Lev Hair
Mafl, 570468. Open 9 a.m. to 10 p.m-

DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Shaare Zedek PntemaJ.
ENT); Bflmr Hofim (swpary); Hadassah
ML Scopus (orthopedics, obstetrics);

Hadassah Etn Kerem (pedlaries, ophthaL
moJogy).
761 Aviv: Tel Aviv MocDcaJ Center Dana
Ped^ric Hosj^taf (pediatrics); Tel Aviv
Medtea) Center (Internal, sugary).
Natenya: Laniado.

POUCE 100
FIRE 102
FIRST AID 101
Hagen David Adorn
In emergences <flal 101 (Hebrew) or Bll

in most parts of the country. In

A*«XxrB561333. War Sava* 9CZZ22
Aehkston^i332 Nahartya* B912333
Beeraheta- 8274767 Nstenye*6W4M
Boil Sheraeah 65Z3133 PetahlBne* S31111T
Dto Region* 5793333 - FWwveT 9451333
EM* 6332444 Rbtar 9642333
Hslta* B512233 SaW 920333
Jauaefanr 523133 TWAwTSWOIH
KamteT 9985444 Usenaa* 792444
* Mobl? kttonsfva Care Unfl(MCU) aanice in the

area, enxind Be ckxfc.

Modtoal help for tourists (m English)

177-0229110
The National Poison Control Center at

Rambam Hospital 04-852-3205, 24 hours

a day. for information to case of poisoning.

Eran - Emotional Hist Aid. 1201. also:

Jerusalem 561-0303. Tel Aviv 546-1111

(children/youth 096-1113), Haifa 867-

2222/3. Beertfteba 649-4333. Natenya
625110, Kanniei 988-3770, Kfar Sava
7674555, Hadera 346789.
Who hotilnes tor battered women 02-

651-4111, 03-546-1133 (abo in Russian).

07-637-6310, 066554)506 (also In

Amharic}.
Crisis Center (24 hours}, Tel AVtv

Pndina 14:00 This Is Your Day 14:30
John Osteen 15:00 In Touch 16:00
Adventures of Dry Gulch 16:30
Sandokai 16:55 Richard Scarry 17:20
Gerbeh 17:45 Dennis the Menace
18:10 Happiness 18:35 Mask 19:00
Bcb Newnan 19:30 Rhods 20:00 Cats’

Eyes 21:00 Remington Steele 22rtM
Hill Street Blues 23.-00 Lou Grant 00:00
Love Connection

CABLE
i nv 3 (33)

17:00 Weetty Column 18KW Amores
19:00 News to Arabic 19:30 News tn

Russian 20:00 News 20:45 TeJekessef
21:15 Blah 3teh 22:30 The Fortunes ot
War 23^25 The Russian War

ETV 2(23)

15:30 Wonder Years 16:00 CHmate
and ns Effect on Man 16:30 A Possible
World 17:00 Zombit 17:35 Wild Life m
Russia 18.-00 Cybemows 18:30 Mecfia
File 19:00 Jerusalem in Art 19:30 Point
of View 20:00 A New Evening 20:30
Destines 21:00 Star Trek: The Next
Generation 21:45 The Ear - Czech film

set in the Communist era. about a
deputy minister and his girtfnend who
return home after a night on the town to
discover secret listening devices in

their home 23:30 Tire European
Mrrade

FAMILYCHANNEL (3)

&O0 Sisters (rpt) 9:00 One Life to Live
(rpt) 9*45 The Young and the Restless
(rpt) 10UH) Days of Our Lives (rpt)

11^0 Perfa Negra 12:10 Neighbors
(rpt) 1235 Dallas (rpt) 13:30 Starling at
1:30 14:05 Nursing School 14:55
Sisters 15:45 Days of Our Lives 16:40
Neighbors 17:10 Dates 18:00 One Life

to Live 18:45 The Young and the
Restless 19:30 Local broadcast 2thOO
Peria Neqra 2Ik50Thkd Rock from the
Sun 21:15 The Single Guy 21:40 Jag
22:30 Law and Order 23:20 The Larry
Sanders Show 23:45 Melrose Place
00:30 Medteine Ball 1:20 The Point
Man

MOVIE CHANNEL (4)

11:30 Fate (1990) - a young man finds
the woman of his ckeams, but she
doesn't feel the same (rpt) 13:30 The
Garden of Allah (1 936) - romantic com-
edy set in the Sahara with Marlene
Dietrich (rpt) 14:50 L'Arbre de Noel
(1969) - last months in the life of a
young leukemia victim (ret) 16:40
Stoning in Fulham County (1993) - a
.DA investigates the death of an Anush
baby and runs up against resistance.
With Ken Cfin and Jtil Skenberry.T94
mips).. ,18.-20 Le . Jeune . Werther
(Flinch, 1992) - Inspired by Goeflie's
faihous hovel, this sensitive drarrid foL

1

tows the loss of innocence entailed to

vowing up for a group of 13-year-old
Parisian boys whose friend commits
suicide. (94 mins) 19--55 Mask (1985) -
a teenage boy copes with a 'disfiguring

cfcease than!® to the support of Ris
mother and her biker Inends. With
Cher, Sam Elliott, Eric Stottz and Laura
Dem- Directed by Peter Bogdanovich-
(119 mins) 22:00 Twist of Fare: Love is

a Gun (1994) - a poHce photographer
falls In love with a mysterious beauty.
He is suspected of sefring crime-scene
photos to the press and then the beau-
ty « found mradered and he b sus-

*nd Kefiv
Kartwea,

Man's Bluff

[1992) - a blind professor makes hte

With Eric Roberts and Kefly
Directed by David

• Blind N
|1
03 mins.) 23^45

119. 544-9191 (men).

625-5558. Haifa 853-0533. Sat 633-
1977.
Hacfassah Marties! Organisation -Israel
Cancer Association support service 02-

6247676).

JERUSALEM
CINEMATHEQUE Mission Impossi-
ble 5 * The State oTftings 7 * Copy-
cat 930 * Waiting On the Line 9:30

G.G. GIL Jerusalem MaD (Malha) 9
6788448 MufhoHand Fate 4:45. 7:15,
9:45 * The Nutty ProfessorWSubstitu-
teMOrtie ot Friends 4:45, 7:15. 9:45 *
Twister 4:45. 7:15 Escape From LA
9:45 * Tin CupMJudeMA Tune to Kill

4:30. 7:15. 10 JERUSALEM THE-
ATERASummer InLa Goulette 7 * La
Affrntta Elettive 9:30 RAV CHEN
Chain ReaetionMRurabte in the
BronxMThe Paflbearer#LookingForRL
chardMDogs Are Color Blind SEMA-
DAR *r 618168 Trainspotting 5:45 *
Stealing Beauty 7:30, 10 BEVAS-
SERETZIONaa GILSt Clare 4:45,
7:15, 9:45 * ATime to K1U 4^0, 7:15, 10

TEL AVIV
GAN HA’IR * 5279215 71 Ibn Gahro)
SL Love and Human Remains 2:30,
7^0, 9:45 Priscilla 5 Moll Flanders 5,
7:15. 9:45 GORDON Eat Drink. Man.
Woman 5.-30. 7-45. 10 G.G. HOD 1-4
» 5226226 Hod Passage, 101 Dizengoff
SL Jude 4:30, 7:15, 10 * Tin Cup 430.
7-15. 10 The Eighth Day 7:30. 10 x
The Nutty Professor 11 a.m.. V.15. 330,
5:45, 7:45, 10 * Trainspotting 1:15,
3.30. 7:45, 10 Cold Comfort Farm
1l:l5ajn., 5:45*AThna toWH 7:15, 10
9 Artonte’s Line 11 a.m.t 3,S* Mon
Homme 1. 3 * Le Afflrtta Efettfve'11
a.m., 1.5.750, 10 G.G. PE’ER Substi-
tutaUQrcto ofFriendsMThe Eighth Day
5, 7:30, 10*ATlme to Kffl 430, 7:15. 10
* Jude 430, 7:15, 10 RAV-CHENo
528228s Dizengoff Center Rumble In

the Bronx*Mufboaan<rs Fall S. 7:30.

9:45 * Independence Day 4:15, 7, 9:45
* Spy Hard 1150 a.m.. 2:30, 5. 7^0,
9:45* DogsAre Color Blind 11:30 am.,
230. 5. 7:30. 9:45 RAV-OR 1-6 »
5102674' Opera House Feeling Minaso-
talooking for RldianMThlngsTo Do
In DenvervThe Pallbearer 5, 7:30, 9:4$

t Lone Star 4:46, 7:15. 9:45 G.G. TEL
AVIV« 5281181 65 Ptosker SL Subati-

tute#Escape From LA 5. 7:30, 10 *
TwistBT 5, 730, 10 TEL AVIV tiUSE-
UM NeOy et M. Amatxf 5, 8, 10

HAIFA
CINEMA CAFE AMAMI 9 8325755
Cold Comfort FarmMTralnspoHing
7:15, 9:15 A12M0N 1-5 « 8673003
klulholland'8 FallstiEsfiape From
l_A.MTwistei#iiission lmpossiWe4:30,

7. 9:15 Independence Day 7:30, 9:30

GLOBECfTY-ORI Jude 4:30, 7:15, 10
r UulbonantTS Falls 7:15. 9:45 w Twre-

terMThe Nutty Professor 4:45* Substi-

tute#^ Clara 4:45. 7:15. 9:45 trA Tima
to Ktil 7:15. 10 ORLY* 8381868 Lone
Star 6:45, 9:15 PANORAMA 1-3 *
8382020 A Time to KIR 4-30. 7,930*
The Nutty Professor4^0.

7

. 930 * The
Eighth Day 4:30. 7. 9:30 RAV-GAT 1-2

*8674311* Rumble to the RronxMlhlL
hdland's Falls 4:45, 7, 9:15 RAV-MOR
1-7 * 8416898 * The Pallbearei#FeeI-

iwmg wmng pot-Jxxlera and becomes
a suspect ji the mu-der ol ho ^
neighbor. While trying to clear his name
he laHs into a trap set up by bs inends.
With Rabat Unch. (83 nuns.) 1-15
Echo Pant i‘.926'i - .ntimate drama,
about three mends living cn the fnnqes
o( society m Los Arjgetes (rp»> ^40
Right hand Man (1So7j — mmantjc
drama auout a disablec nebtman's
love tor the do=!o.-’s daughter. With
Rupert Everett. Directed tr/ Kenreth
Loach 195 nrns.J

M CHILDREN (6)

6:30 Cano?ns 9:05 The Miiity way
9:30 VR Troopers 9:55 brje Unwere-itv
10:3G The Ren and Snmpy Show 11*36
Animal Park 12:00 Sweet \*a‘.i£y Hmh
12:45 Alvin and the Chipmunks 13:00
Surprise Garden 13:20 Serensiein
Bears 13:45 Make-Bel:eii‘e Closet
14:05 Little Mouse on the Prane 14:35
Heathdfff 15:00 VR Trcopers 15*30
Little University 16:00 Kirk 16:25
Saved by die Bel! 16:45 Rocto’s
Modem Life 17:00 Animal Par.; 17:30
Sweet Vaflev High 18:15 iau Tan 18:40
Make-Believe Closet 19:00 Sonic
19:30 Three's Company 20:00 Mamed
With Children 2fh25 Roseanne 20:50
The Ren and Stimpy Shew 21:05 Step
by Step 21:30 Family Ties

SECOND SHOWING (6]

22:00 La Belle Noiseuse (French,
19911 - a drama about the creative
artistic process. With Michel Ptccoli as
a retired artist who rerums to paint he
masterpiece after 10 years, with his
wife as tvs model. With Jane Birkin and
EmanueJle Bear:. Directed by Jacques
Rrvette. (235 mins.) 1:55 The Dogs
(French, 1979) - the citizens o' a mod-
em town raise dogs to attack the immi-
grants and street gangs. A young doc-
tor fights this arbitrary violence. W.th
Gerard Depardieu. Directed by Alain

Jescise (95 mtns.)

M DISCOVERY (8)

6:00 Open Urnrersity 12:00 Chemcal
Warfare n Nature (rpt) 13:00 Amazing
Amerca (ip;{ 13:30 The Next Step (iptj

14:00 Open Unhrereity 15:00 Chemical
Warfare in Nature (rp'.l 17:00 Amazing
Atrenca (rpt) 17:30 The Next Step (rpt)

18:00 Open Umvetsity 20:00 Atdabra
and Patau 21:00 Human Nature 22:00
Sevond 2000 22:30 The Bid Questions
23:00 Atdabra and Palau '(rp'J 00:00
Open Urmreisty

SUPER CHANNEL

6:00 Adventures 7:00 Europe 2000
7:20 The Key ct David 10:00 Ushuaia
11:00 Executive Lifesryies 11:30 Travel
Express 12:00 Supershop 13:00
Gi^ette Sports Magazine 13:30 Horse
Racing 14:00 Goth PGA tour 15:00 KB
Federal Cup Finals 16:00 College
Baseball: NCAA finals 17:00 The
McLaughlin Group 17:30 Meet the
Press 18:30 How to Succeed in

Business 19:00 Scan 19:30 The First

and tee Bes: 20:00 Executive
Lifestyles 2030 Europe 2000 21:00
Ushuaia 22:00 Baseball 00:00 Profiler

1:00 Talkin' Jazz 1:30 Travel Express
2:00 The Tonight Show with Jay Leno
3:00 MSNBC '.ntemight

STAR PLUS

6:00 Hindi shows 7^0 Amu) India
Show 8:00 The Road Show 8:30 India
Business Week 9:30 Star Trek 103Q
Indian movie 13:30 India Business
Week 14:00 Charge's Angels 15.-00

Batman 15:30 The Simpsons 16:00
The Addams Family 16:30 Lifeline
17riW Reporter 17:30 Countdown Plus
18:30 Star Week 19:30 Dynasty 20:30
India BusinessWeek 21:30 Amul inefia

Show 22;00 AH Our Children - BBC
documentary 23:00 Our Town (1940) -
dassiC adajMatron of Thornton Wilder’s
play about a small town In New
England With William Holden, Martha
Scott and Thomas (Wtchell. Directed by
Sam Wood. {90 nuns.) 1:00 Thieftaters
2:00 Home and Away 2:30 The
Sullivans

CHANNEL 5

&30 Bodies in Motion 16:00 Bodes in

Motion 16:30 Women's Grand Pm
Volleyball 17:45 English League
Soccer Newcastle vs. Middlesbcrough
- five 20^)0 To be announced 21:00
Surfina: World Championship 22:00
Israel National League Soccer 22&0
English League Soccer Newcastle vs.
hSddtedxirough (rpt)

CINEMA
Ing IbnesotaMDogs Are Color Blfnd-
•Chain Reaction 4:45. 7, 9:15 •» Rum-
ble In the Bronx 4:45, 7, 9-15
Independence Day 6:45. 9:15 Spy
Hard 5, 7, 9:15 * James and the Gtent
Peach 5 RAV-OR 1-3 » 8246553 -V

The PaflbeareritiOogs Are Color Blind-
•Looking tor Richard 4:45, 7. 9:15

AFULA
RAV CHEN 9 6424047 A Time to Kill

7. 9:30

ARAD
STAR v 9950904 The Nutty Professor
•7. 9:45 * spy Hard 7:15. 9:45

ASHDOD
G.G. GIL o 8647202 Chain Reac-
tion9Twistn#Mutt2ptictty 7:15, 10 w In- •

dependence Day 4:30 * A Time toKill

J-30, 7:15, 10 G.G. ORI 1-3» 711223
Chain ReaetioiriKSubstitute^The Nutty
Professor 5, 7:30, 10

ASHKELON
G.G. GIL 9 729977 Substttute«MuF
holiand's Fafl&STwister 4.30, 7:15, 10w
A Time to Kill 10 -r The Nutty Professor
5. 7:30 RAV CHEN v 711223 Chain
ReactlonfKIogs Are Color Blind•Rum-
ble in the Bronx 5. 7:30. 9:45 Beauti-
ful Girls 730, 9:459 Independence Day
4 7. 9:45* James and the Giant Peach
5

BAT YAM
RAV CHEN v 5531077 Feeling Minne-
sota#Chaln Reaction 5. 7.30, 9:45 -r

Rumble In tiie BronxMSpy Hard 5. 7:30,

9 45 -r Mulhoflands Falls 7:30. S'45 »
The Nutty Professor 5 r Independence
Day 4. 7. 9:45 w Twister 5. 7:30. 9:45

BEERSHEBA
G.G. GIL 6440771 Substituted CJar-

aWulhoiland's Falls 5. 7*30. 10 w Tin

Cup 10 tc The Nutty Professor 5, 7:30

RAV-NEGEV 1-4 « 235278 Rumble
in the Bronx«Oogs Are Color Blind-

Chain Rewtren^FeslingMinnesota 5,

730. 9:45

EILAT
KOLNOA EILAT * 6373178 Chain
ReactionBRumble in the BrontThe
Nutty Professor 7.30. 10

HADERA
LEV 1-4 S343555 Stealing Beau-
tyKscape From LA.•Chain Reaction
7:30, 10 tr A Time to Klff 7:15. 10 *
HERZUYA
STARw 589068 Jude 7:30, 10 v Es-
cape From LA. 7:30. 10 * StClara 7:30
» A Time to Kill 10

KARMIEL
CINEMA 1-3 9 887277 Phenomenon
7. S 30 t Rumble in the BronxtChaln
Reaction 7, 9:30

KFAR SAVA
G.G. GIL =7677370 Substitute 5. 7:30.

10* AThna toKM 4;3Q, 7:15, IQ* Jude
440, 7:15. 10* Mulhofland's Falls 7:30.

10 -rllie Nutty Professor5* Circle of

FriendsMTwfater 5, 730, 10 * Tin Cup
5, 7:30 .

EUROSPORT

9:30 Alpine Skiing 10:30 Cross

Country Skiing: World Cup, Airsrna

11:00 Tennis: Uve from France 12^0
Car Racing: Carting from Pars 13:00

Ski Junpmg: Tiw Four Hffls Tour 14KW
Formute One car racing 18:00 New
Yojk Maramon - five 20:30 Amateur
Videos - sports magazine 21:00

Teims: ATP Mercedes 9 tour. Pans ~
finals 23:00 Soccer, France 1:00.

Alpine Skiing

PRIME SPORTS

6:00 NBA Game of the week: Houston
vs. Phoenix - five 10:30 WaterepprtS

WcrW 11:30 Golt Omega tour - Wtfi-

liphts 13:30 f4asters Atelrtlcs 14«30

The Asian Soccer Show 15:30 Table

Tennis: World Cup, France - »»»
17^0 GoH: Omega tour - htahfitfns

19:30 NBAGame of the week: Houston

vs. Phoenix (ipt) 21:30 Car Racing: GT
Endurance Race from China 1:30

Boxing 3:30 Asia Soccer Show

BBC WORLD

News on the hour 6:05 Horizons (rpt)

7:25 India Business Report8:20 Britain

in View (rpt) 9:20 This Week 10:05
BBC Global Report 11:30 Floyd’S

American Pie 12:05 Heart of the Matter

(roll 13:20 Window on Europe (rpt)

14:05 Around the World in 80 Days
15:05 Breakfast with Frost 16:30 Tne
Travel Show (rpt) 17:05 Horizons (rpt)

18£0 Earth Report (rpt) 18:30 Film "96

(rpt) 19:30 Top Gear (rpt) 2O--20 On the

Record 21:20 Window on Europe (rpt)

22:05 Wheeler on America 23:30
Tomorrow's World (rpt) 00:00 World
Business Report 2:10 The Money
Programme (rpt)

CNN INTERNATIONAL

News throughout the day &30 Evans
and Novack 7:30 World News 8:30
Science and Technology fe30 World
Soon 10:30 Style with Elsa Kiensch
ii:30 CNN Computer Connection
12:00 World Report 13:30 World
Business Week 14&D World f
15:30 The Week in Pro Go« 1

Larry King Weekend 17:30 World
(toA) 18:30 Science and Techn
19:00 CNN'S Late Edition 20:
Moneyweek 21:00 World Report 23:30
Uivestgalive Reports 24ri)0 Style with

Elsa Kiensch 00:30 World Sport 1:00
The World Today 1:30 Future Watch
2:00 Diplomatic License 2:30 Earth
Watch

SKY NEWS

News on the hour 6:30 48 hours with

Dan Rather 7:30 The Entertainment
Show 10:30 Sports Sunday 11:30
Sunday Business News 12KX) Sunday
with Adam Boulton 13:30 The Book
Show 14:30 Week in Review 15-^0
Beyond 2000 16:30 International

Report 17:30 Court TV 1830 Week In
;

Review 19:00 Live at Five 20:30 •

Sunday with Adam Boulton 21:30 *

Sportsline 22:30 Sunday Business )

News 1^0 CBS News 2:30ABC News .

RADIO
VOICE OF MUSIC

6:06 Morning Concert 9:05 Mozart
String quintet in D K593 (Guameri Ot,
Tannenbaum); Beethoven; Leonora
overture no 3
(Philharmonia/Klernperer); Schumann:
Fantesiestflcke for clarinet and piano
op 73 (Dembinsky. Zak); Bloch:
Schelomo Hebrew Rhapsc
Tchaikovsky: Piano concerto no
Overall. Symphony no 6- (Czech.
PO/Pesek) 12:00 Light Classical - •

works by Rossini. Tchaikovsky,
Mascagni, Berlioz, Sibelius, Saint- .

Saens, Josef Strauss. American •

marches 13:00 Artists of the Week -
[

Tokyo Quartet Beethoven: Quartet in F .

op 18/1; Haydn: Quartet In C op 76/3 •

“Emperor" 14:06 Encore 15:00
Concertos lor keyboard instruments
from 18th-century England (Parley of
Instruments) 16:00 Musk: for Sunday - *

Bach: Cantata no 38; Rektea: Requiem
18:00 New CDs — Debussy: Rodrigue
et Cfumene 20:05 From Our Concert

;

Halls - live broadcast from Mann .

Auditorium. Israel Philharmonic Onte. •

cond Wolfgang* SawaJUsch. Haydn:
Symphony no 104; R. Strauss: Tod und !

VerWSnmg; Schubert Symphony no 9
“Great* 23:00 Sounds to End the Day •

KAHARIYA
HECHAL HATARBUT Dogs Are CoF
or Blind 7. 9:15

UPPER NAZARETH
G.G GIL 9 561332 Tin CupA Time to

KBI 4:15, 7. 9:30 * Twister 4:3a 7
SubstitutetThe Nutty Professor-
WChaln ReacttonMIuttreOand's Falls

430. 7, 9.30

NESS ZIONA
G.G. GIL 1-4« 404729 Subctitute^St-
.Clara7^a 10* The Nutty Professor 5
+ Jude 4:30, 7:15, 10

NETANYA
G.G. GIL 1-5 tr 628452 Substttu-

te*The Qghth DayteMulholand Fate 5.

7:30, 10 Jude 430,7:15, 10 A Time
to Kill 4:30. 7:15, 10 RAV CHEN Rum-
ble In theBronxtThe Paflbaarer^Cheln
ReactionteDoge Are Color Blind 10.

1£15 a-m.; 5. 730. 9:45

OR YEHUDA
G.G. GIL St CleraBThe Nutty Profes-
sor 5. 7:30. 10* Tin Cup*A Time to KH1 -

4:30. 7:15, 10 ;

PETAH TIKVA
G.G. HECHAL SubstituteMtulhol-I
land Fails 5. 7:30. 10 * A Time to Wlh
4:30. 7:15, 10 G.G. RAM 1-3 *7
9340818 Spy HardBTwteter 4:30, 7:15, •

10

RAMAT CAN
RAV-GAN 1-4 w 6197121* The PalL
beararitiTwMardfDogs Are Color Blind
5. 7:30, 9:45 * Feeling Minnesota 5,

730. 9:45 RAV-OASfS 1-3 v 8730687

;

Rumble In the Bronx 5, 7:30, 9:45 +.
Chain Reaction 5. 750, 9:45 UulhoF-
land Falls 5, 730. ft45

RAMAT HASHARON
KOKHAV Stealing Beauty 7:15, 9:30

REHOVOT
CHEN 1-4 « 362864 Stealing Beauty
7:15. 9:45 * A Time to Mil 7, 9:45 *
Nelly et ILAroaud 7:30. 9:45 RAV
MOR » 9493595 Lone Star 430. 7:15,
9"45 + HulhoHand FallsSRumble in the
.BronxFeeting Minnesota^Chaln Reap,
lion 5. 7:30. 9:45 Dogs Are Color
Blind 730. 9:45 * Spy Hard-5

RISHON LEZION
GAL 1-5 « 9619669 The Nutty Profes-i

sor9Treinspotting*StClare«CtFele of*
Friends 730. 10 »71n Cup 7:15, 10 GIL.'
Muiholland Falls 730, 10 * The Nutty,
Professor 5 -A Escape From LA.*Sub-’
stitute 5, 730, 10 HAZAHAV Rumble
in the BronxMAulhoIland FaUsKubstl-.'
tuteVTwrister 5^7:30, 10* A Time to KHI
430. 7:15, 10 HAV CHEN w 9670503
Rumble In the Bronx 5, 7:30, 9:45 *
Dogs Are Color Blind 5, 730, 8:46 x-
Chsin Reaction 5, TJ3Q, 9:45 *The Pall-'

bearer 7:30, 9:46 -k James and the GJ-,
ant Peach 5 STAR* 961»85 Molh
Flanders 7:30, 10 * Chain Reaction'
7:30 Ik Judo 730. 10 * Cable Guy 7ao,‘
9 The Eighth Day 10 * Independence*
Day 10
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Korman charged with manslaughter
HADAR Bctar security officer

Nahum Korman was indicted for

manslaughter by the Jerusalem

District Attorney’s Office on

- Friday, for beating to death 11-

year-old Hilmi Shoushi last

Sunday.
According to the charge sheet,

Korman 'entered Husan village in

his settlement’s security jeep with

the aim of detaining youths who,

according to reports he had
received earlier, had stoned a car.

As he was driving through the

village, he began chasing Shoushi

and two of his cousins, aged 12

and 15. After pursuing them for

about 30 meters, he stopped the

jeep, got out of it with his pistol

drawn, and ran towards Shoushi,

who was standing near one of the

houses.

The indictment states that

Korman approached the boy and

hit and kicked him in the head. As
a result of the kick, Shoushi fell

onto his back and while he was
lying on the ground Korman put

his foot on his neck and hit him
on the head with his pistol butt

As a result of the beating,

Shoushi lost Consciousness, then

stopped breathing. After several

women villagers intervened, an
ambulance was summoned; but

Shoushi died on the operating

table at Jerusalem's Hadassah-
University Hospital in Gin Kerem.
An autopsy was performed with

a Palestinian doctor in atten-

dance, at the demand of the

Shoushi family. It found that the

boy had died of a brain hemor-
rhage following the blows to his

head, which bad tom the spinal

artery, causing internal bleeding.

Korman was brought to

Jerusalem District Court on
Friday morning for the reading of

indictment. The district attor-
ney asked the court to remand
him until the conclusion of pro-
ceedings against him, but the
judge deferred a ruling until this

morning. Prosecutors said they
plan to call 23 witnesses in the
case.

Korman did not speak with the
press when he arrived at the coixr-

thouse, but an interview in that

morning’s Yediot Aharonot quot-
ed him as saying; “Not only did-
n't I kill the hov. but I did the

resuscitate him and called an
ambulance. I feel humiliated. My
greatest pain, of course is that the

boy died."

Outside the courthouse a small

group of women demonstrated as
Korman arrived. One of the signs
they carried quoted from Bialik,

“The devil has not created revenge
for the blood of a small child."

Korman’ s brother. Ya’acov.
complained that they were declar-

ing him guilty without a trial He
said his brother’s own children

had been stoned, adding, “1

believe in my brother’s good-
ness."

Yesterday some 250 people,

including Israeli and Palestinian

legislators, gathered in Husan to

hold a memorial service for

Shoushi. Signs saying
“Settlements are time bombs for

peace," and
“Hilmi your blood

was not spilled in vain" were
bung among Palestinian flags and
pictures of Palestinian leader

Yasser Arafat
Clarification: Friday's report on

this story mistakenly quoted
Justice Ministry and Jerusalem

District Attorney’s Office sources

as saying Korman would be
charged with murder. (Itim)

Jerusalem
3000 Years
An educational asset - par excellence

145 cm by 4S cm full color, laminated wall chart explaining

the history of Jerusalem, from .the period of King David

through Biblical times, Persian, Hellenistic, Hosmonean
periods: Roman occupation and the destruction of the

Temple, through Muslim, Byzantine and Crusader times;

through Ottoman and British mandate period, its liberation

and return to Jewish rule in 1967, until today as Israel's united

capital. 7
Issued by The International Forum for a United Jerusalem,

this magnificent production is a must andshould be in every

school, college, university, community center, synagogue,

church, home and office.

Mailed to you in a reinforced cardboard tube ready for

hanging. .
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YISRAEL Lederman, indicted for deliberate-

ly flinging hot tea at Labor MX Yael Dayan,
was remanded until the end of trial on Friday

by Jerusalem Magistrate's Court.

Lederman plans to appeal the decision, his

lawyer Naftali Werzberger said.

Two weeks ago, when the Knesset
Committee on the Status of Women, which
Dayan beads, was touring Hebron, Lederman
approached the MKs, attracted Dayan's atten-

tion and allegedly flung a cup of hot tea at her,

giving her second degree bums on her neck

and chest. Lederman says he was pushed and
accidentally spilled the tea.

After analyzing Channel 2 footage of die

incident. Judge Shimon Fineberg said it did

not appear that Lederman had been pushed.
Fineberg also said Lederman is a “danger-

ous man" who bad repeatedly violated the law
to promote his ideology, despite the actions

taken against him. «.

Lederman, who is affiliated with the

extremist Kach group, served three years of a
20-year sentence for murdering a Palestinian

Swiss reject calls for

‘truth commission9

ZURICH (Reuter) - Switzerland

rejected on Friday calls by US
Senator Alfonse D'Amato and the

Los Angeles-based Simon
Wiesenthal Center for an indepen-

dent “truth commission" to probe

Switzerland's wartime role as a

financial center.

The bead ofthe Senate Banking
Committee and the Wiesenthal

Center are both investigating

Switzerland's wartime commer-
cial links with the Nazis and the

far© of dormant assets put in

Switzerland by Holocaust vic-

tims.

“It is known that Switzerland

will use an independent investiga-

tive commission to clear up unre-

solved questions about assets

placed in Switzerland as a resultof
Nazi tyranny,” said Thomas Borer,

head of an official Swiss task

force on the issue.

Bern has also appointed two his-

torians to check whether such dor-

mant assets were used to compen-
sate Swiss citizens for national-

ized property under compensation
treaties Switzerland struck with

Eastern European countries.

Borer brushed off the

Wiesenthal Center’s call for creat-

ing an independent panel to probe
Switzerland’s past along the lines

of the “truth commission" in

South Africa investigating injus-

tices committed during that coun-
try’s apartheid era.

Swiss banks have apparently

made progress in tracking down
some missing funds.

Banking ombudsman Hanspeter

Haeni on Friday called a news
conference for November 12 to

' discuss the status of the search be
is coordinating on behalf of some
1,000 claimants seeking assets

their relatives may have put in

Swiss banks.

He declined to give.any details,

but referred to his previous cont-

inent that he was “convinced we
can prove that the search process

works.”

The World Jewish Congress last

week dismissed Haeni 's effort to

find the assets of Holocaust vic-

tims as a “cruel farce” and said not

a single penny has been returned

to survivors or their relatives after

a year-long probe.

AUS lawsuit by Holocaust sur-

vivors seeks S20 billion in assets,

a figure Swiss officials dismiss as

wildly exaggerated.

Haeni said be had circulated

three lists to banks in May, July

and September that contained the

names of hundreds of potential

account holders. Banks then had
two months to search their

records. If they found a match,

they could turn to Hacni’s office to

get forms filled out by applicants.

It was then bp to banks to contact

claimants. If Haeni did not bear
back from banks, be informed
claimants of this “‘negative infor-

mation.”

NEWS IN BRIEF

Report: Bikers terrorize TA boulevard
Hundreds of motorcyclists have taken to gather each Thursday

a
night on Tel Aviv's Sderot Rokah, which they block while bolding

' impromptu races and daredevil riding competitions, according to

Galei Zahal radio. Police have so far been unable to stop the

practice, the radio said. Itim

Soccer player arrested for theft
A 29-year-old soccer playerwas arrestedon Friday in Yavne on
suspicion of stealing goods from the town's Hypereol branch over

the past six mouths, during which some NIS 150,000 in goods
were stolen from the branch.

*“

The supermarket manager recently installed a closed-circuit

camera in the store. On Friday, the suspect, who comes to rite store

as a drink company representative, was seen putting packages of

underwear into,his coat He then left tire store, came back and
allegedly took additional goods. When he went out to his car, the

store manager confronted him and searched the car, finding goods
valued at tens of thousands of shekels. Police arrested the suspect,

who confessed to the theft and other thefts from the store. Itim

Agriculture Ministry to invest in Beit She’an
The Agriculture Ministry will invest $7 million in building

greenhouses in Beit Sbe’an in a bid to provide livelihood for the -

factory workers which Kitan recently fired. Agriculture Minister

Rafael Eton said over the weekend. The greenhouses will cover

150 dunams and be used to raise flowers, herbs and vegetables for

export. The project will begin this week. Itim

Woman remanded for attempted murder
Tel Aviv Magistrate’s Court remanded a 66-year-old Holon woman
for five days on Friday, after she allegedly attempted to murder her

father, 96, and commit suicide earlier in the day. The bearing was
held at the Wolfson Medical Center, where the woman and her

father were being treated for gas inhalation. The father was lightly

injured and has already been released from the hospital.

The incident apparently occurred after the woman had an
argument with her sisters, who wanted to put their father in a
nursing home and sell the apartment their sister was sharing with
him. Itim

Convict on work leave murdered in Ramat Gan
A CONVICT who left prison to go to weak in

a garage was murdered Friday morning in

Ramat Gan by a gunman who shot him five

times before escaping in a getaway car.

The man, Erez Vishinsky, 30, of Even
Yehuda, a trustee of the minimum-security

t
'

Ma'asiyahu Prison, worked in a garage in

south Tel Aviv. He arrived at around 7 a.m.

Friday at Ramai Gan’s Rehov Hanegba to get

his motorcycle, which he used to reach work.

A witness said a masked man shot Vishinsky
and then escaped in a waiting car. The witness

reported part of the car’s license plate number.
Police said the man had been serving a sen-

tenced for drug dealing, drug smuggling, and
blackmail.

A Magen David Adorn team pronounced him
dead at the scene. , (Itim)
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Manslaughter suspect Nahum Korman holds his father’s hand as he is led by a policeman into Jerusalem District Court on Friday.

Korman is suspected of beating to death 11-year-old Hxhni Shoushi last Sunday. , .
(AP)

Lederman remanded until end of trial
in 197S.

Fineberg said the evidence against Lederman
and the risk of him taking additional extrem-
ist acts, given the political friction in Hebron,
justified the prosecution’s request for a
remand until the end of trial.

Dayan and Meretz MK Naomi Chazan,
who had been standing with Dayan when the

tea was thrown, attended the bearing on
Friday, after the court rejected Werzberger’s

request to have them removed from the

room. . (Itim)
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Rafael worker
will be

compensated
for lung

disease claim
A RAFAEL worker, who claims

he developed lung disease from

.

exposure to dangerous chemi-

cals while working at the

weapons authority, will be paid

NIS 149,000 In damages by the

state, according to a compro-
mise accepted by Haifa District

Court on Friday.

The government decided to

settle the suit, but did not admit
to responsibility for causing the
man’s illness.

The 63-year-old man was a
Rafael employee for 30 years.

According to his lawsuit, he was
exposed to asbestos while work-
ing on installing insolation in

rocket engines. He was trans-

ferred to the work in 1977 after

being injured during a work
accident in another unit. He
developed a respiratory disease

in 1986, and as a result he was
transferred again to another
job.

A medical opinion on the mat-
ter snhmitted by the man said

there is a partial connection
between his illness and his expo-
sure to various chemicals on the

job.

The state claimed that the'

man was a heavy smoker, was
known to not be in good health

and had physical limitations.

However, he was given employ-
ment according to the company
doctors’ recommendations, the

state said. There is absolutely

no connection between the

man’s illness and his job, and
“Rafael is not responsible for

the man becoming Ul, or for the

progression of his fitness,” the

state said.

Moreover the man was negli-

gent in Hint he did not make use

of all of the safety equipment,

including a mask, that was pro-

vided for him to ose on the Job
to protect him from dangerous
chemicals, the state said. (Itim)
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